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the 
president's page 
E VEN IF WE IGNORE the fact that the Crude Oil Windfall 

Profit Tax Act of 1980, just recently signed into law by 
President Carter, is a poor substitute for an energy bill, it is 
even more disturbing when we consider the implications of this 
legislation and where it may be leading us. 

It would be unfair not to mention that this bill represents only 
a part of the response of our Congress and our President to the 
energy crisis. Phased decontrol of domestic crude oil prices, 
which will allow domestic crude to seek its proper price in the 
market place, was announced by President Carter on April S, 
1979. As of this date, all price controls are scheduled to 
terminate October 1, 1981. Since I believe that the free market 
system in the long term provides more goods at the right 
places, at the right time, and at a lower cost than any other 
system yet devised by man or government, I am most certainly 
in favor of this portion of our energy plan. 

Now, back to the Windfall Profit Tax Act and the events 
leading up to it. 

As all of us are aware, we have been confronted with rapidly 
escalating prices for crude and all of its by-products beginning 
with the Arab oil embargo in 1973. The United States Govern
ment reacted to this embargo, in part, by imposing price 
controls on all domestic crude. Many of us thought that the 
controls were temporary and would be in place only long 
enough for our President and Congress to come up with a 
strong plan designed to increase our independence in the 
ene~gy area. As citizens, we had every right to expect this. It 
was, and is, very apparent that our way of life was threatened 
and that we would be extremely vulnerable in the event of war. 
We did not get responsible action from our government. In
stead, we got misrepresentation and politics. 

Along with the increase in prices of all petroleum products, 
caused principally by the ever-rising prices imposed by the 
producing countries, came bitter and derogatory remarks from 
our President and certain members of Congress directed 
toward the U. S. Oil Industry! The industry was accused of 
everything from willfully withholding supplies from the market 
place to making "obscene" profits. All of these charges were 
highlighted and given wide coverage by the news media. The 
majority of the U. S. international oil companies were slow to 
respond to the charges; and, when they did respond, their side 
of the story was not presented in the same manner by the news 
media as were the charges against them. Consequently, due to 
biased reporting, those people who had no other way to judge 
came to believe that the companies were guilty as charged; I 
am firmly convinced that the companies are not guilty as 
charged, and I offer the following for your consideration. 

Five of the seven largest international oil companies are 
U. S.-based companies. One, or more , of these five companies 
is in evidence in every country of the free world. You will find 
them actively searching for new reserves, refining and mar
keting in every conceivable location. Between them, in the 

past, they controlled most of the known reserves in the f 
world. When they had this control, petroleum and its 
products were readily available to us at very reasonable pric 
These accomplishments were the end product of fine c 
panies managed by competent, proud people competing · 
free market. Two things have changed over the years. Th 
companies no longer have control over the supply that t 
once did; and, since 1973, they have been operating un 
price controls in the United States. Shortages and disru 
distribution were direct results of the loss of control of sup 
Considering the past history of these companies and the 
that they no longer control supply, it is inconceivable to me 
anyone would believe that they willfully withheld supplies f 
the market. 

In place of criticism, they should be complimented for 
outstanding contributions that they have made, both to 
nation and the world. The sooner our government 
attacking these companies and develops a strategy that 
them to compete freely in the world, the sooner we shall b 
the road leading to the solution of our energy problems. 

Chevron has a report in the April 21, 1980, issue of the 
News & World Report that is very informative and interest" 
quote: "The average profit for all major U. S. industries 
year was 5.5c;: on a sales dollar. By comparison, in 
Chevron made 5.lc;: on each sales dollar of U. S. petro 
sales - a little less than the average for U.S. industries." 
is also a bar graph that reads as follows: "Chevron's Pro 
U. S. Petroleum sales vs. Individual U. S. Indus 
CHEVRON 5.lc::, TV & RADIO BROADCASTING 
DRUGS 9.7c;:, COMPUTERS/OFFICE EQUIPMENT 
PAPER & FOREST PRODUCTS 7.5c;:, AIRLINES l.7c::." 
are the "obscene profits"? 

Now, after nearly seven years, our government hasp 
into law the Windfall Profit Tax Act. This tax is not a t 
profits. This is a severance tax to be collected on produ 
This tax is expected to raise at least $227.3 billion 
revenue over a period of the next several years that 
distributed in various ways by our government. I ask you, 
our problem is energy, would it not have made more 
our government had passed a bill that required 
companies to use any increase in profits resultinq 
decontrol for exploration and production purposes? 

There is another thing about the Act that concerns m 
government has just decided what constitutes a "fair" 
and they have taken the "excess" for their own use. T 
dangerous trend. What is to prevent them from decidiD 
that the 9.7c;: profit on sales earned by the Drug Industry 
is excessive and confiscating a portion of that? What if 
our homes? Will a "fair" profit be established? This 
only does not go far enough in providing incenti 
increased production, it violates the American Way of 
business and is potentially threatening to personal fre 
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Mountains and from the Gulf of Mexico to the Canadian 
border) in 1803, life changed very little for the Acadians. 
The marshes, bayous, and swamps made travel difficult. 
The few persons who did venture into the area were 
hunters, such as Jim Bowie, or sugar cane planters from 
the Caribbean Islands. The change from the small farms to 
the large cotton, rice, and sugar plantations was a gradual 
one, encouraged by the slave labor of the early 1800's. 

As with the rest of the country, the Civil War brought 
changes to the Louisiana economy. After the war the great 
cypress forests were recognized as having value, and tech
nology had advanced enough to provide means of market
ing the lumber. For the next 50 years lumber provided the 
economic base of the area. For about the same length of 
time, the oil industry was delayed by the war. 

Oil had always been a part of Louisiana. In 1503 sur
vivors of the expedition of Hernando De Soto (discoverer 
of the Mississippi River) noted in their journals that they 
had been in a storm on the Gulf Coast and had been forced 
to land to repair their ships. To seal the cracks in their 
ships they used the raw petroleum that had washed onto 
the shore. A later mention of this petroleum was by 
English merchantman Daniel Coxe in 1698. Co~e wr?te, 
"A bitumen or naptha, which comes from certain spnngs 
or fountains that empty themselves into the sea, is 
coagulated by the salt water and in storms cast upon the 
coast." These springs must have had a voluminous flow, 
for in 1812 Major Amos Stoddard described an island 
(Belle Isle) "known to be on fire for at least three months." 
The first reference to the use of the oil was in 1839 when 
residents along the Calcasieu River were collecting three to 
four barrels a day and using it as fuel, medicine, and 

lubricant. 
After Drake's well in Pennsylvania (J 859) ignited inter-

est in the drilling of oil, the Louisiana Petroleum and Oil 
Company was formed to drill for oil. The company drilled 
one hole to a depth of 450 feet when gravel clogged the 
pipe. Before other wells could be drilled, the Civil War was 

There is an incredible variety of marsh conditions in Louisiana. 

2 

Above-Land-bound a s they look , marsh buggies really 
do float ! Below-The ma rsh buggy also works on dry land . 

Junior Observe r Craig Payne (left) and Helper George White en· 
l•Y 1ome alack time while working In the Lou isiana marshes. 

hl1 timber In the swamps of Louisiana may be very pretty, but 
rfJ M members were not thinking of the scenic aspect of the 

I as they were working their way through the marshes . 

in progress and oil exploration stopped. After the war the 
interest remained, and the most ambitious attempt was 
drilled to a depth of 1,230 feet before the hole was 
abandoned. The lack of success in drilling was superseded 
by the lack of capital for investment. The days of Recon
struction and carpetbaggers were upon Louisiana, and 
there was no money to be poured into a hole in the ground. 
For the next 30 years oil exploration was confined to the 
northeastern United States where capital and known fields 
existed. Despite the lack of exploration, there was still a 
strong belief in large reserves of oil. A clairvoyant, Paschal 
Beverly Randolph, wrote of "a mighty bay of oil . . ., a 
body large and deep enough to furnish fuel to the world 
for a century . . . underlying the parishes of St. Martin, 
Rapides, Vermilion, Lafayette, and Calcasieu." 

About 1893 Anthony F. Lucas, an engineer for Miles & 
Company at Avery Island (a salt-mining company), devel
oped the idea of the salt dome and noticed that oil and salt 
were found together. He first drilled for oil about five 
miles north of Lafayette. At 523 feet he had exhausted his 
capital and had to abandon the well. His next attempt at 
drilling was at another salt dome near Beaumont, Texas. 
The result was the fabulous Spindletop field. Overnight 
there was money for exploration of oil in the South. 

In those times oil exploration was based on a nearby 
strike or someone's hunch. A person who had a hunch was 
William Heywood, who chose to drill at Jennings, Louisi
ana. Heywood later wrote, "It was plain to me that some 
geological condition ... existed, for as we approached the 
territory where the gas seepage occurred, I noticed that we 
had a small grade of over a mile to climb. When we 
reached the top of the grade, there was a depression con
sisting of a shallow lake of marsh condition. To the east 
was a hill similar to Spindletop. The whole topography 
looked good as a duplicate to Spindletop.'' 

Some problems never change. Heywood wanted to drill 
in a rice field, and the owner did not want it. The owner 
was sure that his cattle would step in the holes; and even if 
they did find oil, what would they do with it? Heywood 
convinced the farmer that there would be a use, and on 
September 21, 1901, Louisiana became an oil-producing 
state. Within five years the first inland marine well would 
be drilled in Louisiana, and in another 30 years the first 
producing off shore well would be bringing even more gas 
and oil to the country. 

As one of the leading gas and oil producing areas, 
Lafayette is well represented. Every major oil company in 
the world (more than 350) has an office in Lafayette. With 
all of the gas and oil around, doodlebuggers cannot be far 
away; so this is where Party 54 comes into the picture. 

Before April 1979 anyone wanting seismic information 
in southern Louisiana encountered a big obstacle in 
obtaining the best possible data. Seismic crews specialized 
in working in only one or two types of the four types ofter
rain; one crew would do swamp or marsh work, another 
crew would do highland work, and yet another would do 

3 
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Drill Supervisor Paul Burch (clockwise from the left), Chief 
Surveyor Tom Miller, Supervisor W. E. (Buck) Fleming. and Ob
server Gary McConnell take a break from the day's activities. 

shallow-water exploration. No one geophysical crew could 
do every part of exploration. There are two obvious 
difficulties with this situation; either exploration is limited 
to one type of terrain or more than one crew does the ex
ploration. With the constant change from one terrain to 
another, it is extremely difficult to limit exploration to one 
area. In changing from one crew to another, the problem is 
in quality control and in the comparison of the data ob
tained. Western Geophysical Company was asked if it 
could solve the problem: The answer was yes and the start 
of Party 54. 

Supervisor W. E. (Buck) Fleming was sent to southern 
Louisiana to see what problems had to be overcome. After 
a few weeks of observation and more weeks of investiga
tion, a plan of action developed and the process of starting 
a new crew was under way. The first step in a long series of 
events was the building of a recording unit that would be 
workable in every terrain. Instrument Supervisor Joe 
Davis delivered a one-of-a-kind recorder - a DFS-V sys
tem in a lightweight doghouse that fits on a truck, boat, or 
pontoon with a changeover time from one vehicle to 
another of two hours. Party 54 now had a recorder for any 
condition that Louisiana could offer. 

Drill Supervisor Paul Burch's solution for the drilling 
part of the operation was to convert drills from land bug
gies to pontoons for marsh or water. In the event that the 
land drills or the pontoons towed by the marsh buggies 
could not get to a hole or area, portable drills would be 
lifted in by helicopter. It no longer mattered if the terrain 

This alligator lives in the marshes of Louisiana, where Party 54 
is currently working, but refused to give any crew members his 
(or her) name-and nobody felt too inclined to press the matter. 

' I 

This activity Is in preparation for another day In the marshe1. 

was marsh, land, or water, for Party 54 drills could get 
the hole and drill it no matter where. 

Equipment for the surveying of the lines also had to 
adapted to the two aspects of land and water (or marsh). 
conventional transit would be used for surveys on 1 
and a Del Norte trisponder system was chosen for marsh 
open water. The system is a triangulation system with t 
units mounted on two towers and a third unit on a boat 
buggy forming the triangle. The tower units emit a r 
signal to the third unit. The third unit receives the si 
computes its location, and signals when any pre
grammed point is reached. An added bonus is that 
computer does its own printouts and eliminates all of 
pencil work! 

The cable requirements of Party 54 are fairly simple. 
just need cables that resist leakage and can convert to 
phones, marsh phones, or hydrophones. For rivers, 

crossings, and stretches of open water, six six-group cables 
are included in the inventory. It is an impressive sight to 
see all of the cable and phones. One begins to get an idea of 
the size of the job and the adaptability needed. 

Another indicator of the size of the job is in the equip
ment used to transport the crew and materials - heli-

The helicopter carries a cable basket to a marsh 
lelow-Party 54's pickup crew of Buggy Driver 

nox (not In order) and Cable Pushers Brian Johan· 
ke Dumesnil, Willie Marshall, Dave Cunningham, 

Wiison load a cable basket for the helicopter ride. 

A marsh buggy Is used by Porty 54 to lay out cables and geo
phones In the Louisiana marshes. It takes four men to "plant" a 
geophone: The first man Is the buggy driver; the second man 
lays the coble to the side of the buggy; the third "loads" the 
'phones into the "planting" pole (the long rod); and the fourth 
stabs the planting pole In the marsh approximately six feet. 

Helpers Luellen Mcfall (left) and Pierre Wotermeyer ore making 
adjustments to a track on a buggy while working with Porty 54. 

Porty 54 Drill Pusher Rusty Fleming checks drills and runs er
rands for the Louisiana-based crew in one of the marsh boats. 
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Above-Help~tr Donovan McNeely (from the left), Field 
Clerk Maurice Atkinson, and Cable Repairman Dwayne 
Dobson focus attention upon one of Party 54's cablea. Be· 
low- Brothers Dave (left) and Bill Richburg strip a cable of 
marsh lugs as the crew converts from marsh to land work. 

Ace Driller Doug Cooley (from the left), Assistant Driller Tim 
Hicks, and Helper Russell Mordecai "punch" holes on the hard 
marsh In Louisiana in this aerial photograph taken by Jim Reid. 

copters, ski boats, air boats, barges, skiffs, canoes, land 
buggies, marsh buggies, pontoons, a diesel truck, gasoline 
trucks, a lowboy trailer, float trailers, goose-neck trailers, 
boat trailers, cable trailer, crew-cab trucks, pickup trucks, 
cars, and a van. If this sounds something like a military 
operation, consider that the army often trains in Louisi
ana. Just prior to World War II, Dwight D. Eisenhower 
was promoted to general on the basis of his performance in 
war games in this country. 

By early April 1979 the equipment and personnel were 
assembled for our first prospect. On a lake in southern 
Louisiana (appropriately enough, near the Jennings oil 
field) Chief Observer Jim Humerickhouse put the first shot 
on tape, and phase two of Party 54 had begun. 

There is a long learning process in doing something 
never done before, and knowledge and teamwork result 
from experience. With the completion of the first prospect, 
Party 54 went on to its first full marsh job. Before anyone 
could start, everything had to be changed. The survey crew 
put away the transit and started using the trisponder, 
buggy, and helicopter. Pin flags were replaced by 14-foot 
bamboo poles. The drills were converted from land 
buggies to pontoons and marsh buggies. Instead of a water 
truck, there was a water pit. The recorder went from 
truck mount to a pontoon. All of the land jugs were r 
placed by marsh phones, and "jug stomping" became "ju 
stabbing." Cables from the back to the front were put in 
basket and carried by helicopter while safety vests we 
replaced by life jackets. The ride to and from work was no 
by road and truck, but by canal and boat. Laying out an 
picking up cable became a four-man, teamwork effo 
done from a buggy or pontoon. 

Ground that one could walk on gave way to spon 
vegetation that maybe one could walk on but probabl 
would not. Rats chew on the cable - only, rats in 
marsh are close in size and tooth structure to beavers 
Leave a line on the ground overnight, and you will n 
work again for days. There is a lot to learn about worki 
in marsh, and five months later the members of Party 
knew a lot more about it than they did before. 

Another phase of the learning experience started · 
November. This time we went to a full water job just no . 
of New Orleans. The conversion process started ag 
with boats and barges replacing the buggies and pontoo 
The biggest change this time was that we used an air· 
system for our energy source instead of explosives. 
marsh phones came off and the hydrophones went on. 
started learning about buoys, styrofoam markers, r 
suits, fog, and currents, some of the things peculiar t 
water job. 

By the completion of this prospect, Party 5~ . 
encountered every type of work and terrain in Lou1s1 

and had the equipment to do any job in Cajun country. 
eight months we had done something no crew had 
done, but now it was time to do it better. The month 

· · f wa January involved four prospects cons1stmg o 

Right-Truck Driver Jules Bellard 
(left) and Helper Butch Bridges 
load a pontoon and cone poles 
onto a Party 54 tilt trailer. 
Below-Mechanic 'Helper Luellen 
Mcfall (from the left), Mechanic 
Dave Sartin, Truck Driver Jules 
Bellard, Observer Gary McConnell , 
and Helper Gary McNeely gather 
around one of the marsh buggies. 
Bottom - Equipment Operator 
Barney Neal sorts parts and tools 
on the mechanics' truck while 
working In the Louisiana marshes. 
Below right-Party 54 Chief Ob
ierver Jim Humerickhouse is con· 
ferrlng by radio with his troops. 

marsh, and land. Under these conditions we still had good 
production, and, more important, we knew what to expect 
and how to handle it. In February with two marsh 
prospects, Party 54 shot 12 lines, 7 of which were shot in 
one 10-day stretch. In Jess than a year Western Geophysi
cal Party 54 had become an established crew. All it took 
was imagination, perseverance, dedication, and a lot of 
sweat. 

The success of any group is dependent upon every mem
ber's efforts and accomplishments. The preceding was this 
writer's attempt to show the success of Party 54. The fol
lowing are the members of it: Supervisor W. E. (Buck) 
Fleming, Party Manager Greg Mosley, Field Clerk John 
Knowlton, Chief Observer Jim Humerickhouse, Observer 
Gary McConnell, Chief Surveyor Tom Miller, and Survey
ors Delmon Green and Jessie Combs. 

Also, Mechanic Dave Sartin, Mechanic Helper Luellen 
McFall, Equipment Operators Rusty Fleming and Barney 
Neal, Drillers Bill Sanderson, Frank Malveaux, Doug 
Cooley, and Jimmy Chapman; and Air-Gun Operator 
Dave Menefee. 

In addition, Drill Helpers Nolan Sam, Sr., Floyd VaJ
laire, Daniel Delcambre, Charles Delcambre, Bob Finley, 
Tony Huval, Dave Richburg, Darin Ballard, and Guy 
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Right-Driller Jimmy Chapman and 
his assistant drillers, Pierre Water· 
meyer and Tim Gann, are drilling a 
hole In shallow water In Louisiana. 

Below-As Party 54'1 crew was rid· 
Ing to work early one morning along 
the Jntercoastal canal near Morgan 
City. Louisiana, they passed a tug 
while it was towing part of an off· 
shore rig to the Gulf of Mexico. 

Left-Party 54 Is conducting a 
survey in Louisiana using the 
boat and the trisponder tower. 

Right-Helper Bill Laney climbs 
the trisponder tower to hook up 
the power for the long day's 
work in the Louisiana marshes. 

Gauthier; Truck Drivers Jules Bellard .and Bob C!~~ 
Survey Helpers Maurice Atkinson, Bill Laney, d 
Crisafulli; Buggy Drivers Pierre Watermeyer an 
Hall· and Shooter Tim Goulart. p 

O~hers, Helpers Donovan McNeeley, ~~~gHOS 
Gary McNeeley' Bruce Campbell, Ray Pee, ~1 ave S 
Don Perkins, Walter Bridges, Ken Madrulh, D ball 
len, Bill Richburg, Robert Pullen, Jerry G~t:nd 
Daniel Webb; Cable Repairman Jose Garza, 
Helper Alberto Villarreal. 

New Marine Cable Facility 
Takes Aim at the 1980's 
LITTON RESOURCES GROUP, made up of Western Geo

physical Company, Litton Resources Systems, and Aero 
Service, has long been regarded as the largest and most 
diversified geophysical exploration organization in the 
world. The growth and success of the group are unmatched 
in the geophysical industry and are largely due to the inno
vation, planning, and plain old hard work of a great 
number of people. 

Evidence of continued expansion into the 1980's was the 
nt dedication and open-house ceremonies for Litton 
urces Systems' (LRS) new facility in Alvin, Texas. La

ted on a 26-acre site approximately 30 miles south of 
uston, the Alvin facility is the culmination of two years 
lanning and effort by LRS President James A. Porter, 
President Joe D. Shivers, Alvin Plant Manager John J. 

Litton Resources Systems' 
Texas, marine cable plant 
,000 square feet of manu· 

n1 space on a 26·acre site. 
O ponds serve as the emer· 
Ire system and operate the 
rs In the building. The 

parking lot behind the 
11 for employee parking 
• 1mall one Is for Com· 

rs and visitors. Behind the 
11 the cable deskinning 
and the vibrator fabri· 
and a ssembly area. 

A front view of our new 
ble facil ity. The lunch 
at the back, directly 
sign. The offices are in 

•In po,rtion at the 
nd the actual cable 

ring facili ty only begins 
me right of the photo. 

Maines, Marine Cable Shop Manager M. C. (Buddy) Beam, 
and Plant Engineer W. E. McWilliams. The new facility 
represents a major expansion of the manufacturing capabil
ities of LRS and will serve as the new home for the largest 
and most innovative marine cable shop in the world. 

The value of the new Alvin facility to the manufacturing 
organization can be appreciated by looking at the history 
of Wes tern Geophysical's growth and success. From a 
modest beginning in its first laboratories and shop facilities 
founded 47 years ago in Los Angeles, California, Western 
has achieved tremendous growth and technological ad
vancements. To those stout-hearted individuals who lived, 
worked, and, many times, sweated through this period, 
our present laboratories and shops are the crowning glory 
of their efforts. Many organizational and facility changes 
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Top- Litton Resources Systems (lRS) Vic: 
President Joe D. Shivers has now assume 

d f both the LRS manufacturing 
common ° h rine 
facility at Galveston a~d t e new ma -
cable facility at Alvin. Abo~e left . 
Plant Manager John J. Maines is all smiles 
now that the Alvin marine cable m~nu-

1 f ·11ty is In full operation. factur ng ac1 . 
Above right - Plant Engineer W. E. 
McWilllams contemplates rece~t chan~es 
to the floor plan of the Alvin facility. 

were experienced over the years. Us~ally the lab a:~:h 
seemed to be bursting at the seams JUSt to keep p 
the growth of the Company· 

In the late '60's then-President Booth B. Strange.li 
the major decision to relocate the la~. a.n~ sho~s faci c 

Texas This decision had the most s1gmf icant mfluen 
· T · Houston the development of our present faci it1es. Id 

rapidly becoming the energy capital of the w~r ~ 
Western Geophysical Company was to play an un 

role in its development. . . old ho 
With the mixed emotions of leavmg an and s 

hardy group of Westerners moved from the labs hor 
in California in late 1969, leaving those su~ny :ull o 
what many imagined to be a dry Te~~s frontier rou 
tus, cattle, and oil wells . The transition for the g or 
momentous to say the least. Western set up temPorn 
cilities on Galveston Island south of H~~s~on, ~hi 

. .th the marine transport d1vmon, operations w1 . . . . arlY 1 
relocated from Pascagoula, MiSSlssippi. In e om 
new Galveston facility on Pelican Island was c 

Below left-Alvin facility Receptionist Mary 
Sharp answers an always-busy telephone. 
Bottom left-Personnel Supervisor Eileen 
Karpiuk gives assistance to the growing 
staff at the Alvin facility. Below right
Secretary Patricia Williamson provides the 
office support for the Alvin marine cable 
shop. Bottom right- Stock Room Supervisor 
Donna Samford (left) and Cable Assembler 
Lorene Moore check the Alvin plant inventory. 

providing the much-needed space for a growing lab and 
shops and for berthing facilities for Western's fleet of seis
mic vessels. True to form, the Galveston facility continued 
to expand its operations for the next eight years, trying 
always to keep pace with Western's growth and success. 

In early 1978 then-Plant Manager Joe Shivers and Assis
tant Manager John Maines recognized that the Galveston 
facility would soon outgrow the space available for pro
jected expansion and development. With this in mind, a 
new manufacturing facility was proposed and plans initi
ated for its design and construction. In late 1978 a 16-acre 
site was purchased in the city of Alvin, and construction 
began on what was slated to become the Alvin marine 
cable facility. As construction on the facility progressed, 
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Sharp answers an always-busy telephone. 
Bottom left-Personnel Supervisor Eileen 
Karpiuk gives assistance to the growing 
staff at the Alvin facility. Below right
Secretary Patricia Williamson provides the 
office support for the Alvin marine cable 
shop. Bottom right- Stock Room Supervisor 
Donna Samford (left) and Cable Assembler 
Lorene Moore check the Alvin plant inventory. 

providing the much-needed space for a growing lab and 
shops and for berthing facilities for Western's fleet of seis
mic vessels. True to form, the Galveston facility continued 
to expand its operations for the next eight years, trying 
always to keep pace with Western's growth and success. 

In early 1978 then-Plant Manager Joe Shivers and Assis
tant Manager John Maines recognized that the Galveston 
facility would soon outgrow the space available for pro
jected expansion and development. With this in mind, a 
new manufacturing facility was proposed and plans initi
ated for its design and construction. In late 1978 a 16-acre 
site was purchased in the city of Alvin, and construction 
began on what was slated to become the Alvin marine 
cable facility. As construction on the facility progressed, 
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Top- Machine Shop Supervisor Henry 
Howski (right) is talking with a fellow em· 
ployee. Above- Machine Shop Foreman 
Jim Harwell (right) and Machinist Pat 
Da ly are working an one of the tape· 
controlled, fully-automated units In the 
machine shop in the new Alvin plant. 

the primary manufacturing purpose was expanded. to 
elude a mechanical shop for the fabrication of vibrat 
vehicles and a machine shop to support the prod~c~i 
effort. Ten more acres were purchased next to the ongl 
site to allow for future expansion. 

· moot All phases of construction progressed qmte s h' 
but not without some measure of unexpected h~rd\:~ 
freak storm i~ late Jul~ 1979 dump ed ~n esu~; fl 
inches of rain m the Alvm area, causmg w1despr~rt is 
ing and property loss. Fortunately, the new faCl I y n 
high ground and was not greatly affected by t~~t 
waters. By the end of November the Alvin fac;~/ 
ready for the first phase of occupancy. Ahead lay 

. 1 d uipment ous task of relocating the personne an eq 

Below- Westerner Kent Goodloe (left) and 
Technician Randy Black work on a vibrator 
part in the Alvin plant's vibrator assembly 
area. Bottom- Wayne Nelson (from the 
left). Rick Hardeman, Steve Shugart, Melvin 
Dove, and Vehicle Mechanical Shop Super· 
visor Gerald Kamp are relaxing in the 
vibrator assembly area of the Alvin plant. 

the Galveston marine cable shop. Finally, by the middle of 
January, the marine cable shop was in full operation in its 
new home. In February the heavy machine tools and mech
anical shop equipment were being installed. The realization 
of a basic need was achieved, transforming Litton Re
sources Systems' Houston, Galveston, and Alvin facilities 
into the world's largest and most diversified manufacturing 
organization of geophysical equipment. 

LRS's Alvin facility was designed to combine architec
tural beauty and functional application that makes it a 
manufacturing facility unique in the geophysical industry. 
The facility contains a total of 158,000 square feet of floor 
space under one roof for the manufacture of marine seis
mic cables and of miscellaneous heavy instrument com
ponents and for the fabrication of vibrator vehicles used in 
land seismic exploration. The front office area is a two
story structure connected to the main plant and features 
full glass walls to complement a large reflection pond. The 
pond is not only attractive but serves as the water source 
for the fire prevention sprinkler system in the plant. 

The machine shop is equipped with the most modern 
equipment available, including tape-controlled and fully
automated units that enhance accuracy and increase pro
ductivity. The vehicle fabrication shop has three assembly
line sections, each arranged into 10 work bays. Assembly-
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Below left- Marine Cable Shop Manager 
M. C. (Buddy) Beam takes a minute for 
the photographer. Below right- Among 
the innovative equipment found in the 
Alvin marine cable manufacturing facility 
ls the 310-foot-long cable-balancing tank. 
Seen In the background is LRS Vice Presi· 
dent Zed Dennison. Bottom- This bird's-eye 
view of the marine cable assembly area 
clearly demonstrates why the LRS Alvin 
plant can claim to be the largest marine 
cable manufacturing facility in the world. 

line techniques will reduce production time while making it 
possible to maintain high standards of quality. 

The marine cable shop is the largest manufacturing 
facility of its kind in the world and features major inna
vations in its operations, including: 

Weight-balancing of marine cables over their entire 
length, which has been made possible for the first time by a 
310-foot "aquarium" built to allow a section of cable to be 
floated full-length under water. 'in addition, the salt 
content· of the water can be adjusted to approximate the 
water in which the cable will be operating. 

A dehumidifying room that provides a quick and easy 
method of drying damaged marine cables so that repairs 
may be quickly made. 

A deskinning building, separate from the main plant, 
that allows removal of the cable skin while preventing 

Top left - Cable Shop Supervisor Fred 
King (from the left) and Cable Mechanics 
Mike Apolinar and Howard Huereca weigh 
a section of marine cable. Above
Ovldio Flores (on the left, from the 
front), Ruben Ybarra , and Robert Hollins 
and Ed Garcia (on the right, front) and 
Gary Boge assemble the wire for a marine 
cable. Above right- These skinning-tube 
winches, which are designed by Galveston 
facllity Engineering Manager John Mol· 
Iara, pull a jacket over marine cables . 

contamination of the manufacturing area or surrounding 
environment by cable oils. 

A weighing tank built into the floor so that each section 
of marine cable can be quickly and accurately weighed 
both in air and under water to ensure that all of the 
sections are balanced for the area in which they will be 
us.ed. This weighing technique will save thousands of 
dollars in daily operating costs of marine vessels by greatly 
reducing or eliminating the need to balance marine cables 
at sea. 

With the addition of the Alvin facility to the LRS manu
facturing family, Litton Resources Systems' manufac
turing capability has been greatly increased. Under the 
leadership of Jim Porter, Joe Shivers, John Maines, and 
Galveston Plant Manager R. C. (Dick) Farris, Litton 
Resources Systems has inaugurated a new and prosperous 
decade in the manufacture of geophysical equipment. -R. 
E. Smith. (Photos by ·Michael Fluitt, Jerry Strum, Phil 
Spalding, Joe D. Shivers, Jr., and R. E. Smith.) 
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A NOTHER Westerner has received a hard-earned and well
deserved promotion. R. M. (Mike) Mccormic has 

been named manager, Gulf Coast marine, according to an 
announcement made by President Howard Dingman. Mike 
had been supervisor of the marine operations in the Gulf 
of Mexico since early 1977. 

"Since that time," commented Vice President-Gulf and 
East Coast John D. Laker, "Western's operations in the 
Gulf of Mexico have been expanded to eight crews, and 
there have been many changes in instrumentation and op
erational techniques. Mike's enthusiasm toward new chal-

R. M. (MIKE) McCORMIC 
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lenges promises even greater achievements in the future." 
Mike joined the Company on August 14, 1964, after be

ing called by Bruce Pack at Houma, Louisiana, where he 
was working as a well-logging engineer. His first assign 
ment for Western was as a ·technician developing records i 
the darkroom of the analog stacking office on Lake Str 
in Shreveport, L.ouisiana. He had worked his way up to th 
ranks of assistant observer and observer and was assis 
office manager of the analog center before the center w 
updated by digital processing and, as he said, he fou 
himself back in the darkroom of the playback office. 

Still working in the playback office, Mike was tr 
ferred to Houston in July 1968 and soon was named ass 
tant manager of the playback office. Shortly thereafter, 
then a digital equipment engineer, he moved over to 
instrument department to help build playback equipm 
and in September 1971 was named an assistant instrum 
supervisor. 

Promoted to instrument supervisor in 1972, Mike m 
a move to Canada in 1973. After spending the winter th 
he was transferred back to Houston and shortly ther 
to New Orleans. While in New Orleans, he was named ti 
supervisor of the land crews operating from New Orl 
He returned to Houston in late 1976. 

While working in the instrumentation department 
traveled to Canada, London, Italy, Colombia, Br 
Alaska, Puerto Rico, and most of the United States. 

Born in Many, Louisiana, our newest manager 
graduated from Northwestern State College at Na 
toches, Louisiana, earning a bachelor of science degr 
industrial technology while majoring in electronics. 
and wife Linda have three children: Brandie, 13, De 
11, and Paige, 10, and all three are interested in sports 
musical instruments. Linda's interests include the 
Scouts and bridge. Mike, when he has the time, e 
fishing, golf, and hunting. 

"Mike," says Howard Dingman, "is a dedicated 
erner and a good personal friend. I congratulate hi 
wish him every success in his new assignment." The 
echos that sentiment on behalf of all Westerners. 

ariqe Cable Facility 
J Ids Opeq Hause 

Left-Alvin Plant Manager John 
J. Ma ines (far right) greets some 
of the 2 ,500 visitors who a ttended 
the ope n hause for the new Litton 
Resources Systems' (LRS) marine 
cable facllity February 16. Below 
left- Li tton Resources Group 
Safety Director Ben W. Green 
awaits the arrival of the guests. 

D ESPITE THE blustery wind, gray skies, and near-freezing 
temperature, more thah 2,500 Litton Resources Sys

tems (LRS) and Western employees and clients and Alvin 
dignitaries came out for the open house of LRS' new Alvin 
facility on February 16. The warmth and hospitality that 
greeted them inside the building more than made up for the 
cold weather outside. 

Welcoming guests at the front door of the attractive new 
building were LRS President James A. Porter, Alvin Plant 
Manager John J. Maines, and Litton Resources Group Safety 
Director Ben W. Green. After signing the guest book and 
warming up a bit, guests were directed to the cable assem
bly area of the building. The huge room, usually bustling 
with LRS employees assembling, weighing, and testing ma
rine cables, soon held hundreds of visitors admiring an 
impressive champagne fountain and partaking of an elabo-
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Right- President Howard Dingman 
and wife Christine 

pause in front of the 3 1/2-foot ice sculpture 
In the shape of the Litton logo 

that was a focal point 
of the buffet at the open house 

for the Alvin facility. 

Right-Guests at the Alvin open house 
enjoy the food at the buffet. 

Left-LRS President J. A. (Jim) Porter 
(from the left); his wife, 
Jenny; their daughter, Susan; and an 
unidentified friend tour 
the machine shop at the Alvin facility 
during the open house. 

Left- Some careful planning and 
plain old hard work by 
marine cable facility Receptionist 
Mary Sharp helped to make the 
February 16 open house a success. 

Right-Guests attending the Alvin facility 
open house tour the vibrator 

assembly area and Inspect 
the vibrators that are on display. 

d beautifully appointed buff et. The focal point of 
ff et table was a 3 Yi -foot-high ice sculpture in the 
f the Litton logo. Executed by Dr. John Graf, pro
t the University of Houston, the sculpture required 

table to support its half-ton weight. 
Uffet, catered by Jan McComb, head of Catering 
Company, contained all sorts of delicacies, rang
fresh fruit and cheese to stuffed mushrooms and 

drumlets. The most popular item on the buff et was 
the 350 pounds of boiled shrimp. 

Piing the delicious food and drink, visitors 
various departments of the facility. In the cable 

area marine cable parts were labeled, and visitors 

Left- Visitors to Alvin tour the spacious 
marine cable assembly area. 

Left-The oak and copper exhibit 
used by LRS In geophysical conventions was 
also on display during the 
Alvin open housa and featured 
LRS photographs and a videotape about 
the Litton Resources Group. 

could view the equipment used in cable assembly and 
testing, such as the innovative 310-foot-long "aquarium" 
for balancing cables and the special tank designed for 
weighing them. 

Several of the large "Vibroseis''® vehicles used in land 
seismic exploration were on display in the vibrator assem
bly area. Most impressive was the newest member of the 
Western and LRS family of vibrator buggies, the 
67 ,000-pound broad-band vibrator. These vehicles were 
especially interesting to the young visitors, who enjoyed 
climbing on them and inspecting them up close. 

In another part of this room the oak exhibit used by LRS 
in geophysical conventions was on display. Centered in a 
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30-foot x 30-foot space, the display featured LRS photo
graphs and equipment and included a videotape about the 
Litton Resources Group called "Treasures of the Earth." 

Adjacent to the vibrator assembly area is the modern 
machine shop where guests could view the lage tape-con
trolled and fully-automated machines used in fabricating 
parts for both cable and vibrator assembly. 

Guests touring the Alvin facility were heard to comment 

that the features that they saw were "impressive" and 
"innovative." Among the visitors attending the informative 
and enjoyable open house were a number of Alvin city 
officials, including Mayor Allen Gray and Chamber of 
Commerce President Gerald Andrews. During the OPen 
house Mayor Gray presented a key to the city of Alvin to 
LRS President Jim Porter, who accepted it on behalf of all 
of the employees at the Alvin facility. In addition to Jim 

' 

Left-Galveston Plant Manager 
R. C. (Dick) Farris poses 

Right-Chairman of the 
Baard Booth B. 

Strange (right) combines 
business with 

pleasure during the Alvin 
facili ty open house 

while Marine Transport 
Division Manager 

R. L. (Bob) Nicho lls 
is looking on. 
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Right-Mr. and Mrs. 
Warren Alexander greet 

and visit with friends 
at the Alvin open house. 

Mrs. Alexander is 
the former Margaret Hale, 

a Western employee 
for 36 years before her 

1978 retirement. 

in the attractively-decorated 
lobby of the Alvin facility during 
the open house. 

Left-LRS Vice President 
Zed Dennison (right) 
and a friend 
en joy the open house 
festivit ies at the 
Alvin plant . 

Above-Barbara Thigpen and 
her husband, Ben, 

Western vice president of 
instrumentation and 
field services, enjoy 

the Alvin facility's open 
house February 16. 

Right-Houston Western 
Receptionist Virgie Bryant 

(right) visits with 
Becky Jordan , wife of 

Vice President· 
Data Processing Operations 

J. B. (Jimmy) Jordan 
(hidden behind his wife). 

Above-Alvin foclllty Cable Shop Manager 
M. C. (Buddy) Beam (left) and 
Cab le Shop Supervisor Fred C. King pose behind 
the beautifully-appointed buffet table. 

fficers in att d . en ance mcluded Vice Presidents Zed 
: and Juan Vallhonrat and LRS Elm Street facility 
nager Gene Crump. 

c:a~: well represented at the open house; attend
ard D~n of the B~ard Booth B. Strange, Presi

t ~man, Semor Vice President-Technology 
• 'c~:!:•ce Presidents John Laker, Ben Thigpen, 

aue t Y) Jordan. Two very special and always. 
s s were M d M Tex r. an rs. Warren Alexander of 
as. Mrs. Alexander' or Margaret Hale as 

Below- Marine Transport Division 
Manager R. L. (Bob) Nicholls 

(from the left), Galveston facility 
Supervisor M. L. (Lonnie) 

Parker, and Western Instrument 
Supervisor R. A. (Russ) Kaminsky try 

the food and drink at the buffet. 

Litton Resources Group 
Public Relations 
and Advertising Director 
Rhonda Boone (right) 
talks with 
Technical Writer Pam 
Carlin and her husband 
Bill, during the ' 
open house festivities. 

Left-Galveston 
Mechanical Department 
Manager Sid Johnston and 
his wife stand beside 
one of the vibrators on 
display at the 
Alvin marine cable 
facility and vibrator 
fabrication shop. 

mo.st Westerners know her, was Booth Strange's executive 
ass1stan~ for 13 years before she retired in 1978 after 36 
years with the Company. 
Tha~ks in part to the hard work of LRS Vice President 

Joe ~h1vers;. John Maines; and Litton Resources Group 
Pubhc Relations and Advertising Director Rhonda Boon 
t~e. Alvin .fac~lity open house was a great success and e~ 
fittm~ begmnmg to a new era of growth and progress for 
the Lit.ton R~sources Group. -Pam Carlin. (Photos by R. 
E. Smith, Michael Fluitt, and Phil Spalding.) 
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while Marine Transport 
Division Manager 

R. L. (Bob) Nicho lls 
is looking on. 
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Right-Mr. and Mrs. 
Warren Alexander greet 

and visit with friends 
at the Alvin open house. 

Mrs. Alexander is 
the former Margaret Hale, 

a Western employee 
for 36 years before her 

1978 retirement. 

in the attractively-decorated 
lobby of the Alvin facility during 
the open house. 

Left-LRS Vice President 
Zed Dennison (right) 
and a friend 
en joy the open house 
festivit ies at the 
Alvin plant . 

Above-Barbara Thigpen and 
her husband, Ben, 

Western vice president of 
instrumentation and 
field services, enjoy 

the Alvin facility's open 
house February 16. 

Right-Houston Western 
Receptionist Virgie Bryant 

(right) visits with 
Becky Jordan , wife of 

Vice President· 
Data Processing Operations 

J. B. (Jimmy) Jordan 
(hidden behind his wife). 

Above-Alvin foclllty Cable Shop Manager 
M. C. (Buddy) Beam (left) and 
Cab le Shop Supervisor Fred C. King pose behind 
the beautifully-appointed buffet table. 

fficers in att d . en ance mcluded Vice Presidents Zed 
: and Juan Vallhonrat and LRS Elm Street facility 
nager Gene Crump. 

c:a~: well represented at the open house; attend
ard D~n of the B~ard Booth B. Strange, Presi

t ~man, Semor Vice President-Technology 
• 'c~:!:•ce Presidents John Laker, Ben Thigpen, 

aue t Y) Jordan. Two very special and always. 
s s were M d M Tex r. an rs. Warren Alexander of 
as. Mrs. Alexander' or Margaret Hale as 

Below- Marine Transport Division 
Manager R. L. (Bob) Nicholls 

(from the left), Galveston facility 
Supervisor M. L. (Lonnie) 

Parker, and Western Instrument 
Supervisor R. A. (Russ) Kaminsky try 

the food and drink at the buffet. 

Litton Resources Group 
Public Relations 
and Advertising Director 
Rhonda Boone (right) 
talks with 
Technical Writer Pam 
Carlin and her husband 
Bill, during the ' 
open house festivities. 

Left-Galveston 
Mechanical Department 
Manager Sid Johnston and 
his wife stand beside 
one of the vibrators on 
display at the 
Alvin marine cable 
facility and vibrator 
fabrication shop. 

mo.st Westerners know her, was Booth Strange's executive 
ass1stan~ for 13 years before she retired in 1978 after 36 
years with the Company. 
Tha~ks in part to the hard work of LRS Vice President 

Joe ~h1vers;. John Maines; and Litton Resources Group 
Pubhc Relations and Advertising Director Rhonda Boon 
t~e. Alvin .fac~lity open house was a great success and e~ 
fittm~ begmnmg to a new era of growth and progress for 
the Lit.ton R~sources Group. -Pam Carlin. (Photos by R. 
E. Smith, Michael Fluitt, and Phil Spalding.) 
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Instrumentation, Field Service 
Support Crews' Operations 
I N THE 47 YEARS since Henry Salvatori founded Western 

Geophysical, the Company has grown from a three
man, one-truck operation to the largest geophysical ex
ploration organization in the free world. How Western 
reached this enviable position is explained largely by the 
work that our more than 100 land and marine crews do in 
gathering the data vital to finding new reserves of oil and 
gas. To collect quality data, however, a field crew must 
rely upon the seismic equipment used in the data-collection 
process. Keeping all of this highly technical equipment 
working correctly and solving the daily problems that 
confront the field crews require the experience and 
expertise provided by Western's instrumentation and field 
services (IFS) department. 

The main concern of the 80 persons who work in this 
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The instrumentation and field services department's 
new building, located only half a block from Western's 

department is to support the field crews and keep thern 
operating. The staff carries out this function in a number 
of ways, including the repairing and testing of seismic 
equipment, both in-house and in the field; communicating 
with crews to discuss problems encountered in the field and 
training crew members to operate and repair seismic equip. 
ment; designing new products and modifying equipment 
from other companies for use by Wes tern's crews; and 
completely testing, calibrating, and integrating new seismic 
systems before they are sent to the field. 

The importance of a close working relationship between 
IFS in Houston and a field crew operating in the North 
Sea, the deserts of Saudi Arabia, the jungles of Guate
mala, or the swamps of Louisiana is readily apparent to 
the department's head, Vice President Ben B. Thigpen. 

headquarters building in Houston, combines offices and 
laboratories to accommodate the diverse operations. 

llght- Digltal Design Supervisor 
l)CIY• Bovee (from the left), In· 
itrume nt Supervisor Russ Kamin· 
sky. Module Test Supervisor Bob 
Goethals, Vice President·lnstru· 

111entatlon and Field Services Ben 
Thigpen . a nd Electronic Engineer 
Id Montro11 pause in a planning 
,..11an fo r the instrumentation 
and field services department. 
With nearly 75 years of experi· 
enc• with Western among them, 
tfley are well qualified to help the 
crew• solve equipment problems. 

Left-Carol Gormley, admlnlstra· 
five assistant to Vice President· 
Instrumentation and Field Serv· 
Ices Ben 8. Thigpen, helps keep 
things running smoothly In the 
deportment's new offices. Right
Receptionist Retta Moore answers 
the calls that come from a ll over 
the world to the Instrumentation 
and field services deportment. 

Left - Directing the operations of sev· 
eral divisions within the instrumenta· 
tion and fie ld services department is 
Electronics Lab Manager Rich Schiffman. 
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Having begun his 30-year career with Western as an assis
tant observer for Party 52, he is keenly aware of the 
problems that a field crew faces in day-to-day operation 
and the need for a responsive and able support group. 

Electronics Lab Manager R. A. (Rich) Schiffman is in 

Above- Wire Shop Supervisor W. F. {Bill) 
Sullivan, who has been a Westerner for 
more than 30 years, directs the assembly 
and modification of the seismic equip· 
ment that is used by the field crews. 

charge of several divisions within IFS, including the wire 
shop, inventory control, module test, drafting, and the 
technical library. The largest of these divisions is the wire 
shop, with 12 persons under the direct supervision of W. F 
(Bill) Sullivan. The wire shop is responsible for th~ 
assembly, modification, and rework of all Western 
instrumentation, including vibrator cables, depth indica. 
tors, and various monitoring and interface devices. Within 
the wire shop is a machine shop and mechanical assembly 
area where the housings and enclosures for pieces of equip. 
ment are built. 

In the inventory control division Supervisor Linda Petitt 
and 10 employees work closely with the wire shop in 
supplying equipment to the field crews. The spacious stock 
room contains over 10,000 components that can be sent to 
a crew at a moment's notice when replacement items are 
needed. Inventory control also collects the equipment 

Above- Working on seismic 
equipment are Electronic Assam· 
biers Betty Connett (right) and 
Maryland Scott. Left- Electronic 
Assembler Blanca Benevides also 
Is employed in Houston's wire shop. 

Right- Inventory Control Super
visor Linda Petitt keeps track of 
more than 10,000 components in 
the stock room that can be sent to 
field crews on short notice when 
replacement parts are needed. 

Right-Inventory Clerk Rosemary Palermo (left) handles 
the record keeping for inventory control while Inventory 
Clerk Benita Jackson is in charge of the accounting work. 

Left- Lead Inventory Clerk Wilbert Worsham a s· 
sists Supervisor Linda Petitt in all phases of Inven
tory control operations in the Houston stock room. 

Left- Inventory Control Clerks 
Jim Holder (left) and Fredd ie Lee 
are filling requisitions for parts 
in the inventory control division . 
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Above-Electronic Technician Sam Cr-cy (left) and Module Test 
Supervisor Bob Goethals are taking a break from their duties. 

Below-Electronic Technicians Gayle Moore and Leonard Haya 
are both members of the module test division of the department. 

echnlclan Dovld Gangemi repairs a piece of seismic equipment 
In the module test area . (No , they are not twins. The real David 
II on the left, reflected in a sheet of glass on the seismic 
iyltem. Photographer Mike Fluitt took this unusual photo.) 

ed for new field crews and supplies parts to other IFS 
ions that build, test, repair, or service seismic 
pment. 

the module test area technicians repair and test a 
ety of seismic recording and data-acquisition equip
t, including energy-source synchronizers, cable-depth 

tors, AQUAPULSE® -source control and firing 
memory systems, tape transports, and power 

es. The 10 technicians, headed by Bob Goethals, 
interchangeably on all of these instruments and learn 

'r new equipment. 
drafting department and the technical library, both 
the direct supervision of Kip Humbert, provide 

cal support for all of the other IFS divisions. 
is the documentation center where all of the parts 
drawings for seismic equipment used by Western 
uced and stored. Drafting also helps design the 
for seismic equipment, as well as new products. 
hnical library contains a large collection of books 
Uals that explain the operation of the seismic 

Ind equipment used by the field crews and serviced 

by IFS. Shelved and arranged for easy access, drawings, 
test procedures, and operations manuals for equipment 
ranging from amplifiers to vibrators can be used by any 
Western employee. Also on file in the library are Western 
Field Change Orders and Technical Advisories, which are 
sent to crews to inform them of modifications needed in 
their equipment or changes in operating procedure. Tech
nical Writer Janet Stroud is in charge of maintaining the 
technical library and providing information to the field 
crews. 

Working closely with all of the preceding IFS divisions 
are two other sections: electronic design, headed by Dave 
Bovee, and field service and system test, under the 
supervision of Gary Scott. In the electronic design area 
engineers modify equipment made by other companies for 
use by Western field crews and work with drafting in 
package design for new or modified equipment. When a 
field crew encounters unusual geophysical problems, these 
engineers must design special instruments. Often using 
original engineering concepts and aided by the first-hand 
experience of field-service persons, they create novel, 
custom-made equipment, such as data-storage units, 
control units, and special black boxes to interface seismic 
recording equipment with computers and with other geo
physical instruments. Another part of the electronic design 
department is the prototype shop where, under the super
vision of Harry Lind, engineering prototypes are 
purchased and assembled. These units are then integrated 
into seismic systems for testing. 

The field service department provides 24-hour, emer
gency technical support to Western's field crews - by tele
phone to land crews and by satellite to marine crews 
working throughout the world. Some problems, however, 
cannot be solved through long-distance communication; 

Instrument Technical Support Co-ordinator Gary Scott (right) 
and Field Service Engineer Vince Polichino are talking over 
the best method to use in repairing an errant seismic system. 
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Above- Drafting Supervisor Kip Humbert (left) talks ta ~ea· 
science System s Supervisor Mike E. Evans about a test design. 

Below- Electronic Supervisor David R. Bois i s discussing an 
equipment problem with Electronic Technician Jean D. Rhodes. 

nd since equipment downtime in the field is extremely 
~ostly , field service personnel are on call to visit crews any-

here in the world on a moment's notice. When the 
wroblem has been identified, the field service engineer then 
p cts as a liaison between the crew and IFS to correct the 
a roblem and return the crew to full production. If replace
~ent parts are needed, he works with inventory control to 
arrange for shipment. If the problem is more extensive, he 
maY work with the wire shop or the electronic design 
section to manufacture special cables or interface circuits. 
The field service engineers keep records of the problems 
each crew has and how they were solved in order to mini
mize futu re equipment downtime. 

When not going to the aid of a field crew, field service 
engineers work in-house to assemble and test seismic 
ystems before they are sent to the field. In the system test 

area personnel integrate the equipment repaired and tested 
in the module test area into working seismic systems. Each 
ystem is then completely calibrated and tested. 

Dedicated though they may be, however, the number of 
field service persons is limited, and the number of 
Western's field crews is constantly increasing. IFS has two 
olutions to this problem of limited manpower: prevention 

d training. To help prevent system failure in the first 
place, each piece of equipment is thoroughly checked in 

e system test and module test sections before it is sent to 
field. 

After a long period of field use, however, electrical and 
hanical weaknesses may develop in the equipment. To 
e these long-range problems and provide backup for 
field service engineers, IFS trains crew members to 
yze and solve their own equipment problems. Many 

blems can be corrected by field crew technicians with
outside aid - if the technicians clearly understand how 
instruments operate. IFS has always provided a con
ing education program for field crew personnel; but, 

ding to Rich Schiffman, the training program is ex
g because Western's television department with its 

o-visual equipment has made supplying information 
crews much easier. For example, when a course on a 
of equipment is taught in Houston, the television 
ment can make a videotape of the lecture. Copies of 

pe can then be made and sent to each crew with that 
lar equipment. Many Western crews now have TV 
rs for viewing the tapes; so as new field crew 
rs are hired, the training necessary for them to 
and maintain the equipment is readily available. 
tapes have been made about most of Western's 

ent, and a complete library of tapes is available for 
viewing when crew members visit the Houston 

With the videotapes, class size can be flexible, 
from a large group of 20 or 30 persons to a single 
tudying the lectures at his own pace. 

conducted its diverse operations in new offices 
Westchase Drive in Houston, only a block from 

headquarters building, since last November. 

Need Help? 

W estern's field service department can be reached 
at 713-974-3194 from 8 A.M. to 5 P.M., Houston time, 
Monday through Friday. For emergency help, call 
713-780-7437. This number is Gary Scott's private 
line, which will be answered by him when he is in the 
office and by Western's communication center 
during the evening and on weekends and holidays. 
The communication center can reach field service 
help through a paging system manned at all times. 

Sharing the space in the new building is the geoscience sys
tems department, a staff of 20 persons under Supervisor 
Mike Evans who supply Western's marine crews with 
satellite navigation systems, gravity meters, and magne
tometers. In supporting the marine crews, IFS often works 
closely with the geoscience systems department, as in the 
case of a massive new project in which both departments 
are involved - configuring the systems for six new seismic 
ships, including navigation, seismic, and gun-control sys
tems. These new systems are being built with the help of 
field service engineers from the areas that will receive the 
equipment. Area representatives have been in Houston to 
adapt the systems for their particular areas. 

This collaboration on a project is common at Western, 
where a close working relationship exists among all of the 
departments. IFS is involved daily in projects that require 
the expertise of other departments. An especially close 
working relationship exists between IFS and Ralph 
Landrum's applied technology department. This group of 
specialists, each well versed in various aspects of geo
physics, specifies test procedures for the field equipment 
that Western uses and works with IFS to adapt instruments 
to local conditions and to the special requirements of 
clients. If a crew has a problem in collecting data, the 
applied technology group analyzes both the data and the 
problem and often recommends that the field equipment 
be modified to solve the problem. 

The field software department, supervised by Rob Rector, 
also works closely with IFS. As IFS designs complex hard
ware, or seismic systems, the field software department 
simultaneously designs the software, or computer pro
grams, in order that both can work effectively as a single 
unit to process and record vast amounts of data. 

IFS often interacts with Vice President K. L. (Ken) 
Larner's research and development (R & D) group in devel
oping new field instruments. Using R & D's mathematical 
analyses, theoretical studies, and computer simulations, 
IFS puts the theory into practice. Some of the instrumenta
tion is developed in its own wire shop and electronic design 
area. In other cases IFS works with Litton Resources 
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Right-Geosclence Systems Secretary/Receptionist Diane Ezak 
gives aid to Geoscience Systems Instrument Supervisor Ed Qualls. 

Below-Field Service Engineer Tae Sam Park (left) and Senior 
Electronic Technician Clet Landry assemble a seismic system. 
They also will test the system before It is sent to a field crew. 

Systems (LRS), Western's manufacturing affiliate, in 
building the equipment. 

IFS also works closely with LRS's new marine cable 
manufacturing facility in Alvin, Texas, and with the LRS 
plant in Galveston, Texas. IFS supplies and maintains the 
instrumentation in the cables that are assembled in Alvin 
and participates in equipment tests and failure analysis 
studies that are conducted in Galveston. 

Western's data-processing department works with IFS in 
discovering problems with the field equipment. Every 
month the field crews perform a series of tests to determine 
whether their seismic equipment is operating correctly. 
They send the results for analysis to data-processing per
sonnel, who notify IFS if any problems are discovered. In 
this way equipment problems can often be solved before 
they become serious enough to cause equipment break-
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downs or adversely affect the quality of the data 
collected. 

In such a brief overview of the operation of IFS i 
impossible to discuss all of the work that the depart 
does. It faces new challenges every day because it is a 
of the ever-changing field of geophysics. Keeping up 
the changes, solving new problems, and developing 
instrumentation require the dedication and hard work 
the entire staff bring to their jobs. The IFS, however 
be only as successful as the field crews make it. If the 
is not informed of a problem that exists with a crew's 
mic equipment, they cannot solve it. Teamwork ~ 
the field crews and instrumentation and field servt 
well as all of the other departments that support the 
is the key to Wes tern's continuing success. - Pam 
(Photos by Michael Fluitt and Will Kacy.) 

~~~ola 

~"' a S~ SevtUUf S~ 
Captain Vincent Baseley of Party 81, the Western 

Endeavour , joined Western last August 1. It did not take 
him long to learn the necessity of co-operation and team
work to get the best possible job of marine seismic opera
tions done. The following are his observations. - R. L. 
(Bob) Nicholls. 

Story by Captain V. I. Baseley 

THIS BRIEF GUIDE for masters and ships' crews on seismic 
survey vessels is also interesting to all Westerners. 

Introduction 

Seismic surveying is the fundamental basis upon which 
oil or gas production is founded. It is the first link in a 
chain of operations that leads to actual oil production. 

ue to the primary nature of the work, a great deal of 
predictability is involved, and this factor should be 
en into account when considering the subject. 

Basically, the theory behind a marine seismic survey is 
t an oil company charters a survey ship to carry out a 
ey over a certain prospect area. The data are accumu

and sent for processing. Upon completion of 
ocessing, the results are examined by geologists to ascer

the possibility of the presence of oil in that particular 
a. If they decide that oil may exist, then the ship may be 
t in to carry out detail surveying to obtain more 

rate data. If the results from the detail work are 
factory, then a drill ship or rig would be sent in to test 
upon the most favorable location. After that the usual 
nee of offshore work would begin - i.e., jackups 
oned, oil rigs commencing drilling, lay barges 

t in, and the like. 
e work of a seismic survey ship is highly specialized, 
Uipment is very advanced, and its personnel are very 

ional. From a conventional seaman's point of view, 
essary to-discard all of the preconceived ideas based 

conventional ship experience. Seismic vessels are very 
nt in organization than the great majority of vessels 
the oceans of the Earth. In giving an outline sketch 
type of work, it would perhaps be better, for the 
f clarity, to divide the subject into various 
es. 

ss~ul adaption to modern-day seismic work by an 
Previously accustomed to only conventional ships' 
eludes patience, a sense of humor, and, most im-

portant, a basic understanding of the work involved. It is 
with this in mind that the following guide is written. 

Seismic Crew Make-up 

In addition to the conventional ship's crew, a seismic 
survey ship carries a seismic operations crew. These c'rews 
vary in size depending upon the nature of the work - i.e., 
whether the shooting is 24-hour or daylight-only and 
various other factors. Just as a normal ship's crew has 
ranks, so has a "seis" crew. As a general outline, the ranks 
in order of seniority are: co-ordinator, assistant co
ordinator, technician, senior gunner, navigator, gunner, 
observer, junior observer, and helper. 

Although the co-ordinator has overall responsibility for 
a successful completion of the survey, each member of the 
crew is a . specialist in his own particular field. This 
compares with a ship's master on a conventional vessel 
having over-all responsibility for the efficient management 
of his ship; although the master has an understanding of 
the engines, radio equipment, and the like, he must rely on 
the specialists in the crew to understand, operate, and 
maintain the ship. The position of the co-ordinator in 
relation to the seismic crew is much the same. A break
down of the various duties follows. 

Co-ordinator. The co-ordinator is in overall charge of 
the seismic operation, responsible to the Company for 
ensuring that the clients' specifications (specs) are fol
lowed. His duties range from a thorough knowledge of the 
cable to ensuring that the guns are firing at the correct 
intervals. The co-ordinator is nearly always a man who has 
worked in most capacities on a seismic crew. Conse
quently, his experience and practical knowledge of marine 
seismic work are necessarily large. Upon him falls the 
responsibility of the whole operation - i.e., whether to 
shut down because of climatic conditions to ensure that the 
data being collected are satisfactory to the client, that all of 
the equipment is functioning correctly, and so forth. In a 
sense, he is "captain" of the seismic crew. A deep under
standing of the co-ordinator's work is essential to the 
master of the ship. The master-co-ordinator relationship 
will be outlined later. 

Assistant Co-ordinator. As the name suggests, the 
assistant co-ordinator is the second in command of the 
seismic crew. He usually works a 12-hour shift while the 
co-ordinator is on call 24 hours per day. 
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Below-Field Service Engineer Tae Sam Park (left) and Senior 
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Systems (LRS), Western's manufacturing affiliate, in 
building the equipment. 

IFS also works closely with LRS's new marine cable 
manufacturing facility in Alvin, Texas, and with the LRS 
plant in Galveston, Texas. IFS supplies and maintains the 
instrumentation in the cables that are assembled in Alvin 
and participates in equipment tests and failure analysis 
studies that are conducted in Galveston. 

Western's data-processing department works with IFS in 
discovering problems with the field equipment. Every 
month the field crews perform a series of tests to determine 
whether their seismic equipment is operating correctly. 
They send the results for analysis to data-processing per
sonnel, who notify IFS if any problems are discovered. In 
this way equipment problems can often be solved before 
they become serious enough to cause equipment break-
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downs or adversely affect the quality of the data 
collected. 

In such a brief overview of the operation of IFS i 
impossible to discuss all of the work that the depart 
does. It faces new challenges every day because it is a 
of the ever-changing field of geophysics. Keeping up 
the changes, solving new problems, and developing 
instrumentation require the dedication and hard work 
the entire staff bring to their jobs. The IFS, however 
be only as successful as the field crews make it. If the 
is not informed of a problem that exists with a crew's 
mic equipment, they cannot solve it. Teamwork ~ 
the field crews and instrumentation and field servt 
well as all of the other departments that support the 
is the key to Wes tern's continuing success. - Pam 
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Endeavour , joined Western last August 1. It did not take 
him long to learn the necessity of co-operation and team
work to get the best possible job of marine seismic opera
tions done. The following are his observations. - R. L. 
(Bob) Nicholls. 

Story by Captain V. I. Baseley 

THIS BRIEF GUIDE for masters and ships' crews on seismic 
survey vessels is also interesting to all Westerners. 

Introduction 

Seismic surveying is the fundamental basis upon which 
oil or gas production is founded. It is the first link in a 
chain of operations that leads to actual oil production. 

ue to the primary nature of the work, a great deal of 
predictability is involved, and this factor should be 
en into account when considering the subject. 

Basically, the theory behind a marine seismic survey is 
t an oil company charters a survey ship to carry out a 
ey over a certain prospect area. The data are accumu

and sent for processing. Upon completion of 
ocessing, the results are examined by geologists to ascer

the possibility of the presence of oil in that particular 
a. If they decide that oil may exist, then the ship may be 
t in to carry out detail surveying to obtain more 

rate data. If the results from the detail work are 
factory, then a drill ship or rig would be sent in to test 
upon the most favorable location. After that the usual 
nee of offshore work would begin - i.e., jackups 
oned, oil rigs commencing drilling, lay barges 
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ional. From a conventional seaman's point of view, 
essary to-discard all of the preconceived ideas based 

conventional ship experience. Seismic vessels are very 
nt in organization than the great majority of vessels 
the oceans of the Earth. In giving an outline sketch 
type of work, it would perhaps be better, for the 
f clarity, to divide the subject into various 
es. 

ss~ul adaption to modern-day seismic work by an 
Previously accustomed to only conventional ships' 
eludes patience, a sense of humor, and, most im-

portant, a basic understanding of the work involved. It is 
with this in mind that the following guide is written. 

Seismic Crew Make-up 

In addition to the conventional ship's crew, a seismic 
survey ship carries a seismic operations crew. These c'rews 
vary in size depending upon the nature of the work - i.e., 
whether the shooting is 24-hour or daylight-only and 
various other factors. Just as a normal ship's crew has 
ranks, so has a "seis" crew. As a general outline, the ranks 
in order of seniority are: co-ordinator, assistant co
ordinator, technician, senior gunner, navigator, gunner, 
observer, junior observer, and helper. 

Although the co-ordinator has overall responsibility for 
a successful completion of the survey, each member of the 
crew is a . specialist in his own particular field. This 
compares with a ship's master on a conventional vessel 
having over-all responsibility for the efficient management 
of his ship; although the master has an understanding of 
the engines, radio equipment, and the like, he must rely on 
the specialists in the crew to understand, operate, and 
maintain the ship. The position of the co-ordinator in 
relation to the seismic crew is much the same. A break
down of the various duties follows. 

Co-ordinator. The co-ordinator is in overall charge of 
the seismic operation, responsible to the Company for 
ensuring that the clients' specifications (specs) are fol
lowed. His duties range from a thorough knowledge of the 
cable to ensuring that the guns are firing at the correct 
intervals. The co-ordinator is nearly always a man who has 
worked in most capacities on a seismic crew. Conse
quently, his experience and practical knowledge of marine 
seismic work are necessarily large. Upon him falls the 
responsibility of the whole operation - i.e., whether to 
shut down because of climatic conditions to ensure that the 
data being collected are satisfactory to the client, that all of 
the equipment is functioning correctly, and so forth. In a 
sense, he is "captain" of the seismic crew. A deep under
standing of the co-ordinator's work is essential to the 
master of the ship. The master-co-ordinator relationship 
will be outlined later. 

Assistant Co-ordinator. As the name suggests, the 
assistant co-ordinator is the second in command of the 
seismic crew. He usually works a 12-hour shift while the 
co-ordinator is on call 24 hours per day. 
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.Technician. The technician is responsible for the 
efficient running of all of the vessel's electronic equipment. 
This could range from Marisat antennae to echo-sounder 
and from computer tape decks to radars. The range of 
electronic equipment is large, and the technician must 
necessarily have the knowledge to maintain and repair it. 

Senior Gunner. The senior gunner is responsible for the 
efficient running of the guns. The energy source for 
seismic work is based upon several principles, such as air 
guns, MAXIPULSE® system, AQUAPULSE® system, 
and the like. The number of gunners aboard varies from 
two to four according to the energy source and the hours 
of shooting. The duties include maintenance of the guns 
themselves and of all of the auxiliary equipment connected 
to the energy source, such as gun frames, compressors, 
exhausts, and the like. After shooting has commenced, the 
gunner is under instructions from the recording room and 
has to ensure that the guns are operating on time and at the 
correct interval. 

Navigator. Sometimes the navigator is employed by an 
outside contractor. His basic job is the maintenance and 
operation of the vessel's navigation equipment. On seismic 
vessels this is very sophisticated, including satellite naviga
tion, Maxiran, and Argo Navigation. Compared to the 
array and precision of present-day electronic navigation, 
the sextant is ancient indeed. Here again the master and 
mate have to come to terms with the fact that the compu
tation of the vessel's position is no longer literally in their 
hands. As with the co-ordinator, a good understanding of 
the navigator's work and his equipment is essential for a 
close working relationship. On the older style of seismic 
boats, the navigator talks the helmsman (usually the 
master or mate) down the line by giving actual helm 
orders. On the latest ships this is dispensed with by the use 
of telescreen readouts from the central computer. 

Gunner. The gunner assists the senior gunner in all 
respects concerning the maintenance and operation of the 
energy source. He usually has had training as a mechanic 
and is similar to a ship's engineer in many respects, es
pecially with knowledge of practical work. 

Observer. The observer's work covers a fairly wide spec
trum of the ship's operations. Already experienced in 
seismic work, he has a good general knowledge of all of the 
aspects of marine seismic surveys. An observer can be 
called upon to do anything that the co-ordinator wishes in 
connection with the operation. This includes assisting with 
all of the cable work - i.e., fitting birds, balancing, 
heaving in and paying out, topping up with cable oil, 
changing geophone plugs, and the like. Also, his duties 
include monitoring the "pop" rate of the guns, noting the 
tape reel number and shot points on each section of data 
received from the cable, and regulating the vessel's speed 
while- shooting. 

Junior Observer. The work of a junior observer is much 
the same as that of an observer. He is less experienced in 
seismic work than the senior man, but the distinction is 
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very slight. It is rather like the comparison of a fourth 
mate to a third mate on a conventional ship. 

Helper. The most junior of all of the ranks on a seismic 
crew, a helper, as all of his work mates, is called upon to 
carry out various duties, including marking and storing 
computer tapes, back-deck work, understudying the 
observers, and the like. Most helpers become junior 
observers quite quickly if they show an aptitude for the 
work. The job of a helper carries no real responsibility; , 
consequently, it is work that a keen man passes through 
fairly quickly. 

The Client 

One other participant in a seismic operation is the client. 
He has a rather similar function to a classification society 
surveyor in that he sees that certain set standards are 
adhered to. Clients can be free-lance, oil-company 
employed, or employed by a firm of seismic consultants. 
They are aboard to ensure that the oil company's specifica
tions are followed and that the data received are of the best 
quality. Clients can be university trained or simply ex-co
ordinators who have decided to put their experience to use 
as clients. Their authority stems from the fact that they are 
representing and protecting the interests of the oil 
company employing the crew. 

Master-Co-ordinator Relationship 

On conventionally-crewed ships the master has long 
enjoyed a privileged position of absolute authority aboard. 
This position was, and to a certain extent still is, main
tained by tradition rather than the professional capabilities 
of the master himself. It can come as no small shock to a 
man who has enjoyed the position of being always right to 
realize that his abilities are, perhaps, inferior to those of 
his work mates. Professionalism stems directly from 
competition. If a man does not need to compete or 
compare himself to others, he will soon lose his impet 
for self-improvement. Shipmasters can so easily be lull 
into a false sense of security, of thinking that their talentl 
judgment, and achievements are better than those oft 
average man. This aloofness is directly connected to t 
isolation of being in command of a ship. 

On a seismic ship the syndrome of sitting on a 
pinnacle does not exist. The master finds himself in 
position of very much reduced power (but not necess 
reduced respect), due, quite simply, to the high standard 
knowledge and professionalism of his crew mates. 0 
seismic ship there is no room for individualism. The 
only teamwork, and it is as a team member that them 
should think of himself. To any properly-certifiCI 
master who has enjoyed command of a ship, be it a 
cargo boat, or tug, the first great shock will be the r 
zation of the fact that there is another person aboa~d 
vessel, the co-ordinator, who has power equal to, if 
more than, the master. 

As described in his duties, the co-ordinator is res 

sible for the actual money-earning side of the vessel. If the 
vesssel is not shooting and collecting data, it is not likely to 
be earning any money. A seismic ship does not carry oil 
products or bulk ore, but neither does it tow other vessels 
or run anchors. Due to this fact, all previous experience on 
other ships should be temporarily forgotten. The seismic 
crew, due to the nature of the work, has to take orders 
from the co-ordinator, not the master. 

Sometimes the co-ordinator is referred to as the "boss," 
but this epithet should not upset the master as it is not 
meant as an insult. Co-ordinators have no equivalent rank 
on any other type of seagoing boat; they are in themselves 
peculiar to seismic boats. Apart from having a very de
tailed knowledge of marine seismic work, a co-ordinator 
may well have a considerable understanding of seaman
ship, ship handling, signals, and other basic shipboard 
knowledge. This overlap of knowledge may pose itself as a 
threat on first glance, causing resentment on the part of the 
master. If the basic concept of teamwork is considered, 
however, then it is in the interests of the team as a whole 
that each member should have some knowledge and 
understanding of the work of his fellows. 

It is in this respect that the experience of the shipmaster 
d mate can contribute a significant amount to the team 

effort. Respect can be gained from others in various ways, 
with reliability, hard work, and knowledge but a few. 
Mutual respect is gained when each recognizes the experi

ce and capability of the other. In my opinion, the pro
sionalism of a seismic co-ordinator is, for the most part, 
ond doubt. The onus is on the master to apply his 

owledge of the sea and ships in order to gain the respect 
his team mates. As a purely personal view, if the master 

mate are content to be boat drivers only, then it will be 
boat drivers they will be treated. If the master, mate 
, indeed, all of the members of the ship's crew show 

elves proficient in the skills that they have learned, 
t seamanship or ship stability, marine engineering or 
construction, then their part, too, in the team will be 
nd question. 

s.eismic Ships 

mic survey ships can vary in size from a converted 
Ot crew boat used for recording to a 200-foot-plus 
CO~plete with data processing center. As a broad gen

tian, however, most of them show similar character
Those that are both energy source and recording 
(most are today) will have similar compartments. A 

cription of these compartments is outlined below. 
rdlng Room. This is the nerve center of the whole 
on .. It contains the computer tape decks, all of the 
~rutors, oscilloscopes, gravity meters, the telex, 
bke. It is into the recording room that all of the 
llected from the cable are fed. Here again the 
must accept that the bridge is no longer the 

sanctum that it once was. On a seismic ship the 
use· · is JUst another compartment, which, added to 

the other compartments of the operation, go to complete 
the whole. The bridge is no more or less important than the 
shooting shack, navigation room, or back deck. Each has 
its function and part to play in the work. 

Shooting Shack. This is the place where the gunners 
stand their watches. On older-type vessels it is as the name 
implies, a room, sometimes portable, that is fitted with 
monitors for checking the performance of the energy 
source. On AQUAPULSE-system vessels the regulation of 
oxygen and propane is controlled by the gunner in the 
shooting shack, the vacuum exhausts are regularly flushed 
out, and the ignition power source is constantly checked. If 
the guns are firing late, the shooting shack is informed by 
the recording room. The gunner will then check through 
each monitor to trace the cause of the fault. The gunner in 
the shooting shack is responsible for this part of the 
operation, whatever the type of the gun: air, AQUA
PULSE, MAXIPULSE (explosive), or the like. 

Navigation Room or "Shack." This is where the naviga
tor stands his watch. Sometimes the navigation equipment 
is in the recording room. Throughout the shooting opera
tion the navigator monitors the ship's position on his 
display unit. His basic job is to make sure that the vessel 
steers as straight a course as possible down the line being 
shot within the specifications of the client. The distance off 
the line allowable is variable, a common figure being 50 
meters (164 feet). Should the vessel wander outside the 
limit set, then production has to be shut down - i.e., the 
vesssel stops shooting, circles, and then returns to the shot 
point where she wandered off. Most navigators have some 
form of electronics training. 

Back Deck. On seismic ships the back deck is where the 
cable is streamed. Most of the actual operational equip
ment is found here, such as the cable reel, magnetometers, 
air guns, and reels. During heaving in and streaming the 
cable, in the absence of an after-control position the back 
deck workers keep in constant touch with the wheelhouse. 
The cable is reeled in and out while the vessel is maneu
vered to keep the cable on an even tension and a good lead 
onto the reel. 

Bridge. On a seismic operation the wheelhouse is the 
steering position, lookout post, and engine-speed regulat
ing position room. The most important duties of a bridge 
watchkeeper are to steer as close to the seismic line as 
possible, to keep as careful watch on the feathering angle 
of the cable as possible, and to make sure that other ships 
do not pass too close to the cable, causing propeller noise 
or actual damage to the cable. The duties involved in 
standing a bridge watch on a seismic operation are, in 
themselves, not particularly complicated. The hazard here 
is in mentally restricting one's power of learning due to the 
rather uninvolved nature of the work. No special technical 
training or knowledge is required to stand a bridge watch 
on a seismic ship. The criterion here is the actual knowl
edge and experience of the man on the bridge. A person 

continued on page 76 
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.Technician. The technician is responsible for the 
efficient running of all of the vessel's electronic equipment. 
This could range from Marisat antennae to echo-sounder 
and from computer tape decks to radars. The range of 
electronic equipment is large, and the technician must 
necessarily have the knowledge to maintain and repair it. 

Senior Gunner. The senior gunner is responsible for the 
efficient running of the guns. The energy source for 
seismic work is based upon several principles, such as air 
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and the like. The number of gunners aboard varies from 
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hands. As with the co-ordinator, a good understanding of 
the navigator's work and his equipment is essential for a 
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boats, the navigator talks the helmsman (usually the 
master or mate) down the line by giving actual helm 
orders. On the latest ships this is dispensed with by the use 
of telescreen readouts from the central computer. 

Gunner. The gunner assists the senior gunner in all 
respects concerning the maintenance and operation of the 
energy source. He usually has had training as a mechanic 
and is similar to a ship's engineer in many respects, es
pecially with knowledge of practical work. 

Observer. The observer's work covers a fairly wide spec
trum of the ship's operations. Already experienced in 
seismic work, he has a good general knowledge of all of the 
aspects of marine seismic surveys. An observer can be 
called upon to do anything that the co-ordinator wishes in 
connection with the operation. This includes assisting with 
all of the cable work - i.e., fitting birds, balancing, 
heaving in and paying out, topping up with cable oil, 
changing geophone plugs, and the like. Also, his duties 
include monitoring the "pop" rate of the guns, noting the 
tape reel number and shot points on each section of data 
received from the cable, and regulating the vessel's speed 
while- shooting. 

Junior Observer. The work of a junior observer is much 
the same as that of an observer. He is less experienced in 
seismic work than the senior man, but the distinction is 
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very slight. It is rather like the comparison of a fourth 
mate to a third mate on a conventional ship. 

Helper. The most junior of all of the ranks on a seismic 
crew, a helper, as all of his work mates, is called upon to 
carry out various duties, including marking and storing 
computer tapes, back-deck work, understudying the 
observers, and the like. Most helpers become junior 
observers quite quickly if they show an aptitude for the 
work. The job of a helper carries no real responsibility; , 
consequently, it is work that a keen man passes through 
fairly quickly. 

The Client 

One other participant in a seismic operation is the client. 
He has a rather similar function to a classification society 
surveyor in that he sees that certain set standards are 
adhered to. Clients can be free-lance, oil-company 
employed, or employed by a firm of seismic consultants. 
They are aboard to ensure that the oil company's specifica
tions are followed and that the data received are of the best 
quality. Clients can be university trained or simply ex-co
ordinators who have decided to put their experience to use 
as clients. Their authority stems from the fact that they are 
representing and protecting the interests of the oil 
company employing the crew. 

Master-Co-ordinator Relationship 

On conventionally-crewed ships the master has long 
enjoyed a privileged position of absolute authority aboard. 
This position was, and to a certain extent still is, main
tained by tradition rather than the professional capabilities 
of the master himself. It can come as no small shock to a 
man who has enjoyed the position of being always right to 
realize that his abilities are, perhaps, inferior to those of 
his work mates. Professionalism stems directly from 
competition. If a man does not need to compete or 
compare himself to others, he will soon lose his impet 
for self-improvement. Shipmasters can so easily be lull 
into a false sense of security, of thinking that their talentl 
judgment, and achievements are better than those oft 
average man. This aloofness is directly connected to t 
isolation of being in command of a ship. 

On a seismic ship the syndrome of sitting on a 
pinnacle does not exist. The master finds himself in 
position of very much reduced power (but not necess 
reduced respect), due, quite simply, to the high standard 
knowledge and professionalism of his crew mates. 0 
seismic ship there is no room for individualism. The 
only teamwork, and it is as a team member that them 
should think of himself. To any properly-certifiCI 
master who has enjoyed command of a ship, be it a 
cargo boat, or tug, the first great shock will be the r 
zation of the fact that there is another person aboa~d 
vessel, the co-ordinator, who has power equal to, if 
more than, the master. 

As described in his duties, the co-ordinator is res 

sible for the actual money-earning side of the vessel. If the 
vesssel is not shooting and collecting data, it is not likely to 
be earning any money. A seismic ship does not carry oil 
products or bulk ore, but neither does it tow other vessels 
or run anchors. Due to this fact, all previous experience on 
other ships should be temporarily forgotten. The seismic 
crew, due to the nature of the work, has to take orders 
from the co-ordinator, not the master. 

Sometimes the co-ordinator is referred to as the "boss," 
but this epithet should not upset the master as it is not 
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continued on page 76 
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looking Bock in the ~ ~@ ~ D [1 rn 

20 YEARS AGO 
June 1960 

A SPECIAL MESSAGE from Chairman of the Board Henry 
Salvatori: As all members of the Western family are 

aware, Western Geophysical Company has been for some 
time a wholly-owned subsidiary of Litton Industries. I be
lieve that the merger of Wes tern with Litton will be of 
great advantage to Western and its people and that it will 
prove very beneficial to Litton .... Once again Westerners 
have proved that they are Safety minded, and for their out
standing efforts to promote Safety the Company received 
from the National Safety Council an Award of Merit .... 
Western of Canada Supervisor Al Knox spends his 
working hours analyzing the inside of the earth and his 
leisure hours analyzing the inside of the sun and stars at the 
permanent astronomical observatory annex to his home in 
Calgary .... Since last reporting in the PROFILE, members 
of Party R-6 loaded the office equipment into a pickup and 
proceeded to a new location, three blocks a.way from the 
old one in Glendale, California. With us for a month as 
vacation relief was Party Manager John Webb, who is now 
on Party 8 . . .. One of the busiest men at the annual 
midwestern meeting of the Society of Exploration Geo
physicists in Shreveport, Louisiana, was Supervisor C. W. 
(Chic) Nicholls. In addition to serving as housing 
chairman, he presented a paper at the meeting .... From 
Milan comes news of the birth of Brian Calledare on April 
6. Brian was born in Pescara, Italy, to Party Chief William 
Calledare and wife Maria, the latest in a family that also 
includes Donald and Janet . . . . Receiving his diploma 
May 26 from Midland, Texas, High School was Mike 
Shoup, son of Supervisor and Mrs. George J. Shoup. Mike 
has made preliminary arrangements for enrolling in the 
University of Texas this fall. 

10 YEARS AGO 
Summer 1970 

An open house was held March 21 at our new data pro
cessing center in Sydney, Australia. Among personnel there 
are Manager Joe Shivers, Computer Operations Manager 
R. J. (Bob) Malnory, Instrument Supervisors Hillman 
Southwick and Orval Brannan, Velocity Analyst Ben 
Quintana, Analyst Soule Mellette and his assistant, Jim 
Russell, and Terry Fleniken and John Bishop. Working in 
the accounting department is Jill Musgrove. Operations in 

Australia are supervised by V. W. (Vic) Smith. Far 
Manager of Operations C. W. (Chic) Nicholls, based 
Singapore, maintains close contact by telephone, telex, 
jet . . .. Working up the Mackenzie River in the Yukon 
ritory with Party V-12 are Supervisor J. T. (Jock) Co 
Party Manager Ken Dobson, Observer Barry Hunt, Su 
or Jeff Hadf ord, Vibrator Operator Orville McDiarmid, 
brator Mechanic John Guy, Supplyman Sam Mosi 
Chainman Frank Sera, and Drill Helper Bruce Brod 
Our visitors included Instrument Supervisor Ron Coo 
Vibrator Supervisor Lawrence Dowdy, and Ben Thi 
manager of the Houston lab and instrumentation servi 
.. On the North Slope, Alaska, is Party 98, with Party 
ager J. E. (Bubba) Buschmihle, Driller Otto Selke, 
Thomas (Junior) Coleman, and Cat Operator Herman 
son . ... In the land of the Eskimo, Northwest Territ 
are Party F-34 and Drill Supervisor Wilbur Riley, 
Rod Lund, Supervisor R. A. (Dick) Mercer, and Su 
Phil Lemieux . ... Traveling with Party 76 and the W4 
Gulf are Party Manager Charlie Craw! ord, Co-or • 
Don Birdsong, Assistant Observer Ken Hernandez, 
Operator David Biven, relief Captain Steve Trebotich, 
Cook C. W. Ethridge, who has made his galley the 
popular gathering place on the ship. . . . As soon 
tundra was frozen solid, Party 96 began its North Slo 
erations with the help of Surveyor G(!orge Unde 
'Dozer Operator Emery Dowst, Field Supervisor Roy 
ris, and Field Clerk Ralph Knapp . ... Keith Pagram 
grammer in the London digital center, spent a little 
two weeks in the Houston office to obtain first-hand 
edge of future projects, to observe the office at wor 
of course, to see the sights in and around Houston . .• 
Savit, our vice president of research and developme 
left Houston for Washington, D.C., where he has jo 
White House staff for a one-year period. . . . W 
Canada in Calgary consolidated all of its offices, ~ 
spread all over town, by moving on March 9 to 53 
Ave., S.E., Calgary .... Party 66 welcomes Lyle Jo 
surveyor, and family to big, wonderful Powell, Wyo 
.. There have been lots of new babies born recently. 
C. (Vic) Boyd family was delighted with the arrival O 
Ellen on February 7. Wade Alan joined the three 
of Herman and Irma Semeliss on April 15 . Sho 
on April 26, the arrival of Paula Renee Shoup bro 
to two Western families - parents Mike and Bet 
welcoming their first child and grandparents Su 
George and Mary Elizabeth Shoup, who are 
delighted with their first little granddaughter. 

. I 

I 
Survey Helper Bob Ravary (left) and Surveyor Terry Freeman 
lead the way for Party V-94 , laylng line through what often 

Y V-94-NORTH SLOPE, ALASKA • 

NEBEN and DOUG JOHNSON , Re porters 
MORK, TERRY FREEMAN , and KURT SKOOG, 

Photographers 

Y V-94 inaugurated its 1979-80 season with a drilling 
~n Alaska's North Slope on November 15. Drill

ERGSRUD, DAVE MARTIN, and HOWARD (BUTCH) c: were loaned to us by Parties 91 and 92. Aided by 
t~mulated experience, we were able to dodge 

e lakes to keep from breaking through the ice 
t ~ot yet frozen thick enough for us to cross. The 

arkness of the arctic winter provided a challenge 
survey crew, led by TERRY FREEMAN. "More 

was the constant cry 
recording er h d .d b . ew, ea e y veteran Chief Observer 

I, had no trouble adjusting to this method of 

seems to be Impassable ice chunks on the Beaufort Sea Ice shelf . 
The crew began operations on the Beaufort Sea on Februa ry 1. 

collecting seismic data because Instrument Technician 
LYNN FORGEY had all of the instruments in good shape 
after he found out that a person can get wet fo llowing drill 
tracks. 

We said good by to the drillers on December 1 O and 
mobilized our vibrators. Vibrator Mechanic STEVE MARKS 
took time off from his work on Party V-95's vibrators to 
help us get started. Set comfortably into our routine we all 
began thinking about the Christmas break, a~d on 
December 23 there was a mad scramble for the bus to 
Deadhorse in order to get the plane that would take us to 
our homes. 
B~ck from the Christmas break, Party V-94 started 

shakmg January 4, with NEo and Assistant Observer 
ScoTT SCHILLING setting the pace for the crew's vibrator 
operators, including TOM CRAWFORD, CRIS JOHNSON, 
MIKE EVANS, GARY GRAVES, CLIFF SMITH, DALE TINCK
NELL, and MONTY ADAM. The vibrators are in top running 
order because of the efforts of Vibrator Mechanic DAVE 
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Right-An unidentified Party V-U 
surveyor Is doing his tob through 
the ice chunks of the Beaufort 
Sea Ice shelf, north of Alaska. 

Left- Party V-94 Surveyor Kurt 
Skoog struggles over and around 
ice chunks on the Beaufort S9e1 
ice shelf to get to his in1tru. 
ment. The box hidden by the Ice 
chunks is actually the bo ck of 
the personnel carrier. whose top 
stands 10 feet above the ground. 

Left-Vibrator Operator 
Kisler, doing double duty tor 
ty V-94, aids the surveyo 
breaking th rough somelc•C 

This 11 soma of the rugged Alaskan terrain in which Porty V-94 
found Itself this winter. It is the Beaufort Sao lea shelf. 

oRK, assisted by our night mechanic, FRANK FosTER. 
tskinner RANDY KISLER operates a D-6 "cat" and keeps 
lines plowed for smooth vibrator operations. 

Party V-94 Cable Pusher DoN STEVENS co-ordinates a 
ng, energetic jug crew consisting of Drivers STEVE 
OBBE, JOE HALLADAY, TIM RYAN, and GREG FORSCHEN 
Helpers JIM WEST, JOHN MEYERS, MARK BURGESS, 

COOK, GARY MOGG, ROBERT CRANDALL, KENNY 
LL, DON HOFFMAN, and ADOLFO HERNANDEZ. 

urveyors TERRY FREEMAN and KURT SKOOG direct sur
crew activities. Helpers JoE HARTLEY, Ron SWANSON, 
BoB RAVARY work interchangeably as chainmen, rod
' and ice drillers, making the crew a very efficient unit. 

k in Party V-94's camp Mechanic STEVE CAIN and 
anic Helper GEORGE DALTWAs keep the operation 
, and supply unit Operator DAVE (DELTA DAVE) 
Y brings in the fuel and supplies. Cook JUNIOR CoLE-

and Bull Cook CRAIG ZIMMERMAN hold down the fort, 
ding the good food and humor that men need in the 
c while Camp Attendant WILLIE RAWLS makes sure 
camp is clean. Assistant Party Manager DouG JOHN
takes care of the paper shuffle in the office, and Party 

er STAN NEBEN draws on his broad background to 
the whole operation together and make it work. 

Work stopped for a few minutes around noon on 
. 16 as we got our first glimpse of the sun! Although 
tt for only a few minutes before it dipped back be

e horizon, we all felt better as we knew that from 
n we would be seeing more of it every day. 

P
urvey crew checked their ice drill and put up their 
ebruary 1 as they prepared for Party V-94's first 

out onto the Beaufort Sea. Catskinner RANDY Kis
his. tape measure out double-checking the survey
urmg stick to make sure that four feet was really 

t. 

h finds us merrily shaking along with plenty of 
t and plenty of ice. 

PARTY 76-GULF OF MEXICO 

HAL HANSON, Reporter 

The Western Gulf and Party 76 are still assigned to the 
Gulf of Mexico and busy as the proverbial paperhanger. 
During February and March the men of the Gulf doubled 
up with some of the crew from the Western Geophysical II, 
which was in the shipyard, and went on a continuous oper
ating schedule. Those from the Western Geophysical II in
cluded Observer TIM McCORD, Gun Mechanic BENNY 
CLOUD, and Helpers RANDY CASSIDY, w. P. HARRIS, and 
NOLAN REEVES. Also filling relief spots were Cook R. J. 
FRENTZ and Co-ordinator R. w. (BOOSTER) STANSBURY. 

Captain JERRY DEHooG, Marine Engineer HAROLD AN
DERSON, and Seaman Eruc DOBSON were provided relief 
time by new Skipper DENNIS LINEBARGER, Marine Me
chanic DAVID HATFIELD, and long-time Engineer GENE 
GAUTREAUX (not to be confused with that ancient mariner, 
Captain WILLIS GAUTREAUX, of the Western Sound). 

The Gulf got in some relief time of her own this past 
December by going into dry dock where a new canopy and 
decking were installed, along with other repair and up
dating work. 

Co-ordinator STEVE BISHOP has had his hands full trying 
to stay out of shrimp nets and platform buoys at the same 
time that he is introducing new crews to the glories of 
"doodlebugging" and the complexities of line numbers, 
prefixes, and shot points. Observer PETER VAN BoRssuM 
has provided cover for STEVE but has been more interested 
in getting back to Galveston, Texas, where, he feels, the 
scenery and comforts far exceed those found on the Gulf! 
Junior Observer ScoTT SINGLETON and Helpers DANNY 
RIGGS, JAMES Voss, and RAYMOND (CHIP) RINGWALD have 
had to endure PETER'S endless soliloquies about the island 
possibilities! 

Gun Mechanic MIKE LYONS has moved to the newly
launched Western Narrows to join the air-gun crew. Our 
AQUAPULSE® -source system has been manned by 
KEVIN HAYES, RANDY PISARICH, and rehire MICHAEL 
MCPEEK, besides MIKE LYONS. 

Party Manager PAUL DONNER joined Party 64 and the 
Western Cape, and HAL HANSON replaced him in 
February. 

PARTY F-62-GRANDE CACHE, ALBERTA 

ROSS 0. BROWN, Reporter-Photographer 

Party F-62, presently residing comfortably in the rolling 
foothills of the Canadian Rockies near Grande Cache, Al
berta, is one big "family" determined to make our party 
manager, Supervisor BILL QUIRK, smile each day when he 
reviews the daily production reports. BILL is the calm, cool 
type, however, and he shows no reaction; but there have 
been reports of strange laughter coming from his room late 
in the evening when the day is done. 

Assistant Party Manager Ross BROWN fills in whenever 
BILL is away. Ross is the master of the mobile telephone 
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"doodlebugging" and the complexities of line numbers, 
prefixes, and shot points. Observer PETER VAN BoRssuM 
has provided cover for STEVE but has been more interested 
in getting back to Galveston, Texas, where, he feels, the 
scenery and comforts far exceed those found on the Gulf! 
Junior Observer ScoTT SINGLETON and Helpers DANNY 
RIGGS, JAMES Voss, and RAYMOND (CHIP) RINGWALD have 
had to endure PETER'S endless soliloquies about the island 
possibilities! 

Gun Mechanic MIKE LYONS has moved to the newly
launched Western Narrows to join the air-gun crew. Our 
AQUAPULSE® -source system has been manned by 
KEVIN HAYES, RANDY PISARICH, and rehire MICHAEL 
MCPEEK, besides MIKE LYONS. 

Party Manager PAUL DONNER joined Party 64 and the 
Western Cape, and HAL HANSON replaced him in 
February. 

PARTY F-62-GRANDE CACHE, ALBERTA 

ROSS 0. BROWN, Reporter-Photographer 

Party F-62, presently residing comfortably in the rolling 
foothills of the Canadian Rockies near Grande Cache, Al
berta, is one big "family" determined to make our party 
manager, Supervisor BILL QUIRK, smile each day when he 
reviews the daily production reports. BILL is the calm, cool 
type, however, and he shows no reaction; but there have 
been reports of strange laughter coming from his room late 
in the evening when the day is done. 

Assistant Party Manager Ross BROWN fills in whenever 
BILL is away. Ross is the master of the mobile telephone 
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Above-Party f·62 Driller Keith Jury (left) and Helper B 
Campbell pause whlle working around Grande Cac 
Alberta. Left- With roller·coaster·llke cutllnes, It Is ea 
to see why the crew referred to the area around Gra 
Cache as "Grande Crash." Bottom left- Driller Har 
Guenther (left) and Helper Ron Brown, now a drll 
himself , discuss the loy1 of 80 feet of solld gravel. 
low- Driller Terry Leinweber (left) and his helper, 
vey Belliveau , now a relief driller, make a connect! 

and has every operator's name, address, and telephone 
number in the Grande Cache area. Helping with the work 
in the office and around camp is DEAN (SUPER CLERK) Gm
sol'L He is looking forward to this fall when he is going to 
McGill University on a football scholarship to play quar
terback. Look out, Terry Bradshaw - here comes "Disco 
DEAN"! 

Operations for Party F-62 began in late November. 
More recently, however, Chief Surveyor HENRI UNVER
IUCHT helped the survey crew get going. Surveyors BoB 
THUILLIBR and KEN NICHOLS admit that they learned quite 

8 bit from HENRI, aside from a few German adjectives that 
one uses when things do not quite tie. KEN, along with 
Rodmen ToM QUILTY and RoB WATSON, is currently down 
at our next prospect getting things ready. Until camp is 
moved, they are staying with Party FV-49, where - due to 
a few mechanical failures - they have become good bud
dies with the mechanic there. 

Slowly but surely, Party F-62's drill crew is making its 
way across the prospect. In spite of the fact that most of 
their holes are dug through a solid wall of gravel, the drill
ers are hanging in there. Top-drive Driller RoN TURNER 
and his helper, DARYL COZART, are usually the first ones to 
the new lines, picking up holes wherever they can. The 

fficulty of getting holes up here with a top-drive has 
ompted RoN to say that he feels as if he has become 
estern's premier soil sampler. 
Seven conventional drills follow, drilling whatever is left 
bind. KEITH JURY, TERRY LEINWEBER, HAROLD GUEN

R, TIM Mc CABE, RON BROWN' JOHN LANDMAN' and 
llY KENNARD and Helpers BoB CAMPBELL, HARVEY 

EAU, KEVIN MACKAY, DON VEILLETTE, DAVE 
OWN, MIKE McCABE, and TOM BORGESON man those in

'ble, invincible rigs of steel. Of that starting lineup 
y three are Party F-62 returnees from last season -

Y, BOB, and KEITH. KEITH has plans to marry his 
-time sweetheart, DEBBIE, of Winnipeg, Manitoba, 
summer. 
e other drillers are all Western veterans who have 

ed anywhere from the wastelands of the Arctic to the 
ands of North Dakota. JoHN LANDMAN just returned 

a summer in the States where he claims that he was 
of the more fortunate ones - he got to stay! TERRY 

BER lends his experience and knowledge to help the 
er drillers in this merciless land of gravel. 

t in the field, making sure that everyone is happy, 
t, and mechanically sound, is Party F-62 Drill-Push/ 
nic GERRY SPENST. In the yard, meanwhile, keeping 
Its tight and the units greased and making sure that 
ffee pot is working is Mechanic JoFRIED PoDEHL and 

padre, TIM CHATHAM. This is TIM'S third season on 
-62. Turning an eagle eye on all of the government 
ons is Shooter-Turned-Powderman BoB KNULL. 
Boa handles supplies to the field, supplies to and 
wn ~re looked after by Supplyman KEVIN WICKHAM. 
~np for KEVIN can easily add up to over 200 bush 

omg _their utmost to ensure that the men are healthy 
PY with a solid meal at the end of a hard day's work 
k JoHN ANDERSON and Helper JoHN WHITE. Camp 

t HENRY GRAHAM keeps everything neat and clean. 
er DAN SWAINSTON and Shooter MURRAY KADLEC 

The blue Canadian Rockies provided a pleasant backdrop as Par· 
ty F-62 worked in the foothills of Alberta, near Grande Coche. 

Party F-62 Mechanic Jofried Podeh l works on a vehicle in the 
foothills ond "Yes! It is as cold out here os it looks I" 

Party F-62 Shooter Murray Kadlec (left) and Shooter's Helper Mi· 
chel Noult hook up a cap lead in the area around Grande Cache. 
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Line-truck Driver Sam Cave checks groups in the Alberta foothills. 

Lovingly called "mushkeg" but known more commonly as muskeg, 
it ls the bane of our Canadian (and Alaskan) "doodlebuggers." 

and the rest of the recording crew try very hard to make 
sure that the drill crew members remain honest and on 
their toes. Cable-truck Drivers SAM CAVE, MICHEL NAULT, 
and DENNIS TIFFIN t along with Helpers CRAIG PITTMAN' 
WES VISSER, PIERRE TRUDEL, JEAN BROUSSEAU, SAMUEL 
DION, MARC ROBERGE, and DENIS LEVERT, are collectively 
known as the "French Connection," for obvious reasons. 

Inevitably, as the winter cold and snows settle in for the 
rest of the season, a serene white silence remains after 
Party F-62's drills, recorder, and camp pack up and push 
on to new lines. Each night as the sun dips down behind 
the Rockies and peace descends on the cut line, time seems 
to lose its validity. As it does, one is left with a brief mo
ment to contemplate the eternal seismic question, "What 
am I doing here?" 

Party F-62 wishes to extend its best wishes to all of our 
Western friends and colleagues. 

.. o 

PARTY V-95-PRUDHOE BAY, ALASKA. 

ROBERT L. MITCHELL, Reporter-Photographer 

Party V-95 has been working west of Prudhoe Bay 
Alaska, since January 2, fulfilling the ever-increasing need 
for quality seismic data. 

Although Party V-95 officially started wor~ in January, 
preparations were under way to get the eqmpment ready 
for the 1980 season shortly after our May 1979 shut-down 
date. Camp Mechanic MARK HOFFERT took time from his 
farming to get all of the Nodwells and buggies in tiptop 
shape before returning to North Dakota and harvest time. 
After a trip down the Yukon with his wife, SANDY, Vibra. 
tor Mechanic STEVE MARKS arrived in mid-summer to 
make some repairs and modifications to our four vibrators 
and was rewarded for his labors with a new fifth vibrator. 
PAUL KLABUNDE, who spent the summer cooking on West. 
em's Arctic Star, decided that he needed an opportunity to 
get his land legs back and came up in November to cook 
for us . 

As is the case each year, the "lure of the North" becomes 
too great to resist; so we have our share of "old-timers" 
back with us. Catskinner MITCH REBARCHEK; Delta Ill 
Driver DARRELL JOHNSON; Lead Vibrator Operator JERRY 
CoBB; Vibrator Operator RANDE ScoTT; Recorder Helper 
D. R . JOHNSON, PAUL ZACZKOWSKI, and JOSEPH (WHALB· 

Above-Party V-95 Cook Paul Klabunde can tell you th 
there is more to a cook's tob in Alaska than standing 
front of a nice, warm stove. There Is, unfortunately, f 
continual cleanup. Below-Party V-95 Bull Cook I 
Shannon completes the first chore of the day-breakfa 

BONE) WINCHESTER; Bull Cook BOBBY T . SHANNON; and 
Camp Attendant DAVE HowsARE, who returned after miss
ing two seasons, form the nucleus of Party V-95's crew. 

We are presently doing 3-D work, and this means that 
our observer, TIM IRVIN, has his hands full . With the addi
tion of Junior Observer JEFF SHUEY and Recorder Helpers 
ED BIGGS, ROBERT E. LEE, MIKE HALL, MICHAEL BECK, 
RICK MARSHALL, ANTONIO CAMPBELL, and BARRY HIBP
SHMAN, however, TIM has everything under control. 

Contract Catskinners Jason Gushee, Larry Frisby, and 
Art Morgan keep the camp moving and the vibrator lines 
plowed so that Party V-95 Vibrator Operators TIM JESSEN, 
PAUL LINDSAY, MIKE DowELL, and JIM BRADY will have 
smooth going and night Mechanic KEITH MOBLEY will not 
have so much work due to the rough terrain. 

Head Surveyor ScoTT HAYMAN and Helpers WILL MY
LANDER, JAMES GRAY, and JACK CATHER have plenty of 
help with the close-order survey that is necessary for 3-D 
work since Surveyor BRIAN COYLE and Helpers WILLIAM 
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ERICKSON, ROBERT ASHWORTH, and ROBERT HOLLAND 
have been added to the crew. 

Supervisor RoY I. MoRRIS and Party Manager ROBERT 
L. MITCHELL are looking forward to another successful 
season for Party V-95 on the North Slope. 

PARTY V-9-JACKSON, TENNESSEE 

TOM FETTIG, Reporter 
EVERETT ALLEN, Photographer 

It has now been a year since Party V-9 moved from the 
flat lands of Kansas to the gently rolling hills of Jackson, 
Tennessee. Jackson turned out to be a college town with 
abundant apartments for the families of Party Manager 
W. T. (ToM) FETTIG, Observer BILL FRICKE, Junior Ob
server MIKE EuKEN, Permit Agent DAVE JUDY, Vibrator 
Mechanic RUBEN GARZA, and Field Clerk JOHN 
KNOWLTON. 

Soon after settling in, Party V-9 was off to a spike job in 
Fulton, Kentucky, which is located in the southwest corner 
of the state. While in Kentucky we were joined by Helper 
DoN (J. D.) HENDERSON, who is now working with Survey
or STEVE SUNDOREN, and Rodman MIKE (GIBBY) GIBBONS. 
After the work was done in Fulton, the crew moved to its 
next location, Blytheville, Arkansas. 

Blytheville, a town of about 25,000 persons, is sur
rounded by fertile farmlands that provide an abundance of 
soybeans, cotton, and rice. This farming community is 
also the home of a Strategic Air Command air force base 
and the new solar-powered Mississippi Community College. 

With the advent of. spring 1979 came frequent and heavy 
rains. Since much of our early program in Blytheville was 
along paved roadways, however, the rains did little to 
hamper our progress. Arriving with springtime and the 
rains were new hires JAMES W. (WooDY) BRANUM and 

Party V-9 Surveyor Steve Sundgren (standing, left) and Helpers 
Rick Ingram (from the left ), Don Henderson, and E. L. (Butch) 
Allen pause on their way to work around Jackson, Tennessee. 

J 

Party V-9 Helpers J. W . (Woody) Branum (from the left), Jim 
Boone, Jeff Barber, and Rick Ingram work in northeast A rkansas. 

Assistant Fie ld Service Engineer M arty Nurre, in Party V-9's 
recording truck, fil ls in for Observer M ike Euken, on vacation. 

RICK (ZIGGY) INGRAM, both of Manila, Arkansas. Duri 
this time Party V-9 inherited Assistant Field Service En 
neer MARTY NURRE, who has been keeping our LRS-7 
recording system in fine operating condition. 

With summer well on its way, Party V-9, now aided 
more new hires, Helpers ROBERT FLINT, of San Angel 
Texas, and DAVE HECKMAN, of Bath, New York, mov 
back across the Mississippi River to Dyersburg, Tenness 
While working in Dyersburg the crew had the opportu 
to enjoy a Safety dinner at the V.F.W. hall, hosted 
Safety Director BEN GREEN. BEN gave the crew mem~e 
lecture on Safety problems and prevention of acc1de 
that we all enjoyed immensely. 

Two months and one new hire later, we headed back 
Arkansas for some more program in the Bytheville 
With the addition of our Dyersburg new hire, JAMBS 

HULK) SMITH, the increasing length of days, and the beau
tiful summer weather, we found production on the increase. 

As fall approached and the weather turned colder, Field 
Clerk JoHN KNOWLTON left us for Party 54, located in the 
swamps of Louisiana. Replacing JOHN as field clerk is Ros 
L. (PROF) BASKIN. Ros had worked with Party V-9 two 
years ago, and, after completing college, was happy to 
rejoin his old crew. 

During this time Cable-truck Drivers MIKER. (SAWED
oFF) BLOW and DANA WINFREY were able to celebrate their 
first year with Western, along with Helper STEVE MILLER 
and Permit Agent DAVE JUDY. Vibrator Operator MARC 
(JUNIOR) FAIRBROTHER completed two years of service and 
Junior Observer MIKE EuKEN three. Commemorating his 
fifth anniversary with the Company was Party Manager 
ToM FETTIG. 

Perty V-9 Cable-truck Driver 
nfrey (left) and Troubleshooter 

en are navigating the "Titanic" 
WOt.rway In Tennessee, learning 
ROt always easy to rep lace a bad 

t - Troubleshooter Lyle Gooden 
r Jeff Barber are carrying the 
toward the first of f i ve 

le waterways t hat Party V-9 
working in Tennessee. Help
• (from the left) , Robert Sex 

Mter, and James Smith watch . 

Party V-9 Helper Steve M i ller lays out a cab le as Helper Rick 
Ingram p lants a flyer on the line around Jackson, Tennessee. 

The close of the fall season found Observer BILL FRICKE 
transferring to west Texas and Party V-22 while Junior 
<?bserver MIKE EUKEN was promoted to observer. At this 
time we also welcomed more new hires, such as our pho
tographer, EVERETT L. (BUTCH) ALLEN' and Helpers 
MARK GLIDEWELL, JIM BOONE, RICK TEETER, STEVE VER-
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tographer, EVERETT L. (BUTCH) ALLEN' and Helpers 
MARK GLIDEWELL, JIM BOONE, RICK TEETER, STEVE VER-



NON, ROBERT SEXTON, PAUL HUGHES, and JEFF BARBER. 
We are glad to have them along. 

With the end of the year at hand at this writing and 
many miles of production behind us, Party V-9 is looking 
forward to a prosperous 1980. 

PARTY 71-BELEM, BRAZIL ••• 

JEFF MAYVILLE, Reporter-Photographer 

Since Party 71 is basically a new crew and has never 
appeared in the WESTERN PROFILE, we would like to give 
everyone a hearty hello. It consists of the research vessel 
Olga Bravo and her crew, currently on location in Belem, 
Brazil. The road to Belem has been filled with many inter
esting and funny situations. 

The Olga Bravo is 258 feet long and has an overall width 
of 43 V2 feet and a 13-foot draft. The accommodations are 

very nice, with enough bunk space for 35 Western 
personnel. The ship is manned by Danish officers and 
engineers and by a Portuguese ship's crew. 

The Olga Bravo arrived in Galveston, Texas, from Keil, 
Germany, on August 10, 1978, and the "rigging process" 
began immediately. Party Manager ALLEN JAMES had the 
materials and equipment on location, and Co-ordinator 
MIKE HARRIS supervised the work. The ship departed from 

Galveston in the early-morning haze of September 26 
1978, heading out for a cable- and gun-source test nea; 
Galveston. 

Installing and maintaining a new-style seismic source 
was the responsibility of Party 71 head Gunner AL YUNT 
and shift leaders ROGER DEIMERT, JOSE FERNANDEZ, and 
JAMES KRIEGER. Helpers JACK COOPER, JEFF YOUNG, and 
JAMES MEADOR also did a fine job of keeping things run. 
ning. After sea trials and testing, the Olga Bravo headed 
for Tampa, Florida, and its first real prospect. Finishing a 
sh9rt shooting stint, the ship pulled into Tampa for a quick 
port call and refueling. 

The Olga Bravo left Tampa shortly thereafter, heading 
through the Panama Canal on her way to California. 
While the ship was transiting the Panama Canal, a few 
crew members took advantage of the opportunity to see 
Panama. Chief Digital Technician BRENT BROWN, Ob
server JEFF MAYVILLE, and Junior Observer STEVE SLEEPER 
enjoyed seeing the Panama jungles and Canal. 

When the Olga arrived in San Diego, California, the 
crew was very anxious to get into some real production 

Left-Chief Digital Tech 
Brent Brown glances o 
another row of electronic• 
he Is running a quality con 
on the sophisticated I 
recording system ab 
Olga Bravo. Right-TM 
Bravo Is approaching the 
Long Beach, California, f 
a cruise off the Californl 

work. With Observer JEFF PLUM, Junior Observer J 
WEATHERS, and Digital Technician DONALD AB 
working together, many miles and lines were shot. . 

During Christmas 1978 the ship was docked 1~ 
Pedro, California, where the crew of Party 71 e~J 
their holidays. Mechanic REGINALD RICHARDS reJO 
Party 71 just after Christmas to help Mechanic RIC 
McDONALD keep the oxygen concentrators in fine tu 

The Olga Bravo continued to work offshore California 
until March 4, 1979, when she headed to Siracusa, Sicily, 
again transiting the Panama Canal. During the trip to 
Sicily, Helper ANTONIO GIL MARTEL, Junior Observer 
RoRY CALLAGHAN, Navigation Technician ScoTT TIFFANY, 
Digital Technicial ROYCE LANDMAN, and Helper RONNY 
SMITH all took well-earned breaks. 

Assistant Party Manager LARRY REYNOLDS and Assis
tant Co-ordinator JoHN HAIDER were on hand to greet the 
Olga when she arrived in Siracusa, Sicily, which proved to 
be a beautiful and interesting area. Many crew members 
took in Mount Etna (an active volcano), the Sicilian coun
tryside, and several museums. 

After working in the Mediterranean Sea for two months 
the Olga Bravo headed through the Suez Canal to Por~ 
Safaga, Egypt. Port Safaga is a desert outpost along the 
Red Sea; and while the Olga was docked there, the first 
rain in seven years was recorded. Working in the Red Sea 
was enjoyable because the weather was always nice and 
warm. Sharks were a constant problem, however, and 
often hampered work. 

food is always plentiful board the Olga Bravo 
to Chief Cook PHUA TYE KIN (VICTOR), along with 

) TAN KOK CHUAN (ANDY), KWONG CHEE JEOW 
~a~d LIM KoK SENG (S~EVEN). Be~~use of them the 
• ept very happy and m good spmts, even in Port 

:s 1the Red Sea, Party 71 headed for Rotterdam 
er ands, with stops in Suez, Egypt, and Malta. I~ 

Party 71 Observer John Weathers Is all alone as he is typing 
a report in the spacious Instrument room of the Olga Bravo. 

Rotterdam (on~ of the busiest ports in the world) the Olga 
Bravo was put m dry dock for routine maintenance and in
spection. Navigator MIKE FULLER, Junior Observer HER
BERT HOOVER, and Gunner HAROLD ROTON all saw as 
much of the Netherlands as is possible in one week in
cluding Rotterdam, Amsterdam, Gouda, and Edam. 
Gouda and Edam are famous cheese manufacturing 
towns, where famous cheeses can be sampled and bought., 

.45 
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Chief Mechanic Reg Richards (top) and Mechanic Kevin Wormley 
repair the energy source air compressors aboard the Olga Bravo. 

Just before the vessel departed from Rotterdam, four 
new hires joined Party 71, and Digital Technician JOHN 
CALHOON, Junior Observer BILL STREIFF, Gun Operator 
RANCE MCCLOSKEY, and Digital Technician ELFIDO Coss 
received their first seismic experience in the North Sea. 
Working in the North Sea can be very rough; nevertheless, 
production work was completed. The ship then went into 
port in Aberdeen, Scotland, before traveling to Saint John's, 
Newfoundland. While working around Saint John's the 
Olga Bravo welcomed aboard Junior Observers GERRY 
NETZER and DANNY COMBS, Helper RICARDO ALAMO (from 
Party 70), and Digital Technician MIKE CONBOY. 

As we moved north from Saint John's and worked in the 
far north latitudes, extra care and caution were always 
taken due to the extreme cold and ice. With Chief Naviga
tor JOHN VANDENBERGH guiding us into port, we stopped 
in Godthaab, Greenland, which gave Party 71 members a 
chance to relate to "high latitudes living." Godthaab, with 
its rugged terrain, had breath-taking beauty especially with 
the remarkable northern lights (aurora borealis) present at 
night. 

Heading south, we completed our work in the Saint 
Joh n's area. At this time we said good by to Party Manager 
ALLEN JAMES, who went on a leave of absence. LARRY 
REYNOLDS took over as party manager while MIKE HARRIS 
became assistant party manager. Local hire ERNIE BAR
BOUR joined Party 71 here to help the seismic crew. 

The Olga Bravo left Saint John's for Belem, Brazil, 
giving Co-ordinator WALLY W11Ks, Assistant Co-ordinator 
MIKE JOHNSON, and Mechanic Beu UNDERWOOD breaks 
from the rigors of work. 

Upon arrival in Belem Mechanics KEVIN WORMLEY and 
ANDREW TAYLOR and seismic Helper JIMMIE GROTEVANt 
went to the fascinating Belem Zoo and the downtown 
street markets and also enjoyed the South American life 
styles and the climate. The equatorial heat is intense but 
welcome after the far north climate. The Olga Bravo Will 
continue to work in the Belem area for a while and then 
who knows? Until someone knows, Party 71 says goodb; 
to all Westerners. 

PARTY 521-DEADHORSE BASE CAMP, 
ALASKA . . , 

DICK RUE, Reporter 
GARY HOLMES, Photographer 

Another winter season for Western's crews on Alaska's 
North Slope is about half over. We at Party 521, Dead. 
horse Base Camp (DHBC), just had time to catch our 
breath after a busy summer with the marine crews before it 
was time for the land crews to start their seasons. 

Party 521 provides the five Western crews on the North 
Slope with men and supplies. Just as we think we are 
caught up, another truckload of supplies shows up or l~ 
men arrive on the airlines ready to go to the field crews, 

Party Manager DICK RuE, with the help of our expedi 
tors, CUFF HEITKAMP, JoE MALONE, and MARK KosKoVICH1 

keeps things running smoothly delivering freight and me 
to their respective crews. With the assistance of suppl 
trucks from the vibrator crews and the "twin otter" th 
supports the drill and recording crew in the Brooks Rang 
men and supplies spend only a short time at DHBC. 

Party 521 Expedltor Mark Koskovich (left) and Party V·94 Helper 
Ken Dowell load the supply truck for the trip back to the crew. 

It Is only 7 in the morning , but already Party 521 Manager Dick 
Rue is in communicotion with the Alaskan field crews. Produc· 
tlon from the previous day's efforts is called by radio to Dead· 
horse Base Comp, and relayed by telephone to Anchorage. 

Left- Deadhorse Base Camp Cook Ralph Henning spends extra 
time and elbow grease making the camp's kitchen sparkle. 

or those who keep tabs on the weather, we hit a low of 
· and winds of 15 mph on January 14. From our 

·chill factor chart we calculated the temperature to be 
to around -125°F.! Looking at the bright side of 

"F however, we reached a scorching temperature of 
·on February 13. In one month we had a tempera

hange of 97° ! Old-timers say that it has been a long 
ince we have had temperatures such as we had this 
ry. 
k RALPH HENNING and Relief Cook How ARD Mos
prepare meals for the unknown number of men that 

Digital Equipment Engineer Roland Bouvier is checking over some 
of the computer tapes as they arrive from the various Alaskan 
crews for routine processing at Western's Deadhorse Base Camp. 

Right- Party 521 Instrument Technician Lynn Forgey (left) is in the 
Deadhorse Base Camp cafeteria asking, "Polish sausage again?" 

come through base camp. Although we normally have a 
good idea of the number of men who will pass through on 
any given day, sometimes we run a little short on the main 
course. For those who are late there are always plenty of 
Polish sausage, beans, and Rolaids. 

Assistant Party Manager DEVEN WEST is seen around 
Deadhorse when he is in to relieve DICK for break. The 
three radios and one telephone on the desk remind DEVEN 
of what an "easy job"(?) that working at base camp can be. 

Chief Observer AL DOHN, when he is in Deadhorse, re
pairs our radios. AL is a welcome sight as our radios are in 
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The Western Geophysical 
IV is in a most unusual dry 
dock at the Deadhorse Base 
Camp. According to Alaska 
Resident Monager Herman 
Semeliss, the Geo' IV was 
pulled onto dry land for the 
winter season and is serv
ing as a warehouse for Par· 
ty 199, which put their 
equipment there before 
departing at summer's end. 

constant need of repair because the rough terrain that we 
encounter on the North Slope is hard on them. 

Winter is fast disappearing here in the Arctic, and 
warmer temperatures should be on their way soon. Day
light hours are lasting about 12 ho.urs a day now. We are 
gaining several minutes of light every day, and soon it will 
be the time for the "Midnight Sun." 

PARTY V-18-SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA 

TONY SMITH, Reporter-Photographer 

Party V-18, to refresh everyone's memories, is a vibra
tors-only crew contracted exclusively the past seven years 
to the same client. In these years Party V-18 has seen a 
variety of working locations, all of which have been in 
California. We have seen our share of cross-country work 
in the deserts outside Bakersfield, on the farm land around 
the San Joaquin Valley, and in the island hopping of the 
Delta outside of Stockton. Let us tell, however, of our 
present location in the cities in the Los Angeles basin in 
southern California. 

Picture for a minute (we know that most of you would 
not want to think of it for more than that) of running lines 
by Disneyland and Knott's Berry Farm! Or in the beach 
town of Venice (made famous recently by all of the roller 
skaters)! Or Watts (we are sure that everyone knows for 
what it is famous) . 

Since there is a lot of driving done every day to and from 

work locations, the heavy responsibility of seeing that all 
of the vibrators find their way on those Los Angeles free
ways and surface streets falls on the capable shoulders of 
Lead Vibrator Operator ANDY GALL. Before leaving for, 

During a short stand-by on Venice Boule vard Party V-18's vlbra• 
tor operators, Andy Gall (from the left), Les Klinke, Jam•• 
Morse, and Stephen Menking, take time to smile for the camera. 

Party V-18 vibrators work westbound on Venice Boulevurd, 
heading for the Pacific Ocean, as the lighter traffic of mld·day 
Los Angeles is smoothly observing the crew's lane closures. In 
rush-hour traffic Party V-18 might fi nd the going tougher. 

Jo1eph Joh nson, Party V-18's vibrator mechanic t ra inee, puts a 
tupply of kitty litter on the service truck. The li tter is 
kopt handy in case a vibrator springs a leak on ci ty st reets. 

eturning from, the line ANDY studies a detailed atlas of 
Angeles and Orange Counties to find the most direct 
safest routes for the vibrators to travel. 

ause of the extremely heavy traffic, on streets as well 
rrways, in these two counties, we sometimes cannot 

these roadways during peak traffic hours. There
our use of them is often restricted to between 9:00 
and.3: ~0 P.M.; and sometimes when we leave at 3:30, 
afftc is already building up. In some places in this 
Y·populated area of southern California we are per
~o work only at night, when traffic is at a low ebb. 
It might be too dark for us to work during such 

Party V-18 vibrators are "shaki ng 
down" Venice Boulevard in Ven
ice , a coastal suburb of Los An
geles: and , in fact , this particular 
line ended at the Pacific Ocean. 

hours in most places, here we do it by the freeway/street 
lights and those of our trucks. At any hour in such an area 
we, of course, encounter a few drivers who do not seem to 
know the purpose of a barricade; they cut around the ones 
blocking the lane for our work and often drive across our 
lines. 

Backing ANDY up in the second vibrator is STEPHEN 
MENKING, who has been on Party V-18 for a year and a 
half and in that time has worked very hard to learn ail that 
he can about his truck. Not only does he take great pride in 
this truck (a trait common with all on Party V-18) but also 
he does most of the work to keep it running smoothly. 

JAMES MORSE, who transferred to Party V-18 from Party 
8-A about six months ago, runs the third vibrator. JAMES is 
a very quiet person who lets the job that he does so well 
speak for itself. 

Operating the last vibrator is LESLIE KLINKE. LES is a 

Pa rty V-18 Vibrator Mechanic Tony Smith (rig ht) is relating a 
humorous incide nt to Vibrator Operators Les Klinke (from the 
le ft) , Stephen Me nking , a nd James Morse d uring a short break. 
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graduate of a trade school specializing in mechanics, and 
Party V-18 is his first seismic crew. He joined us at the first 
of the year and is learning fast. 

Party V-18 is lucky enough to be able to have a training 
vibrator mechanic. Filling that job is J osEPH JOHNSON, 
who is doing his job so well that we shall probably be 
losing him this spring to one of the new crews starting in 
California. We shall miss JoE very much, not just because 
of his capabilities at work but also because he is a good 
friend to everyone on the crew. 

The vibrator mechanic on Party V-18, TONY SMITH, also 
takes care of the books, is the "gofer" for parts, and keeps 
in close contact with our client. (Tony has also "gofered" 
for a Western marine crew when it was heading for Los 
Angeles and Party V-18 was working along the beach near 
the harbor. -Ed.) 

We do not think that we can describe all of the pressures 
that are always on a crew working in such a heavily-popu
lated area. It looks as if we shall be in L A. for a few more 
months, but we can safely say for all of us that it will be 
great to get back to those isolated lines we have become 
used to as "doodlebuggers." 

PARTY V-11-NORTH SLOPE, ALASKA. 

RICH EUBANK, Reporter 
JERRY MORK, Photographer 

Featureless horizons. Vast expenses of nothingness 
appearing only as an endless, snowy plain rolling into the 
distance. Miles and miles of distance, one mile looking 
monotonously the same as another. Such is the environ
ment we on Party V-11 find ourselves surrounded by 
during the 1980 winter season. Here, on Alaska's North 
Slope, the push is still on to discover more oil deposits in 
the vicinity of well-known Prudhoe Bay. Here we work, 
seven days a week, trying to squeeze as much production as 
possible into the rather limited time that we are allowed to 
operate on the snow-covered tundra. 

Party V-11 left the staging area at Service City on 
January 4 and headed for the program area to the west. 
Following a move that took about a day and a half, we 

Party Manager Rick Sherwood is warmly dressed as he steps out 
of Party V-11 's office Into the Arctic cold of the North Slope. 

arrived at our destination, and, after further preparations 
the vibrators shook their first point on January 7. Sine~ 
then, with the season flying rapidly by, our crew has 
steadily worked through drift after drift, one line after 
another, as we wind our way through our program. 

This year first out in the field was Party V-11 's survey 
crew, headed by BRAD DEVINE. BRAD started out the year 
with fellow veterans MATT PANCRATZ, TOM RHYNER, and 
VICTOR AZAMAR. These four are returnees to Party V-11 
this year, and we are glad to have them. Later, as time 
passed, BRAD also added KEN MALISZEWSKI, OSCAR 
PEICHERT, KEVIN LEVESQUE, and ROCKY REGEON to his 
crew. With the advent of 3-D work in late February, BRAD 
is running two full crews in order to keep ahead of the 
rapidly-approaching vibrator operators and recording crew. 

After the venerated Party V-11 surveyors comes the in
famous jug crew, of course. This "wild bunch" is led by 
Observers VIRGIL QUICKSALL and KIM STERLING. Of the 
two, KIM has more Arctic experience while VIRGIL is the 
more experienced observer, having worked in several loca
tions overseas and in the "lower 48" with Western. These 
two have an especially large jug crew inasmuch as the 3-D 
work requires four cable lines for each vibrator line. Be
sides Cable Pusher TERRY JoNES and Truck Drivers ToM 
BIGGS, BURK v AN CAMP' and CLINT MA YEUR, the cable 
crew consists of CHUCK BEEGLE, CHRIS ALDEN, LYNN 
BRADFIELD, DREW HUTIMER, RICK NAVROT, TOM KIM
BROUGH, FRED TRAVERS, BILL BORDERS, ALBERT ROEHL, 
JIM TAPLEY, and GLEN OGLETREE. These men roll out of 
their bunks morning after morning, sometimes as early as 
5 A.M., in order to run out and chase that cable over the 
tundra. 

Lumbering along next is Party V-1 l's fleet of vibrators, 
five strong, plus the vibrator shop. "Captained" by Vibra
tor Mechanic JERRY MoRK, the vibrator crew consists of 
ROGER BRAEGELMANN, MARC DOBKOWSKI, MARK 
MANOUEL, MARK RAUSCHER, PHIL EKELUND, and JOEY 
JARAMILLO. Considering the climate our vibrators seem to 
do very well and have minimum down time. JERRY keeps 
his boys "lined out" on maintenance, and we are sure that 
helps. 

Supporting and overseeing all of the operations of Party 
V-11 this year is Party Manager RICK SHERWOOD, who is a 
"doodlebugger" from way back. He has worked just about 
everywhere, it seems, from the Arctic to the deserts of 
north Africa. RICK came to Alaska from a previous as· 
signment in Cairo, Egypt, in order to be closer to bis 
family, living around Seattle, Washington. He and bis 
wife, TERESA, were expecting a new addition to their fam· 
ily, and, sure enough, on September 18 DARCIA SuzAN 
SHERWOOD was born. Congratulations to the SHERWOOI>lt 
of Bellingham, Washington. 

Also supporting Party V-11 's efforts are the beard 
"wrench turners," known as Mechanics LONNIE McKIN 
and JACK CORNELIUS. These two men work on intima 
terms with many of our vehicles as they attempt to fi 
wear and tear brought on by the elements. GARY Roos 
our fuel and supply driver, also pitches in on the mech 
cal chores as does MIKE SPAIN, our mechanic's helper 
spare vibrator operator. 

Catskinners RoY HILL and EMER y DowsT, both P 

Rlght-"Doodlebugging" is 
doodlebugging, no matter 
where you are. Here Party 
V· 11 Cable Pusher Terry 
Jones works in the Arctic. 

Left-Party V- ll's vlbra· 
tors are meeting the cha l· 
lenge of the North Slope. 

Left-Party V-11 Catskln
ner Emery Dowst stands on 
the step of his D-7 "cat." 
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V-11 regulars from previous years, are once again making 
tracks with their D-7's. EMERY is again melting snow, and 
RoY is plowing the trails we use, hither and yon, across the 
tundra. This year we were also joined by NICOLAS PIRONE, 
who is at the controls of a Western D-6. A third "cat" is 
always appreciated by a seismic crew on Alaska's North Slope. 

Finally we mention the camp crew. This year, once 
again, ToM KINCAID is our honored, respected, and busy 
cook. Helping ToM in the kitchen is Bull Cook JEFF HALL, 
who was on Party V-95 last year. These two men turn out 
some really good meals, and the field hands are grateful. 
Also returnng for another season on the slope are Camp 
Attendant SMOKIN' JoE SELMER, so named because of his 
nicotine habits, and RICH EUBANK, the field clerk and 
assistant party manager, who helps in the office. 

We on Party V-11 assembled here from all over the 
country, and, in fact, the world. We have endured harsh 
weather extremes and have been separated from our 
friends, family, and loved ones. We have spent a chunk of 
our very lives in the middle of that endless plain known as 
the Arctic tundra. But it has not all been for nothing. As 
the years go by, we shall not forget the winter of 1979-
1980. For the very reason that it was out of the ordinary we 
shall remember, and, in those future times, we shall feel 
richer for the experience. 

PARTY 18-WILLISTON BASIN, NORTH 
DAKOTA. 

DAVE L. CARROLL and ROGER G . HOLME, Reporters 
ROGER G . HOLM E, Photographer 

Party 18 worked the first part of the year (1979) in 
Williston, North Dakota. In spite of the harsh winter 
winds and temperatures dropping into the negative 30's, 
production was good. The area has little natural protection 
from the storms that come down out of Canada; so any 
progress made during a North Dakota winter is accom
plished through dedication and a lot of hard work. 

When the spring thaw occurred, making further efforts 
fruitless, Party 18 moved into the Glendive, Montana, 
area but soon headed off to begin work on our next pro
gram in Elko, Nevada. 

In North Dakota we had the extreme cold, but in Elko 
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Drill Helper Mark Bruning pauses on his way to Party 18'1 llne. 

Party 18 Driller Rick Lundquist is suitably dressed for the North 
Dakota weather as he is preparing to drill another hole. 

party 18 was presented with a different problem to over
come: dust, dust, and more dust. Although we were happy 
to leave the dusty conditions behind at the end of the 
scheduled work, we were sorry to say goodby to the town 
of Elko and its many attractions. During this time Party 
Manager WALLY SHA YKA left us and was replaced by 
GEORGE UNDERWOOD, who had just come off the Alaskan 
slope where he had been running a camp crew. We wish 
WALLY good luck and good fishing. 

Next stop for Party 18 was Casper, Wyoming, often re
ferred to as the "hub" of Wyoming's oil activity. Observer 
LANE DENZIN had no objections to the new assignment; 
and, although Drillers DoN ANDERSON (now on Party 9 as 
drill pusher, replaced on Party 18 by RANDY PERRY), JoE 
J(B.ATER, BOB BAILEY, and RICK LUNDQUIST found the 
terrain a bit rougher than in Elko, it was "kids' stufr' for 
these able veterans and their helpers, MARK BRUNING, 
D REW FosTER, GARY EmsoN, and MILT HowARD. 
Observer PAUL BusK left at this time for an Alaskan 

ignment, later to return to us when we moved back into 
e Williston Basin area. 
Work completed on the Casper project, Party 18 
rveyor GREG RUGLAND and his helpers, NEAL WESCOTT 
d DAVE ARONNE (who is now surveyor for Party V-52, 
laced by MIKE KEELEY), made tracks for Kemmerer, 

yarning, and some of the roughest terrain we had 
perienced during 1979. It was so rough, in fact, that Drill 
sher-Mechanic MARK SCHULTE had his work cut out 
'ntaining and keeping track of the drills in the moun

ns near Kemmerer. Later on MARK transferred to Alas
and his position was filled by PAUL KNUTSON, who is 
g a fine job. 

f you have ever been to Kemmerer during the summer, 
you know it is very hot and dry; so it is nice to polish 

a good day's work with an evening at Lake Viva 
hton. The crew spent many evenings taking advantage 

he only "watering hole" within miles. About this time 
er RICK LUNDQUIST and his wife became the proud 
ts of a baby boy. 
ving is in the "doodlebuggers'" blood, and, true to 
we were on the road before long. Western crews 

been doing work in and around Riverton, Wyoming, 
any years. This time Party 18 happened to be there 

the summer. Working the fields next to the beauti-
d historic Wind River Mountains was as perfect an 
. ent as one could ask . Within minutes persons with 
mterests could enjoy the many trails in the Wind 
area for backpacking, for hunting for antelope, 
elk, or moose, or for fishing in the crystal-clear 

ne~t move was a return to the Williston Basin. 
this time Party Manager GEORGE UNDERWOOD 

news of his promotion to assistant fie ld super-
and Assistant Party Manager ROGER HOLME took 

party manager for Party 18. GEORGE is an "old" 
b han~ whose w~rk has take~ him to numerous 

oth m and outside our contmental boundaries. 
ORGE and ROGER have tackled the conditions that 

Y living on a camp crew in the land of the mid-
• Alaska; and each has worked practically every 
on both drill and vibrator crews, has supervised 

Party 18 Observers Lane Denzin (left) and Paul Busk take a 
break during a very cold day (·20°F.) in the Williston basin . 

Party 18 Driller Bob Bailey is manning one of the crew's drills . 
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Helpers Todd Nichols (from the left), Wayne Lewis, and Curt 
Running are working with Party 18 around the Williston basin. 

men, and is well qualified for his new job. We, the crew of 
Party 18, wish them good luck. 

Well familiar with the Williston Basin, Party 18's re
cording crew, comprised of Head Linesman OTIS (Bus) EL
MORE, Shooter WILLY ARMBRUSTER, and Helpers JOHN 
KoRONKA, RICK BRAMAN, BILL LEWIS, WAYNE LEWIS, 
KEITH BEVIER, BOB SHORTZ, DIANE GULAS, TRACY 
QUANCE, JOHN SMITH, and CHAD ANDERSON, made up a 
team of "producers" and ended the month of October with 
a record 130 miles. We are proud of this accomplishment 
but have set our goal a bit higher this time. 

Our junior observer, DAVE MAGEE, is now in Denver 
with his wife, who is expecting their second child. 

In the past few months there have been several changes 
in crew personnel. When Junior Observer DAVE MAGEE 
left for Denver, Head Linesman OTIS ELMORE became 
DA VE's replacement. In February Shooter WILLIAM ARM
BRUSTER and Helper DIANE GuLAs also left for Denver. To 
fill the vacant positions WILLIAM (WILD BILL) LEWIS moved 
up to shooter, and Helpers W. T. (TooD) NICHOLS, 
PATRICK KUJAWAL, DELROY ROSTEN, CURTIS RUNNING, 
KEVIN OLSON, DOUGLAS MILLIGAN, GLEN HEGSTAD, and 
JOEL SKJEI were our new hires during the first three months 
of 1980. To make it complete we should mention that 
DONALD SCOTT, surveyor on Party 69, and DANIEL KEANE, 
permit agent on Party V-24, have been temporarily 
assigned to Party 18. 

In February Observer LANE DENZIN made the trip to 
Houston to pick up Party 18's new recorder. About this 
time we lost our second observer, PAUL BusK, to Party 
V-33, located in Meeker, Colorado. The new recorder has 
been doing great, developing none of the "changeover" 
problems that may occur when the instruments are moved 
from one vehicle to another. LANE is all smiles . He finally 
has a recorder with room enough for him to stand. It is not 
that he is so tall but that the recorders were always too short! 

The recording crew was not left out, either. They 
received all new cables, and the geophones have been 
equipped with special clips to reduce the time spent trou
bleshooting the lines. 

PARTY 91-R-BROOKS RANGE, ALASKA . . . 
RANDY JAACKS, Reporter 
STEVEN KAUFMAN and RANDY JAACKS, Photographers 

Here it is, the 1980 winter season for Party 91-R, cur. 
rently located in the Killik River area of the Brooks Range 
Alaska. Mechanics DOUG HRUBY and DENNIS SWENSE~ 
were called back in November to finish checking the rigs 
and the rest of the camp in final preparation for our start. 
ing date. Also looking the camp over were Party Manager 
JAMES BENTON and our head observer, TOM AINSWORTH, 

This year our season started a month earlier than last 
year. With that extra month came the Arctic cold, Cable 
Pusher BRYAN (LITTLE MOTHER) MOTHERSHEAD, and 
Cable-truck Drivers DANIEL (PATHFINDER) BERGMANN 
BARRY HocHSTRASSER, and MARK BRIDGES. Cable-truck 
Driver DAVE (HIGH SPEED) LANGFORD came up from his 
home state of Washington to be with us for the season. All 
of these men are veteran drivers on Western's crews, and 
with all of this experience aboard we predict an exception. 
ally good season for Party 91-R. 

Alaskan Helpers STEVEN KAUFMAN' ROGER RUCKER, 
SHERMAN JOHNSON, MARK FAIRBANKS, and JOHN MEYERS 
and a helper from Minnesota, MIKE MONSON, are a ll doing 
an outstanding job of "stomping them 'phones" as they per
form the "Tundra Boogie." Everyone is welcome to try it. 

Providing vital support to Party 91-R are the cat-train 
personnel at Udrivik Lake, BOB FREEMAN, BOB WISERT, 
and DENNIS McKEKNIE, who man the strip on the lake 
make sure that the fuel and supply planes are in and out 
schedule when weather permits. Also giving us support 
91-D's supply driver, KEN (SWEN) SWENSEN, along wi 
our own supply driver, DouG (PORK CHOP) BURN 
Both of these drivers have spent many a lonely night go· 
from our camp to the strip at Udrivik Lake and back ag 
a trip that sometimes takes as long as 15 hours. 

Enough cannot be said about the catskinners who m 
Party 91 -R's camp from day to day, hill after hill. Catsk 
ners PAT BYWATER, FRANK GAGNON, and JAY HoLMB 
and Relief 'Skinners IKE JENSEN, JIM RIDOUT, and L 
FRISBY have been doing an excellent job of keeping 
camp maintenance to a minimum. Catskinners DoN 
MERMAN and PAT BYWATER are our trail scouts, and t 
cannot go wrong. They always pick the fastest, smooth 
and safest trail possible; and up here in this area that 
feat in itself. 

Keeping the geophones and cables in good shape 
Assistant Observer-Cable Repairman RocHETTE V. M 
who, by the way, has his work cut out for him because 
the foxes, wolves, and wolverines that have been che 
up the wires on the flyers and cables. The critters w 
real problem at the beginning of the season. 

Putting out superb meals this season are Cook B 
ADAMS and Bull Cook MARION (CHIP) BoGGS, III. c. 
saving his money to go to South America to live "the 
Riley." We wish him the best, for he really deserv 
Camp Attendant ALEX FELKER has been doing his 
cleaning up the camp and keeping everything in its P 
place. There is no job too big or too small for 
handle. He is always there when you need a helping 

:bove-Cable-truck Driver Don Bergmann c:limbs a hill on the 
ay to the front of Party 91 ·R's line to lay out cable. Above 

91-R Cook B Ad fathers th • yron ' ams goes through his cupboards while 
e ingredients for the dinner meal for the c:rew. 

would be a regular work day for the crew of Party 91-R. Above right
The crew Is making an early camp move over the Kurupa River, Alaska. 

right- Dan c:hecks his cable break as Helpers Mark Fairbanks 
and John Johnson , at the c:rest of the hill, "stomp geophones." 

Helper Sherm9n Johnson uses the cutting torch to change grouser 
bars on a vehicle on Party 91·R in the Brooks Range , Alaska. 



Helpers Todd Nichols (from the left), Wayne Lewis, and Curt 
Running are working with Party 18 around the Williston basin. 

men, and is well qualified for his new job. We, the crew of 
Party 18, wish them good luck. 
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KEITH BEVIER, BOB SHORTZ, DIANE GULAS, TRACY 
QUANCE, JOHN SMITH, and CHAD ANDERSON, made up a 
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equipped with special clips to reduce the time spent trou
bleshooting the lines. 

PARTY 91-R-BROOKS RANGE, ALASKA . . . 
RANDY JAACKS, Reporter 
STEVEN KAUFMAN and RANDY JAACKS, Photographers 
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Back in Western's Deadhorse Base Camp in Prudhoe Bay, 
Alaska, is Head Expeditor D1cK RuE. DICK is at the hub of 
all of the crews that Western has on the North Slope, for 
he schedules all of the flights out of Deadhorse and makes 
sure that they reach the right camps with the right supplies. 
This is his first year in that position, and we think that he is 
doing an excellent job. 

MIKE TALBORT, in Fairbanks, Alaska, is busy filling out 
grocery orders and sending them to Deadhorse by truck, 
using the pipeline haul road, or by plane. He has been 
doing a very good job this year. 

Many thanks go to Chief Observer AL DOHN, the radio 
repairman in Deadhorse. He came down to Party 91-R and 
filled in for Observer STEVE BROWN while he was on break. 
AL has been doing a fine job, and we hope that he does not 
get too far behind on his radio work. 

Instrument Technician LYNN FORGEY, Research 
Engineer JIM DARNALL, and Instrument Supervisor KENNY 
JENKINS paid us a visit at the beginning of the season to 
check over the DFS-V systems that they installed before 
the season started. This is the first year that Western has 
used this type of system on a land crew here. We can tell 
that the men did a good job, for we have not had a major 
system problem yet. It was a job well done. 

Fill-in Party Manager NEIL BRANHAM came to relieve 
Party Manager JIM BENTON, who went to Anchorage for a 
week to be with his wife and family. NEIL is a local man 
from Wasilla, Alaska, and he is a good man to have 
around, for he has had a lot of experience with Western's 
crews in the Brooks Range. When NEIL is not filling in, he 
is usually out fishing around Wasilla. He is a true angler 
and is always telling stories about the one that got away. 

Relief finally came to Party 91-R's jug line when Helpers 
DARRYL WATERS, DONALD Cox, and NATHAN v AN LANING
HAM showed up so that Helpers RON SPITTLER and MARK 
FAIRBANKS and Cable-truck Driver MARK BRIDGES could 
take their breaks. RoN and MARK BRIDGES spent .their 
breaks in Anchorage painting the town red while MARK 
FAIRBANKS went home to Soldotna, Alaska, to be with his 
wife and family. After their return BRYAN MOTHERSHEAD 
and BARRY HocHSTRASSER went to their hometown of 
Palmer, Alaska, BARRY to be with his wife and family and 

Party 91 ·R Helpers Jae Thompson (left) and Roger Rucker have 
changed the spring in the water truck; now they have to decide 
how they are going to return the truck's axle to its proper place. 

Party 91 ·R Helper Darryl Waters is all comfy as he fills a rig. 

BRYAN to be with his new girlfriend and to spend a few 
days in Anchorage. 

Once again new helpers arrived as other helpers who had 
already been here for a time needed breaks. HERMAN 
CARTER, BILL RILEY, and ROBERT PINNOW came to camp 
and Helpers DARRYL w ATERS and JoE THOMPSON left. 
DARRYL went to visit friends and family in Anchorage 
while JoE, who had plans to go to Hollywood, California 
to see his girl, decided to stay in Anchorage and visit old 
friends. JoE used to live there until about three years ago. 

Observer ToM AINSWORTH also went to Anchorage on 
his break. ToM was with his wife, JONI, and their family 
running around town taking care of business and staying at 
home having a good time. JoNI, a long-time, former West 
erner in our Houston office, on occasion has helped ou 
part-time in the finance department of Western's office 
Anchorage. 

Helper JOHN MEYERS used his break to do a little saili 
JOHN lives in Homer, Alaska, and is a seasonal fisherm 
He is going to help a friend and take his fishing 
arou.nd to Seward. That is one voyage that JOHN has 
really wanting to take. He deserves it, and we wish 
smooth sailing. 

As we continue into our 1980 season, we realize 
importance of geophysical research here in the Br 
Range and hope that Party 91-R remains a part of that 
search. For every year that we stay here we shall collect 
knowledge, understanding, and experience to do a m 
efficient and professional job of the seismographic w 
that would benefit us all. 

As the northern lights shimmer above and the camp 
down for the night, Party 91-R wishes all of West 
crews the best of luck in the future. So long from all 
here in the Brooks Range of Alaska. 

PARTY V-26-EASTERN DESERT I LIBYA . 

STEPHEN GROSELL and PAUL AYRES, Reporters 
PAUL AYRES, Photographer 

Like the waves of the desert sands, Party V-26 
J amahiriyah (Libya) has gone through many chang~sb. 
most has been the change in personnel, starting wit 

time Resident Manager RoN R. CooNER. RoN, his wife, 
DIXIE· and son, ScoTT, left Benghazi to take up residence 
in Tripoli, the capital of the J amahiriyah, during May 1979 
to co-ordinate Western's ever-expanding role in Libya. In 
addition to Party V-26, RoN also supervises Party 31 and 
the PRE/SEIS® data-processing center. 

party V-26 Field Supervisor JoHN ScHULSTAD left with 
bis family for duty in wet Thailand last October. Taking 

tight-Surveyor Jellal Lahmar 
prepares to take a look through 
•11 theodolite while he Is work· 
Int with Party V-26 in Libya. 

Ing a quick momentfrom 
•• In Libya's Calansclo 
•re Party V-26 Vibrator 

n Warre n Ferguson (from 
Junior Observer Brian 
Obi erver Karl Grech. 

Jo~N's place is another Australian, MICK GILLESPIE, who 
arnved fr~m Par~y V-59 in Saudi Arabia. After completing 
many duties as field supervisor, MICK finds time to relax 
by being a .member of one of the local dart groups, cur
rently playmg for the Benghazi championship. MicK's 
:-Vife, CHERYL, and his two children, SEAN and KIM, arrived 
1~ December a~d _were a very merry Christmas present for 
him. SEAN, a Jumor rugby league player in Australia, re-

Left- Junior Observer Moreno 
Frosino (left) and Chief Observer 
Matteo Burgio, working in Libya , 
test one of Party V-26's cables. 
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Party V-26 Assistant Geophysicist Duane Gibson (left) and Weath· 
ering Observer Claudio Lopez-Dia:i: are going to hook up a trailer 
while preparing for a camp move in Libya's Eastern Desert. 

Party V-26 Shop Mechanic Brian Docherty tests an alternator. 

cently won the award for fairest and most consistent player 
of the year. KIM is an excellent tennis player. 

The balance of the Benghazi office staff can be com
pared to a local spice shop in the souk, flavored by many 
nationalities . Expediting is handled by Italian FRANCO 
(CoLLAPSo) CATALDO. In addition to handling purchasing 
in Benghazi, FRANCO and his wife, ANNE, satisfy the office 
staff with their many tasty Italian dishes. Our administra
tive assistant is R1cK JONES, a new hire from Wales, Great 
Britain, who claims to be the best dart thrower this side of 
Newcastle. (Rick is now on Party 31.) Taking care of our 
accounting is CHARLES ST. LAURENT, recently transferred 
from the Houston office, who, as a true Texan, is the cur
rent "chili" champion of Benghazi. Administrative Assis
tant STEPHEN GRoSELL is also from the States and recently 
took a three-week holiday to snowy Colorado to visit his 
son, MICHAEL. ABUBAKER SHARMISSA, our Libyan passport 
assistant, keeps Party V-26's crew happy by making sure 
that their passports are up to date. Last but not least, 
MAHDI MoHAMED, from Tunisia, helps out in our very 
busy office with interpretations and Arabic typing. 
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The Calanscio Sand Sea of eastern Libya is once again 
home for Party V-26 after our brief sojourn in the hills and 
wadis of the Jabal Akhdar region on Libya's northeastern 
coast. We returned to the towering dunes and empty, flat 
gravel wastes of the eastern desert in January 1979. ' 

There were several changes in our present senior staff 
complement of 22 in 1979. Junior Analyst GEORGE Kov Acs 
joined us for two months from Houston before moving on 
to Saudi Arabia in early 1979. Vibrator Mechanic DAVE 
MoRK left us for a well-earned vacation in early 1979 and 
then joined a Stateside crew. Vibrator Technicians Wrt
LIAM RILEY and VICTOR ARELLANO came from Pakistan to 
help Chief Mechanic JERRY HmzER and Vibrator Me
chanic BELKHAMSA BoUCHENTOUF keep our "Vibroseis"® 
line equipment running, but then VICTOR later went to 
Thailand. 

Instrument Technician STEVE McINTOSH arrived in May 
from Party 181 in Egypt, replacing FRED ARMSTRONG, 
FRED, who was Digital Technician DANNY SPEIGHT's relief, 
had returned to the States. PAUL Nix, after working with 
Driller-Mechanic CARL W. (SMILEY) MARLETT and Driller 
GmsEPPE STRACQUADANEO, left us in May for Libya's 
other Western crew, Party 31, recently arrived from its last 
location in Tunisia. In exchange Party V -26 acquired Vi
brator Technician CHARLES WRIGHT from Party 31. He 
nearly left us permanently when he joined our exclusive 
Land Rover flying club. 

After one year in Syria Observer KARL GRECH returned 
in August to his Party V-26 co-workers, Chief Observer 
MATTEO BURGIO, Observer CLAUDIO LOPEZ-DIAZ, and Jun 
ior Observer BRIAN RoLFE and newly-hired MOREN 
FROSINO. 

SURVEYOR JELLAL LAHMAR came from Party 31 and 
working with RANDOLPH CAMILLERI, PAUL AYRES, 
ANDREW NAUGHTON to enable the surveyors to split th 
activities between the main crew and a preparatory mi 
clearing operation in Party V-26's next prospect. Chi 
Surveyor RANDY CAMILLERI is now our assistant P 
manager and is also the proud father of a bouncing bab 
son, TREVOR RANDOLPH, born on December 22. Our pr 

Party Manager Jim Ruffin (left) and Driller-Mechanic Carl Mar
lett are readying a Party V-26 trailer for another camp move. 

assistant party manager and observer, R1cK BOYER, 
party manager on Party 31. Party V-26's own party 
er, JIM RUFFIN, was able to leave Libya for a well

rest in January and returned to his home in 
ana. 

keepi?g our trucks and pickups running smoothly 
echamc CHRIS CONGLETON and our Scottish me

BRIAN DOCHERTY. CHRIS and BRIAN were assisted 
months by Mechanic MARTY REBARCHEK who was 
e to Saudi Arabia from Alaska. ' 
tant Geophysicist DUANE GIBSON and Vibrator 
bean WARREN FERGUSON joined us from Houston in 

r. They, with our Maltese cooks, LINO CINI and 
. GATT, complete Party V-26's present roll. 

Ving s . . 
erv1ce pms in 1979 were Observer CLAUDIO 

~· for 15 years, and Driller-Mechanic SMILEY 
• •Or IO years. 

PARTY 92-SUSITNA RIVER AREA, ALASKA ... 

CRAIG E. RITSCHEL, Reporter-Photographer 

From the Susitna River Flats in Alaska Party 92 sends 
g~eetings to all on the Western trail. As an unusually warm 
wmter comes to an end, our camp is only 35 to 40 miles 
from Anchorage, where the lights at night remind us that 
there really is civilization out there somewhere. 

We moved from the Beluga River area on January 4 and 
progressively worked our way east toward, and eventually 
across, the Susitna River. Much of our program consisted 
of lines running from the north to the south, ending in the 
Cook Inlet. The latter part of these lines was some of the 
more demanding work we have done because at high tide 
the lines were under sea water. Party Manager DouG BLos
SOM's knowledge of tides helped considerably in this area 
and the lines were surveyed, drilled, and shot all in on~ 
motion when the tide was low. Even Party 92's drillers and 
helpers learned the fine ~rt of picking up line when the in
coming tide threatened to cover the line. A few of the (un-) 
lucky ones even got a chance to take an unexpected swim in 
the Inlet while scrambling for shore, finding out that tide 
waits for no "doodle bugger." 

Head Surveyor MIKE RucKHAus, along with Surveyor 
LORIN HIXSSEN and Helpers PAT DOYLE and Russ KINGS
LEY, stayed ahead of the game all through the program, 
and ~hey have done a remarkable job, especially when you 
consider that they were always the first to venture out on 
the tide in the Cook Inlet and ice on the Susitna River. 

Party 92's recording crew presses onward with Observer 
GEORGE SNOWDEN leading the way. Helping out in the 
doghouse is Assistant Observer JERRY TROGLIN. Trouble
shooter GORDON FORSYTH has kept things in order on the 
jug line with Helpers PETE CooPER, RoN BRAD.EN, BRAD 
BERGSRUD, and WEs WARD driving the cable trucks. Our 

Cat Operator Herman Wasson ls on the move with his D-6 "cat" 
in the Susitna River area , Alaska. The fuel buggy in the back
ground is being manned by Party 92 Mechanic Donavan Laumeyer. 



Party V-26 Assistant Geophysicist Duane Gibson (left) and Weath· 
ering Observer Claudio Lopez-Dia:i: are going to hook up a trailer 
while preparing for a camp move in Libya's Eastern Desert. 

Party V-26 Shop Mechanic Brian Docherty tests an alternator. 

cently won the award for fairest and most consistent player 
of the year. KIM is an excellent tennis player. 

The balance of the Benghazi office staff can be com
pared to a local spice shop in the souk, flavored by many 
nationalities . Expediting is handled by Italian FRANCO 
(CoLLAPSo) CATALDO. In addition to handling purchasing 
in Benghazi, FRANCO and his wife, ANNE, satisfy the office 
staff with their many tasty Italian dishes. Our administra
tive assistant is R1cK JONES, a new hire from Wales, Great 
Britain, who claims to be the best dart thrower this side of 
Newcastle. (Rick is now on Party 31.) Taking care of our 
accounting is CHARLES ST. LAURENT, recently transferred 
from the Houston office, who, as a true Texan, is the cur
rent "chili" champion of Benghazi. Administrative Assis
tant STEPHEN GRoSELL is also from the States and recently 
took a three-week holiday to snowy Colorado to visit his 
son, MICHAEL. ABUBAKER SHARMISSA, our Libyan passport 
assistant, keeps Party V-26's crew happy by making sure 
that their passports are up to date. Last but not least, 
MAHDI MoHAMED, from Tunisia, helps out in our very 
busy office with interpretations and Arabic typing. 
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The Calanscio Sand Sea of eastern Libya is once again 
home for Party V-26 after our brief sojourn in the hills and 
wadis of the Jabal Akhdar region on Libya's northeastern 
coast. We returned to the towering dunes and empty, flat 
gravel wastes of the eastern desert in January 1979. ' 

There were several changes in our present senior staff 
complement of 22 in 1979. Junior Analyst GEORGE Kov Acs 
joined us for two months from Houston before moving on 
to Saudi Arabia in early 1979. Vibrator Mechanic DAVE 
MoRK left us for a well-earned vacation in early 1979 and 
then joined a Stateside crew. Vibrator Technicians Wrt
LIAM RILEY and VICTOR ARELLANO came from Pakistan to 
help Chief Mechanic JERRY HmzER and Vibrator Me
chanic BELKHAMSA BoUCHENTOUF keep our "Vibroseis"® 
line equipment running, but then VICTOR later went to 
Thailand. 

Instrument Technician STEVE McINTOSH arrived in May 
from Party 181 in Egypt, replacing FRED ARMSTRONG, 
FRED, who was Digital Technician DANNY SPEIGHT's relief, 
had returned to the States. PAUL Nix, after working with 
Driller-Mechanic CARL W. (SMILEY) MARLETT and Driller 
GmsEPPE STRACQUADANEO, left us in May for Libya's 
other Western crew, Party 31, recently arrived from its last 
location in Tunisia. In exchange Party V -26 acquired Vi
brator Technician CHARLES WRIGHT from Party 31. He 
nearly left us permanently when he joined our exclusive 
Land Rover flying club. 

After one year in Syria Observer KARL GRECH returned 
in August to his Party V-26 co-workers, Chief Observer 
MATTEO BURGIO, Observer CLAUDIO LOPEZ-DIAZ, and Jun 
ior Observer BRIAN RoLFE and newly-hired MOREN 
FROSINO. 

SURVEYOR JELLAL LAHMAR came from Party 31 and 
working with RANDOLPH CAMILLERI, PAUL AYRES, 
ANDREW NAUGHTON to enable the surveyors to split th 
activities between the main crew and a preparatory mi 
clearing operation in Party V-26's next prospect. Chi 
Surveyor RANDY CAMILLERI is now our assistant P 
manager and is also the proud father of a bouncing bab 
son, TREVOR RANDOLPH, born on December 22. Our pr 

Party Manager Jim Ruffin (left) and Driller-Mechanic Carl Mar
lett are readying a Party V-26 trailer for another camp move. 

assistant party manager and observer, R1cK BOYER, 
party manager on Party 31. Party V-26's own party 
er, JIM RUFFIN, was able to leave Libya for a well

rest in January and returned to his home in 
ana. 

keepi?g our trucks and pickups running smoothly 
echamc CHRIS CONGLETON and our Scottish me

BRIAN DOCHERTY. CHRIS and BRIAN were assisted 
months by Mechanic MARTY REBARCHEK who was 
e to Saudi Arabia from Alaska. ' 
tant Geophysicist DUANE GIBSON and Vibrator 
bean WARREN FERGUSON joined us from Houston in 

r. They, with our Maltese cooks, LINO CINI and 
. GATT, complete Party V-26's present roll. 

Ving s . . 
erv1ce pms in 1979 were Observer CLAUDIO 

~· for 15 years, and Driller-Mechanic SMILEY 
• •Or IO years. 

PARTY 92-SUSITNA RIVER AREA, ALASKA ... 

CRAIG E. RITSCHEL, Reporter-Photographer 

From the Susitna River Flats in Alaska Party 92 sends 
g~eetings to all on the Western trail. As an unusually warm 
wmter comes to an end, our camp is only 35 to 40 miles 
from Anchorage, where the lights at night remind us that 
there really is civilization out there somewhere. 

We moved from the Beluga River area on January 4 and 
progressively worked our way east toward, and eventually 
across, the Susitna River. Much of our program consisted 
of lines running from the north to the south, ending in the 
Cook Inlet. The latter part of these lines was some of the 
more demanding work we have done because at high tide 
the lines were under sea water. Party Manager DouG BLos
SOM's knowledge of tides helped considerably in this area 
and the lines were surveyed, drilled, and shot all in on~ 
motion when the tide was low. Even Party 92's drillers and 
helpers learned the fine ~rt of picking up line when the in
coming tide threatened to cover the line. A few of the (un-) 
lucky ones even got a chance to take an unexpected swim in 
the Inlet while scrambling for shore, finding out that tide 
waits for no "doodle bugger." 

Head Surveyor MIKE RucKHAus, along with Surveyor 
LORIN HIXSSEN and Helpers PAT DOYLE and Russ KINGS
LEY, stayed ahead of the game all through the program, 
and ~hey have done a remarkable job, especially when you 
consider that they were always the first to venture out on 
the tide in the Cook Inlet and ice on the Susitna River. 

Party 92's recording crew presses onward with Observer 
GEORGE SNOWDEN leading the way. Helping out in the 
doghouse is Assistant Observer JERRY TROGLIN. Trouble
shooter GORDON FORSYTH has kept things in order on the 
jug line with Helpers PETE CooPER, RoN BRAD.EN, BRAD 
BERGSRUD, and WEs WARD driving the cable trucks. Our 

Cat Operator Herman Wasson ls on the move with his D-6 "cat" 
in the Susitna River area , Alaska. The fuel buggy in the back
ground is being manned by Party 92 Mechanic Donavan Laumeyer. 



Party 92's camp is firmly based on this Island in the Susitna 
River area as the crew is doing the lines that cross the river. 

"geophone placement engineers" are to be commended for 
their hustle, especially when working in the tide-affected 
areas of the program. They are MARK HERMAN, ROBERT 
McLAM, WILLIE SHEARS, ToM HALL, JOHN SNYDER, RANDY 
TAYLOR, and BRAD HEARTY. ELMER PINNOW did our shoot
ing, and he was relieved by WES for his break. 

Mechanical breakdowns have been kept at a minimum 
throughout the season, but Mechanic DONAVAN LAUMEYER 
and Mechanic Helper GEORGE DALTWAS always have 
something to do. DONA v AN is also in charge of fuel supply 
and has been constantly riding herd on Party 92's three fuel 
trailers, keeping them full and arranging for fuel planes to 
see that they stay that way. Party Manager DouG 
BLOSSOM'S brother-in-law, GARY JACKINSKY, came to us 
from Ninilchik, Alaska, to relieve GEORGE and stayed for 
the remainder of the season. 

With Mount Susitna towering over us just 15 miles 
away, our lines traverse back and forth across the Susitna 
River, and we feel more like an off-shore crew all of the 
time. Our drillers have found that drilling a hole through 
four feet of river ice is a breeze but that 20 or so feet of 
rushing river water underneath the ice has a tendency to 
promote a sort of apprehensive feeling. Driller CHET 
HAUGENOE was quoted as saying "no ice is thick enough 
for me unless it is froze to the bottom." CHET came to us 
from his wheat farm in North Dakota as did Assistant 
Party Manager CRAIG RITSCHEL, who transferred to Party 
92 from Party 38, which is currently working near Ken
mare, North Dakota. 
. Drillers DAVE MARTIN, STEVE LEFFEL, and HAROLD 

(BUTCH) KOMAREK and Mechanic JOHN (RED) KVARFORD 
are all locals from the surrounding area. Boe ALSTON, who 

Party 92's drills drill everywhere, even on the Susitna River. 

Party 92 made its first camp move in early January, leaving 
the Beluga River area and heading for the Susitna River area. 

operates our only rubber tire drill buggy, came to our side 
from a contract drilling company and is originally from 
Irving, Texas. Boa's future plans include duty in Saudi 
Arabia with Western. Relief Drillers TIM JoHNSON, a 
native of Bangs, Texas, and DARRYL CooPER, from Alas
ka's Kenai Peninsula, have done a commendable job of 
filling in while others were on break. Drill helpers have in
cluded JoE CHILDERS, BILL BOCK, RON GONKA, MIKE 
JOHNSON, DRoDY KING, and JAMIE HARVEY. Filling in 
when necessary are Helpers RocKY STONECIPHER, Douom 
BwssoM (son of Party Manager DouG), and AL PALMA, all 
from the surrounding area. 

During the course of the season we have moved camp 10 
times, one of those being across 3 Yi feet of ice on the 
Susitna. Pulling those 21 trailers around is no small feat 
and leading our fleet of "cats" is HERMAN (NEVER-A-DULL 
MOMENT) W AssoN, pilot of our only Company cat, a D-6 
Pulling the two heavier strings of trailers are G. W. Britto 
and Dave Baker, both at the controls of contract D-7 ca 
O:msidering some of the wet areas that we have encou 
tered, the D-6 with extra-wide tracks is indeed a gr 
asset. Catskinner Dennis Buzby of Palmer, Alaska, 
gone where all of the other cats fear to tread, pulling us o 
of many a soggy situation. 

Feeding a camp of 45 men is obviously no easy t 
unless you happen to be DALMONT (CHRIS) CHRISTOPHB 
SON. CHRIS, along with Bull Cook CHUCK CLARK, 
never ceased to prepare the finest in "gourmet" cook' 
(although we would never admit that to him!). When h 
not in the kitchen, he can usually be found roaming 
camp recruiting partners for pinochle. CHRIS hails fr 
Massachusetts, and CHUCK is originally from Chicago 
has been in Anchorage for some time. 

Rounding out Party 92's crew is Camp Attenda~t 
GARROUTTE, who has done an excellent job of keepm& 
camp in order, making living lots easier for all of us. 
rarely seen sitting still, KEN is to be commended for a 
well done. 

As of this writing the final lines of the prospect are 
completed and breakup is rapidly approaching, ands 
with the pride in a job well done that we of Party 
prepare to go our own separate directions in search O 
another adventure. The friendship shared among u 
grown to heights we shall not forget, and it may con 
to grow in years to come. 

n Western' s line 

for 30 years 
LONG-TIME WESTERNERS-Charles w. Dick, of Den
; Julius A. Rasmussen, of Galveston, Texas; Richard 
ppel and William F. Sullivan, of Houston; and 

Novak, of Calgary, Alberta-have officially 
ed 30 years of service to the Company. 
ice President Charles W. Dick, who commemorated 

anniversary with the Company last January 8, it 
seem as if five years had passed since his 25th 

sary. At the time he wrote: 
reminders of the activities of my family and my
years ago impressed me how rapidly time passes 
tern. Our business is much more active now, and 
ve three area managers to help me with most of 
. Our office here has increased from four people 

than 100 at present, and we plan to start construc
spring on a new building to provide space for our 

center and operational activities." 
'ly's life has changed in the past few years, too. 

his daughters, single five years ago, are married 
in Texas, Catherine working as a nurse in Fort 

d Patricia studying Spanish as a junior at the 
of Texas in Austin. Son Jim is also on his own 
uated from California's Stanford' University, 

was attending five years ago, he is a geophysicist 

ldent Charles W. Dick (right) happily receives his 
rvlce Pin from President Howard Dingman. Charles 

1tern as a computer In early 1949 in Midland, Texas. 

for Continental Oil Company in Houston. Charles and 
wife Bettye have, in the last five years, added skiing in the 
winter and backpacking in the summer to their other 
hobbies of gardening and tennis (for Bettye) and hunting, 
fishing, and tennis (for Charles). 

Charles did not foresee all of this when he joined West
ern, already a veteran of the V-5 naval aviation program 
and a graduate of Yale University, where he had earned a 
bachelor of science degree in electrical engineering. The 
native of Long Beach, California, served Western first as a 
computer on Party 35 in Midland, Texas, joining the 
Company in early 1949. By the mid-1950's, when he took 
an educational leave of absence from Western to attend 
Stanford University to obtain his master's in electrical 
engineering, he had been promoted to senior party chief 
and had worked on Parties 35, 33, 19, and 65. 

Shortly after his return to Western in the summer of 
1957, Charles was named a supervisor, working out of 
Oklahoma City and, later, Midland. He was transferred to 
Houston in 1967 and promoted to technical co-ordinator 
of seismic systems and manager of operations-Mid-Conti
nent, one of the first men to receive the newly-created title 
of area manager. He had already been involved in 
Western's first "Vibroseis"® operations, and he continued 
to work closely in improving and expanding this area. 
Charles was named vice president-"Vibroseis" operations, 
world-wide, in January 1974. Shortly thereafter he took on 
the responsibility of manager of operations in the Rocky 
Mountains, West Coast, and Alaska, and his base of 
operations was moved to Denver. Increased seismic 
activity in the Rocky Mountains recently made it necessary 
for Charles to focus his attention on that area, 
surrendering the Alaska region. 

The last five years, both professionally and personally, 
have been quite eventful for Julius A. (Ras) Rasmussen, 
who celebrated his 30th anniversary with the Company on 
January 9. 

Ras, instrument supervisor for Gulf and East Coast 
marine operations, is taking care of the energy sources and 
associated equipment for seven (soon to be eight) ships and 
no longer spends months out of the country as in previous 
years. He often leaves for shorter periods in a Gulf port, 
however, to repair equipment and get a ship back in 
operation. 

Because Ras found himself spending more and more 
time in Galveston and having to make the 130-mile round 
trip from Houston to Galveston all too often, he and his 
family moved there in 1977. In so doing he may have given 
himself a life-time project for, when they moved, they 
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Party 92's camp is firmly based on this Island in the Susitna 
River area as the crew is doing the lines that cross the river. 

"geophone placement engineers" are to be commended for 
their hustle, especially when working in the tide-affected 
areas of the program. They are MARK HERMAN, ROBERT 
McLAM, WILLIE SHEARS, ToM HALL, JOHN SNYDER, RANDY 
TAYLOR, and BRAD HEARTY. ELMER PINNOW did our shoot
ing, and he was relieved by WES for his break. 

Mechanical breakdowns have been kept at a minimum 
throughout the season, but Mechanic DONAVAN LAUMEYER 
and Mechanic Helper GEORGE DALTWAS always have 
something to do. DONA v AN is also in charge of fuel supply 
and has been constantly riding herd on Party 92's three fuel 
trailers, keeping them full and arranging for fuel planes to 
see that they stay that way. Party Manager DouG 
BLOSSOM'S brother-in-law, GARY JACKINSKY, came to us 
from Ninilchik, Alaska, to relieve GEORGE and stayed for 
the remainder of the season. 

With Mount Susitna towering over us just 15 miles 
away, our lines traverse back and forth across the Susitna 
River, and we feel more like an off-shore crew all of the 
time. Our drillers have found that drilling a hole through 
four feet of river ice is a breeze but that 20 or so feet of 
rushing river water underneath the ice has a tendency to 
promote a sort of apprehensive feeling. Driller CHET 
HAUGENOE was quoted as saying "no ice is thick enough 
for me unless it is froze to the bottom." CHET came to us 
from his wheat farm in North Dakota as did Assistant 
Party Manager CRAIG RITSCHEL, who transferred to Party 
92 from Party 38, which is currently working near Ken
mare, North Dakota. 
. Drillers DAVE MARTIN, STEVE LEFFEL, and HAROLD 

(BUTCH) KOMAREK and Mechanic JOHN (RED) KVARFORD 
are all locals from the surrounding area. Boe ALSTON, who 

Party 92's drills drill everywhere, even on the Susitna River. 

Party 92 made its first camp move in early January, leaving 
the Beluga River area and heading for the Susitna River area. 

operates our only rubber tire drill buggy, came to our side 
from a contract drilling company and is originally from 
Irving, Texas. Boa's future plans include duty in Saudi 
Arabia with Western. Relief Drillers TIM JoHNSON, a 
native of Bangs, Texas, and DARRYL CooPER, from Alas
ka's Kenai Peninsula, have done a commendable job of 
filling in while others were on break. Drill helpers have in
cluded JoE CHILDERS, BILL BOCK, RON GONKA, MIKE 
JOHNSON, DRoDY KING, and JAMIE HARVEY. Filling in 
when necessary are Helpers RocKY STONECIPHER, Douom 
BwssoM (son of Party Manager DouG), and AL PALMA, all 
from the surrounding area. 

During the course of the season we have moved camp 10 
times, one of those being across 3 Yi feet of ice on the 
Susitna. Pulling those 21 trailers around is no small feat 
and leading our fleet of "cats" is HERMAN (NEVER-A-DULL 
MOMENT) W AssoN, pilot of our only Company cat, a D-6 
Pulling the two heavier strings of trailers are G. W. Britto 
and Dave Baker, both at the controls of contract D-7 ca 
O:msidering some of the wet areas that we have encou 
tered, the D-6 with extra-wide tracks is indeed a gr 
asset. Catskinner Dennis Buzby of Palmer, Alaska, 
gone where all of the other cats fear to tread, pulling us o 
of many a soggy situation. 

Feeding a camp of 45 men is obviously no easy t 
unless you happen to be DALMONT (CHRIS) CHRISTOPHB 
SON. CHRIS, along with Bull Cook CHUCK CLARK, 
never ceased to prepare the finest in "gourmet" cook' 
(although we would never admit that to him!). When h 
not in the kitchen, he can usually be found roaming 
camp recruiting partners for pinochle. CHRIS hails fr 
Massachusetts, and CHUCK is originally from Chicago 
has been in Anchorage for some time. 

Rounding out Party 92's crew is Camp Attenda~t 
GARROUTTE, who has done an excellent job of keepm& 
camp in order, making living lots easier for all of us. 
rarely seen sitting still, KEN is to be commended for a 
well done. 

As of this writing the final lines of the prospect are 
completed and breakup is rapidly approaching, ands 
with the pride in a job well done that we of Party 
prepare to go our own separate directions in search O 
another adventure. The friendship shared among u 
grown to heights we shall not forget, and it may con 
to grow in years to come. 
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ice President Charles W. Dick, who commemorated 
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for Continental Oil Company in Houston. Charles and 
wife Bettye have, in the last five years, added skiing in the 
winter and backpacking in the summer to their other 
hobbies of gardening and tennis (for Bettye) and hunting, 
fishing, and tennis (for Charles). 

Charles did not foresee all of this when he joined West
ern, already a veteran of the V-5 naval aviation program 
and a graduate of Yale University, where he had earned a 
bachelor of science degree in electrical engineering. The 
native of Long Beach, California, served Western first as a 
computer on Party 35 in Midland, Texas, joining the 
Company in early 1949. By the mid-1950's, when he took 
an educational leave of absence from Western to attend 
Stanford University to obtain his master's in electrical 
engineering, he had been promoted to senior party chief 
and had worked on Parties 35, 33, 19, and 65. 

Shortly after his return to Western in the summer of 
1957, Charles was named a supervisor, working out of 
Oklahoma City and, later, Midland. He was transferred to 
Houston in 1967 and promoted to technical co-ordinator 
of seismic systems and manager of operations-Mid-Conti
nent, one of the first men to receive the newly-created title 
of area manager. He had already been involved in 
Western's first "Vibroseis"® operations, and he continued 
to work closely in improving and expanding this area. 
Charles was named vice president-"Vibroseis" operations, 
world-wide, in January 1974. Shortly thereafter he took on 
the responsibility of manager of operations in the Rocky 
Mountains, West Coast, and Alaska, and his base of 
operations was moved to Denver. Increased seismic 
activity in the Rocky Mountains recently made it necessary 
for Charles to focus his attention on that area, 
surrendering the Alaska region. 

The last five years, both professionally and personally, 
have been quite eventful for Julius A. (Ras) Rasmussen, 
who celebrated his 30th anniversary with the Company on 
January 9. 

Ras, instrument supervisor for Gulf and East Coast 
marine operations, is taking care of the energy sources and 
associated equipment for seven (soon to be eight) ships and 
no longer spends months out of the country as in previous 
years. He often leaves for shorter periods in a Gulf port, 
however, to repair equipment and get a ship back in 
operation. 

Because Ras found himself spending more and more 
time in Galveston and having to make the 130-mile round 
trip from Houston to Galveston all too often, he and his 
family moved there in 1977. In so doing he may have given 
himself a life-time project for, when they moved, they 
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bought a big old house that had bee~ close~ up for years. 
They worked for three months cleamng, .pamtl~g, and re
pairing so that they could move in; they did that Just before 
Christmas 1977, but the work will probably go on forever. 

Instrument Supervisor Julius A. {Ras) Rasmussen (center) has 
received his 30-Vear Service Pin from Vice President John Laker 
(right) as Supervisor R. M. (Mike) McCormic looks on. lunch at 
the Rotisserie for Beef and Bird followed the pin presentation. 

Ras says wife Diana, is now spending his non-Western 
hou~s rebuilding windows, remodeling the kitchen and 
garage, building closets (closets were scarce in old h~mes), 
fixing old plumbing and heating systems, a.nd kee~mg up 
with the outside painting. His woodworkmg equipment 
and expertise really comes in handy, Diana said, and what 
used to be a hobby is now a necessity. . 

All this began for Ras back in 1950, when he was hired 

Corporate Secretary R. C. (Dick) Trippel 
(center) receives his 30·Year Service 
Pin from Chairman of the Board Booth B. 
Strange (to Dick's right) while Vice 
President John Russell (from the left), 
Senior Vice President-Technology Carl 
Savlt , and President Howard Dingman look 
on. All of the men then went to Foulard's 
Restaurant In Houston to celebrate. 
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as a shooter on Party 7 in Riverton, Wyoming. Traveli 
the "doodlebug trail" throughout the United States and o 
all of the other continents in the world, Ras soon becarn 
an observer and later chief observer, instrument sup 
visor and acting field supervisor, before settling on inst 
ment

1 

supervisor. His first foreign assignment for t 
Company was a tough initiation into the world outside 
United States -he was observer for Party 35 while it w 
exploring near the savage Motolone Indians in the jun 
of Venezuela. 

That is all a long way away from Lander, Wyomi 
where Ras was born. He attended Doane College in Cr 
Nebraska, and served in the navy before he joined 
Company. 

Ras and Diana have two children. Kathleen, married 
Gregg Hughey, of Houston, has worked sine~ ~id-1978 
Western's playback office in Houston. Julia is a t · 
grader at Travis Academy in Galveston. and has ma~y Ii 
and just a few dislikes: She loves bemg a Brownie 
Scout, all animals, basketball, noise, pinochle, and ro 
skating; she hates homework, cooked vegetables, 
cleaning her room. 

Diana is active in several positions with the Girl Seo 
is a member of the parents' association at Travis, and 
public relations work for several groups, all in additio 
working on their "big old house." 

Ras received his 30-Y ear Service Pin from Vice Presi 
John Laker on February 18 (he was on vacation on 
actual service date) and later that day was guest of hon 
a luncheon at the Rotisserie for Beef and Bird in Hous 
Attending the luncheon, in addition to Ras and J oho, 
Supervisors Mike McCormic and John Edel. 

Five years ago, when the PROFILE staff last talk 
Corporate Secretary Richard C. (Dick) Trippel, he h 
children but no grandchildren. Today all that has c. 
for he and wife Rita now have four. Oldest son Ric 
Jr. (Bucky), stage manager for a Los ~~geles tel 
station and wife Claudia, a Western Airlmes stew 
have t~o of the four grandchildren, Jennifer, 3, 
Cathy, 1. Daughter Pam and her husband, Richard 

0 works for the Houston fire department, have the 
er two grandchildren, Ricky, Jr., 2, and John, 3 months. 

J)ick and Rita are equally proud of their four other chil-
n. Mike, a graduate of the University of Houston, is a 

officer in Houston. Steve, an alumnus of the Univer
of Houston and South Texas College of Law, has 

ntly been admitted to the Texas bar. Jim, who also 
'ved his diploma from the University of Houston, 
'ng his degree with a dual major in marketing and 
ce in December, plans to attend Naval Officers' 

didate School in Newport, Rhode Island, and then 
n a four-year "hitch" with the navy. Youngest child, 
e, 16, is a sophomore at Eisenhower High School in 
ton and is interested in all sports, especially swim
' basketball, volleyball, and softball, a change from 
ears ago. 
k's own sporting interests have also changed in the 

five years. Plagued by a chronic back problem, he 
up golfing and put in a swimming pool and spa, 

he greatly enjoys. Rita's main activities include 
g part-time at her church and playing an occasional 
of golf. 
re Dick's interests have not changed, however, are 
s career. He is the corporate secretary for Western 
ysical Company, handling the corporate insurance, 

Born in Mishawaka, Indiana, Dick joined the United 
States Army Air Force in 1943 and served 26 months in 
Edmonton, Alberta, spending much of his time traveling 
throughout western Canada, the northern United States, 
and Alaska to play softball and basketball for military 
base teams. Edmonton was also where Dick met Rita, and, 
following the war, they were married there. 

Furthering his education Dick spent one year at the 
University of Indiana before he transferred to Loyola 
University in Los Angeles and earned his B.B.A. degree in 
accounting and later joined the Company. 

This dedicated Westerner commemorated his 30 years of 
service with Western just one day early, on January 31, 
when Chairman of the Board Booth B. Strange presented 
him with his 30-Year Service Pin and then was the host of a 
luncheon at Foulard's Restaurant in Houston. Also help
ing Dick celebrate were Senior Vice President Neal P. 
Cramer, Senior Vice President-Technology Carl H. Savit, 
and Vice President-Administration and Finance John R. 
Russell. 

In the five years since the PROFILE last featured Elec
tronics Shop Supervisor W. F. (Biii) Sullivan, on his 25th 
anniversary, he and wife Patricia have fulfilled a life-long 
dream by taking a trip to Washington, D. C. 

"Bill and I have always dreamed and talked about going 

left- Houston Wire Shop Super· 
visor W. F. (Bill) Sullivan (center) 
holds the engraved plaque that 
was presented to him upon the 
occasion of his 30th anniversary 
with the Company. Watching are 
his current boss. Vice President· 
Instrumentation and Field Serv· 
Ices Ben B. Thigpen (left) , and his 
former , long-time boss , Alvin, 
Texas , facility Manager John J. 
Maines. Bill joined the Company 
February 14, 1950. Right-This 
engraved plaque, presented to 
W. F. (Bill) Sullivan , includes a 
sketch of Bill , by Electronic 
Assembler Zanza Johnson, and 
signatures of his co-workers. 

an expert in the business details of foreign 
Hired in Los Angeles on February 1, 1950, as 

t accountant for Western International, he was 
~administrative assistant and was in charge of 
o~al department. This eventually led to what 
his most interesting assignment with the Com-

4 months he spent in Milan, Italy, in connection 
ation of Western Ricerche Geofische. 

to Washington, D. C., on our 25th wedding anniversary," 
Pat said. "We didn't make it but kept planning. Last year 
our children, Tom, Mike, Kathy, and Billy, got together 
and gave us round-trip plane tickets to our 'dream city!' It 
was truly a wonderful 27th anniversary gift, and we spent 
two weeks there. We will always remember it." 

Bill and Pat have always enjoyed traveling, going to such 
places as Florida, Mississippi, and Louisiana and seeing 
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Pin from Chairman of the Board Booth B. 
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on. All of the men then went to Foulard's 
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as a shooter on Party 7 in Riverton, Wyoming. Traveli 
the "doodlebug trail" throughout the United States and o 
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visor and acting field supervisor, before settling on inst 
ment

1 
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nearly all of the plantations and capitals. They also went to 
Missouri to see the Harry Truman Library and were 
fascinated with it. 

None of this traveling, however, has been on the "doo
dlebug trail." Bill, for a Westerner, has worked in re
markably few places. He came to work for the Company 
on February 14, 1950, in the laboratory and shops in Los 
Angeles and has been connected with them ever since. He 
helped moved the electrical shop several times, first to our 
own new lab and shops building on North La Brea in Los 
Angeles, and later, in 1969, to Galveston, Texas, where the 
shop had temporary quarters until the Company's new 
facility on Pelican Island was completed. His most recent 
travels for Western took him from Galveston to Houston 
in 1973 when the electrical shop became a part of the new 
and expanded quarters of the Houston instrumentation 
department. 

Bill has also moved "up" along the way, from wireman 
to electrical technician to assistant shop supervisor to, in 
1969, shop supervisor. 

Born in Toronto, Canada, Bill was in the navy during 
World War II and was able to travel in the service, too, 
although not necessarily where he wanted to go. He went 
to the South Pacific, specifically Guam, the Philippines, 
Saipan, Midway, and Okinawa. 

Shortly after joining Western Bill married Pat, a regis
tered nurse who currently is working part-time at Clear 
Lake Hospital in Webster, Texas. The couple's four chil
dren all live at home. Tom, the oldest, is a speech patholo
gist; Mike, like his mother, is a registered nurse; Kathleen 
is attending the University of St. Thomas in Houston, 
studying nursing; and Billy, the youngest, is in high school. 

In addition to traveling, Bill is interested in baseball and 
soccer, particularly because Billy has played each year. 

In honor of his anniversary Bill received an engraved 
plaque that has a sketch of Bill (done by Electronic Assem
bler Zanza Johnson in the wire shop) and signatures of his 
co-workers, as well as his 30-Year Service Pin from Vice 
President Uen B. Thigpen, before he was guest of honor at 
a luncheon at Vargo's Restaurant in Houston. Also 
attending the luncheon, hosted by Ben, were Alvin marine 
cable facility Manager John J. Maines, Instrument Super
visor Russell Kaminsky, Electronic Lab Manager Rich 
Schiffman, and Instrument and Technical Support Co
ordinator Gary Scott. 

Chief Observer Stephen Novak, who recently commem
orated 30 years of service to the Company, is a mainstay of 
Western of Canada's crews. At this writing he is serving as 
that mainstay "way out in the bush of northern Alberta" 
and will probably not be back in Calgary before spring 
breakup. 

Steve, born in Nadlac, Romania, came to Canada with 
his parents when he was 6 years old and grew up in and 
around Bienfait, Saskatchewan. Now a naturalized Cana
dian, he spent four years in the Royal Canadian Army's 
signal corps during World War II, serving in England, 
France, Holland, and Germany, before he was hired by 
Western on March 9, 1950. 

At first a junior observer, Steve's expertise with instru
ments was soon recognized, and it was not too long before 
he was named an assistant observer, observer, and finally, 

a chief observer. He has worked in the Yukon Territo 
Northwest Territories, Alberta, British Columbi 
Saskatchewan, Manitoba, Newfoundland, and No 
Scotia (Sable Island); but wherever he goes, his colleag 
agree, he produces good quantity and good quality. 

While a mainstay of Western of Canada's crews he 
also, at various times, proven to be a mainstay for West 

Western of Canada Chief Observer Stephen Novak com 
ated his 30th anniversary with the Company on March 9, 
photograph was taken prior to his actual anniversary d 
In case he would be way out In the northern Alberta bush 
real day and unavailable for his "pin-presentation" pl 

of America crews in the Gulf of Mexico, Texas, 
shore equatorial Africa, where he was acting as c 
tor aboard the Linda and Cynthia Walkers, P 
was while he was with Party 77, in the fall of 1964, 
along with several other Westerners, met and w 
graphed with Dr. Albert Schweitzer, who person 
the men a guided tour at his hospital at L 
Gabon. 

When Steve is not working away from civilizati 
the bush, he enjoys gardening, carpentry, and 
his extensive stamp collection. He is also a mem 
Royal Canadian Legion and enjoys golf but fin 
no longer has time to play. 

(As we go to press, we have learned that Ste 
from the "bush" and was married on April 2 
Betcher, administrative assistant to Vice Presidi 
Loven in Calgary. - Ed.) 

The PROFILE congratulates these five dedica 
Charles Dick, Julius Rasmussen, Richard T 
Sullivan, and Steve Novak - on completing 
service. 

THE 1970's have come and gone, and now it is time to begin a 
new decade. To start off this one are several new faces among the 
familiar "old" ones who make up the payroll, personnel records, 
and insurance sections of our accounting department. As you 
know, Western is growing at a phenomenal rate; and to keep pace 
with this growth these sections have had to expand their staffs. 
Accounting Supervisor and Payroll Manager J . D. (Dennis) 
Wood is among the new faces, along with Barbara Honeycutt, 
who assists him. 

Jn the payroll section are some "old faces," among them 
Assistant Accounting Supervisor Rosemarie A. (Reggie) Martin, 

These lad ies a re among the most popu la r In Western. They make 
up our payroll department , and It is from them that our money 
comes. Rosemarie A. {Reggie ) Mart in (seated , left) is head of 
the department; and she is a nlste d by Vicki Le Doux (from the 
left) , Reva Ross , Gertrude Rose , Dia nn Griffith , and Irma Munoz. 

who supervises the section; and Reva Ross and Gertrude Rose, 
who has a 10-Year Service Pin . Among them the three have an 
average of seven years of service with the Company. "New faces" 
to be seen are Vicki Le Doux, Diann Griffith, and Irma Munoz. 

Familiar faces in the personnel records section include Assistant 
Accounting Supervisor Annette D. Begnaud, in charge of person
nel records, and Shauna Johnston, who together average 4 Vi 
years of service. New employees are Teresa Haigh, Cynthia 
Roberts, and Susan Krueger. 

Assistant accounting supervisor and head of the insurance 

Our personnel records department includes Supervisor Annette 
Begnaud {seated) and Teresa Haigh (from the left) , Cynthia Rob
erts , Susan Krueger , and Shauna Johnston (at the terminal) . 
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Going over records In the insurance department are Maureen 
Kenney (from the left), Insurance Department Supervisor Linda 
Brummerhop , Linda Driscoll (on the phone) , and Betty Ferrell. 

section is Linda A. Brummerhop, who recently received her 
10-Year Service Pin. Working with Linda are newcomers Betty 
Ferrell Maureen Kenney, and Linda Driscoll. 

Eve;y individual in these sections plays an important pa.rt in the 
operations of Western and should be commended for a JOb well 
done. 

We are looking forward to this new decade with grea.t enthusi
asm and hope for an even more efficient department. With a team 
effort by all Western employees we can succeed. -Dennis Wood. 
(Photos by Will Kacy.) 

A BOUNCING BABY BOY. Tom Purcell, administrative assis
tant to Alvin facility Plant Manager John J. Maines, and his wife, 
Marianne became the proud parents, on January 23, of a 
9-pound, 

1

5-ounce baby boy, named Brian Patrick. The Purcells 
have one other son, Michael Sean, 8. Tom recently transferred 
from the Litton Resources Systems' ,office in Houston to the new 
Alvin facility. 

An anxious Brian Patrick Purcell Is held by his mother, Mari
anne, for an official photograph taken by his father, Tom, ad· 
minlstrativ& assistant to Alvin facility Plant Manager John J. 
Maines . Brian arrived January 23, weighing 9 pounds, 5 ounces . 

WHEN LAST YOU HEARD from Party V-24, we were in Rawlins 
Wyoming, knee-deep in snow. Well, the winter ended early for u~ 
as we were sent to sunny Arizona on March l. Everybody on the 
crew really enjoys the nice weather, especiaJly our new party 
manager, Richard R. Smith. Rick came to us from.Part~ 9, and 
all of us wish him a long and productive stay here m Anzona. 

Back in December Surveyor Kurt Skoog was transferred to the 
frigid climate of Alaska's North Slope; so former Rodman Dean 
R. (Dino) Schock was promoted to sur~eyor to .take ~urt's place. 
Dino has been doing a fine job of keepmg the line laid out ahead 
of Observer Keith D. (Mac) Mcintosh and his recording crew. 

Party V-24 had a Safety meeting on February 4, and eight 
employees received awards. Our former part~ manager, Robert 
v. Jirschele, who is now in our Denver office; Observer Mac 
Mcintosh· Mechanic A. Lee Meitzen; Field Clerk W. Randy 
Syme; C~ble Pusher Blake W. (Yak) Lehmberg; a~d Vibrator 
Operators John Newman and D~nnis C:oleman _received awards 
for one year of accident-free service wh1le Permit Agent Carl B. 
Sivage received a commuter mug for five years of accident-free 
work. Congratulations to these men. 

Although right now we are enjoying the ,war~ winter weather 
in Arizona, it will be summer when you read this and by then we 
shall all be dying of the heat and thinking of cooler times in the 
winter to come. Party V-24 says goodby for now and wishes 
everybody a happy summer. - W. Randy Sy me. 

IT HAS BEEN a hard winter for Party V-8, based in Midland, 
Texas. Sandstorms and lost vibrator engines have played havoc 
with our crew this year. We keep right on trucking, however, with 
new Observer Everette Thomason, Vibrator Mechanic C. 0 . 
(Chuck) Collins, and our mascot, Alfred. We have big plans for 
the spring. With a great crew, nothing can stop us for long. Look 
out, Ozona! · 

Everette and Chuck attended the multimedia First-Aid class, 
fOnducted by Safety Supervisor Barry Higginbotham at the 

listening int&ntly during Party V-8's production dinner In lub• 
bock, Texas, are Party V-8 Helper Susie Broach, Party V-39 Field 
Clerk Randy Carter, and Dyani Thomason , the young daughter 
af Party V-8 Observer Everett Thomason and his wife, Suzy. 

Party V-8 Cable-truck Driver Jimmy Pierce relaxes at the end of 
a day with the crew's mascot , Alfred, or, possibly, Alfreda. 

Party V-8 "Geophon& Placement Technicians" Mary Rowland (from 
the left) and Wayne Flake and Cable-truck Driver Jimmy Pierce 
pick up the line while with the crew, headquartered In Midland. 

altle·truck Driver John Schofield (left) and Surveyor's Helper 
lko Stanford are In the field with Party V·8, based in Texas. 

Holiday lnn Holidome in Midland. They scored 100% and 99%, 
respectively- but hope to do better next time! 

Chief Surveyor Glenn Howard and Surveyor Trainee Larry 
Van Brug spent several weekends on the ski slopes. No broken 
bones were reported. - Susan Thomason. (Photos by James L. 
Pierce.) 

WESTERN'S ALASKA "FAMll Y" held its annual Christmas 
party on December 23, and, as usual, it was the highlight of the 
year. This time it was decided to have a potluck meal instead of 
the catered food served in past years. The decision was met with 
some mild resistance by the female contingent at first, but the 
food available certainly did not disappoint anyone. Every woman 
brought her own special dish, and the meal thus took on an 
international flavor. No one went away hungry. 

Santa Claus was represented by Mae (Mrs. Neo) Ferrari and 
friends, proving beyond a doubt that Santa does have a sense of 
humor as big as his pack of toys. Peggy (Mrs. Wes) Bergsrud, the 
"poet laureate" of Alaska's Western family, read her latest effort, 
and it held the crowd spellbound. ln her own unique style Peggy 
recounted various incidents involving Western personnel in our 
search for oil and gas. 

In an area where the distances are so vast and we so seldom 
have a chance to get together, Christmas takes 'on a special 
meaning here in Alaska. -John P. Bowers. 

PARTY V-27 STARTED into the spring with many new additions. 
Junior Observer Jon Richard Hume married Kathlene Anne Mc
Donnell at the St. Thomas Moore Center in Littleton, Colorado, 
on March l; and shortly thereafter they left for the Mexican 
Caribbean for their honeymoon. Next, Observer Thomas R. 

Mr. and Mrs. Jon Richard Hume (Kathlene Anne McDonnell) were 
married on March I at St. Thomas Moore Center In Littleton , 
Colorado, and honeymooned in the Mexican Caribbean. Jon is a 
junior observer with Party V-27, currently working In Montana. 
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PARTY V-27 STARTED into the spring with many new additions. 
Junior Observer Jon Richard Hume married Kathlene Anne Mc
Donnell at the St. Thomas Moore Center in Littleton, Colorado, 
on March l; and shortly thereafter they left for the Mexican 
Caribbean for their honeymoon. Next, Observer Thomas R. 

Mr. and Mrs. Jon Richard Hume (Kathlene Anne McDonnell) were 
married on March I at St. Thomas Moore Center In Littleton , 
Colorado, and honeymooned in the Mexican Caribbean. Jon is a 
junior observer with Party V-27, currently working In Montana. 



Mecomber and Deborah Ann Fisher were wed on March 29 in 
Nevada, and they spent their honeymoon around the Lake Tahoe 
area. Last, by the time this item is printed, Bruce and Sherry Mix 
will be the happy parents of a new baby. The entire crew wishes 
all three couples the best. 

Party V-27 is now preparing to move northward from Colo
rado, probably to Montana; but we know that predicting a move 
is like predicting the weather; things can change so fast, and who 
knows where we may be the next time! - Terry R. Oksa. 

WHEN PARTY R-20 interpretation staff took office space in 
Croydon, England, a few hundred yards from the offices of the 
client, in September 1978, among those making the move from 
lsleworth were these Party R-20 veterans: Supervisors Bill Hatton 
and Jim Dees, Senior Geophysicist Tony Kudrna, Party Chiefs C. 
N. (Andy) Anderson and Paul Burnham, and Seismologists Mike 
Gauer, Peter Jones, Ghani Abdel Kadi, and John Boucher. Jim 
has since returned to Houston while Andy and John have found 
the lure of Dhahran, Saudi Arabia, too strong to resist. 

Party R-20 Party Chief Paul Burnham (left) signs a book for Sen
ior Seismologist Tony Kudrna during a farewell party for Tony 
and Supervisor Bill Hatton. Tony went to Dhahran, Saudi Arabia. 

Party R-20 Secretary-Receptionist-Girl Friday Cindy Chandler 
and her fiance, Trevor Gardiner, plan a wedding for July 12. 

Party R-20 Administrator Robert 
Boswell poses with his new wife, 
Sarah Marie Podesta, following 
their wedding January 4 In Pres· 
ton, Lancashire. The couple hon· 
aymooned in Amsterdam before 
Robert reported to his new job with 
Party R-20 In Croyden, England. 

Mayhul Amin (lust recently named) weighed 6 pounds, 2 ounces 
at his birth on March 1. Mayhul Is the first child of Party R·20 
Draftsman Kaushlk Amin and his wife, Joyti, of Croyden. 

Party R-20 Technical Manager Dick Bolander (standing, left) and 
Interpretation Supervisor Dove Ryan supervise as Graham Box· 
ter (seated, left) and Ian Webster man the computer terminal. 

Above-Supervisor Bill Hotton Is relaxing at his farewell 
party. He left Party R-20 for lsleworth. Below-Inter· 
pretatlon Supervisor Dove Ryan (from the left), Senior 
Seismologist Marc de Buyl, and Party Chief Paul Burnham 
enjoy refreshments at the party for Tony Kudrna and Bill. 

I Croydon residents who have joined us here are Drafts
Kaushik Amin and Secretary-Receptionist-Girl Friday Cathy 
dler. We also have welcomed new hires Senior Seismologist 
I?eBuyl, from Belgium; Seismologist Doug Betts, from 

a; Interpretation Supervisors Bill Lutschak and Dave 
fr~m the U.S. A.; and Technical Manager Dick Bolander, 
•time (lucky?) Western hire. 

atulations to Amin and wife J oyti on the birth of a still
ed 6-pound, 2-ounce son on March I and to Cathy 
er on her engagement to Trevor Gardiner. We hope to 
on her wedding, to be held on July 12, in the next PROFILE. 
ll of weddi~gs, our congratulations go also to Robert 

• Who married Sarah Marie Podesta on January 4 in 
hj ~ancashire. After a brief honeymoon in Amsterdam, 

omed Party R-20 on January 8 as administrator. 
g Party R-20 for new assignments with Western are Bill 

and Tony Kudrna, Bill to Isleworth to work in marine 
ns and Tony to Dhahran to lead the support group. Bill 
{i :-vere ~onored at a farewell party, at which we wished 

m their new positions. 
na th~ sport and social events have been squash and soccer 

against the client. Amin has arranged a number of 

cric~et matches for a combined client-Western team this summer 
and is now faced with the daunting prospect of teaching the rules 
to . several bewildered Americans. - Paul Burnham. (Photos by 
Mike Gauer and Kaushik Amin.) 

DENVER BABY BOOM. There are three new Westerners at our 
digital center in Denver, members of the families of Charles 
Taylor, Bill Hickam, and Marc Sterling. 

' Kristin Alaua Taylor is the adopted daughter of Senior Geo
ph~sical Technician Charles Taylor and his wife, Sandy. She 
weighed 5 pounds, 5 ounces when she was born and at nine 
months she is getting around fast. ' 

.Joanna Mari.on Hickam, daughter of Junior Analyst Bill 
Hickam and wife Beth, arrived on September 25, weighing 6 
pounds, 9 ounces. She is enjoying herself and everything around 
her. 

Madalene Ann Sterling was born on Valentine's Day (February 

Kristin Alaua Taylor is the 
daughter of Geophysica l 
Technician Charles Tay· 
lor and wife Sandy, of the 
Denver digital center. 

Joanna Marlon Hickam, daughter 
of Denver digital canter Junior 
Analyst Bill Hickam and his wife, 
Beth, was born on September 25, 
weighing 6 pounds, 9 ounces. 

Madalene Ann Starling, the 
daughter of Denver digital 
center Geop hysical Tech· 
niclon Marc Sterling a nd 
his wife, Elizabeth, was 
born February 14, weigh
ing 8 pounds, 3 ounces. 
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14), weighing 8 pounds, 3 ounces. She is the daughter of Geo
physical Technician Marc Sterling and his wife, Elizabeth. Con
gratulations to the proud parents. - Kin Barksdale. 

CLAUDE 0. DOOLEY DIES. Claude, a 30-year veteran of the 
Company who retired on December 31, 1974, died of cancer on 
February 13 in a Tallulah, Louisiana, hospital. He was 70. 

Claude was born in Woodville, Mississippi, and received his 
bachelor of science degree in civil engineering from Mississippi 
State University. Hired in the spring of 1944 as a surveyor on 
Party 13 in Natchez, Mississippi, he was a dedicated "field man" 
who had held the titles of assistant party chief, permit agent, seis
mic party manager, offshore party manager, and gravity party 
chief at one time or another throughout his long career. He and 
his wife, Bercla (known as Berk), had no children . 

Although he and Berk lived in Berwick, Louisiana, the last 
years before his retirement, after he left the Company Claude 
lived with his mother and took care of her, and Berk had to do the 
same with her mother. He will be missed a great deal by many 
Westerners. - Virgie Bryant. 

WESTERNER'S SON WED. Michael C. Mollere, of Houston and 
Tripoli, Libya, married Roseanne DeBono, of Swieqi, St. 
Andrews, Malta, on February 9 in an evening, double-ring 
ceremony at Lapsi Church, St. Julian's, Malta. Mike is the son of 
Galveston, Texas, facility Engineering Manager John C. Mollere 
and wife Eloise, of Nassau Bay, Texas. John and Eloise flew to 
Malta for the ce.remony, and John served as best man for his son. 
Roseanne, the daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Aldo DeBono, of 
Swieqi, and a graduate of St. Joseph's Convent, wore a gown of 
white lace and carried white carnations at her wedding. 

Mike was graduated from San Marino High School in San 
Marino California, and Stephen F. Austin University in Nacog
doches,' Texas, where he earned a bachelor of science degree in 

geology. He is a senior engineer with M~gcobar ~Libya) Ltd., 
and, as of March l, was transferred from Libya to R10 de Janeiro. 

T he couple took a honeymoon trip to London; to Houston, 
where they visited with Mike's fami ly; to Los Angeles; and to San 
Francisco. They are now at home in Rio de Janeiro. 

The senior Molleres' arrival back in the Houston area preceded 
that of the newlyweds by just a few days. Eloise had accompanied 
John to Vienna, where he was sent to transact some business for 
the Company. When that was completed, they flew on to Malta 
for the wedding festivities and then to London for a short vaca
tion. "A wonderful trip," reported John, adding that, in his 
opinion, Vienna is the best ci ty in Europe to visit. 

AS THE HOT TEXAS SUMMER approaches, Party R-6 
Houston, looks forward to refreshing water sports. Sailing and 
scuba-diving enthusiasts Dorcas DeShong and Mary Freeman, 
both junior geophysical technicians, are planning to test their 
newly-acquired skills in these sports with a trip to Punta Cancun, 
Mexico. Speaking of white sands, crystal-clear water, and a 
leisurely pace, Senior Geophysical Technician Paul Robinson 
wished that he were on vacation when he passed through Rio de 
Janeiro on his way to Belem, Brazil, for Western. Paul helped 
start the navigation procedure for Party 173 in the Amazon River 
area, a job that he had worked at previously in this same area. He 
even remembered to send us a lovely post card so that we could 
eat our hearts out properly! 

Junior Geophysical Technician Bob Morse enjoyed another 
sort of "water" sport last winter and spring, ice hockey. His team, 
the New York Bagels (one of several in the Houston Amateur 
Hockey Association), was doing well at last report. Bob played 
hockey alongside former Aeros and Apollos at Houston's Sharps
town Ice Center. 

Mardi Gras and all of its festiv ities beckoned to Geophysical 
Technician John Kohlrieser this year. It was John's first trip to 
New Orleans but probably will not be his last! 

In other news Senior Geophysical Technician Gene Martin 
always wanted a boy, and now he thi nks he has one! One of 

Mr. and Mrs. Michael C. Mol 
(Roseanne De Bono) are leavl 
the church following their 
February 9 at Lapsi Church, 
Julian's , Malta . After 0 ho 
moon trip to London; Hou 
where they visited for a few 
with his family; Los A 
and San Francisco, the coup 
now at home in Rio de Jan 

Gene's three daughters is turning into quite an athlete and was 
named to a Spring Branch Memorial Sports Association team, the 
Rebels. Junior Geophysical Technician Trish Miller and new 
hubby Phil spent their Easter vacation improving the lawn of 
their new home in Cypress, Texas, while Junior Geophysical 
Technician David Faigman journeyed to South Padre Island. 

Geophysical Technician Keith Umfleet shows no sign of pre
wedding jitters yet. June 14 is the big day for Keith and his 
fjancee, Faye, a special education teacher for first and second 
graders in Cape Girardeau, Missouri. Best wishes to the happy 
couple! 

Two former members of Party R-6, Keith Closius and Tony 
Hernandez, were transferred to the processing department, and 
quite a few new faces have joined us recently. Party R-6 is glad to 
welcome Dorcas DeShong, from Texas; David Faigman, New 
York; Mary Freeman, Texas; Steve Johnson, Missouri; Paul 
O'Kane, Massachusetts; John Kohlrieser, Ohio; and David 
Mercurio, North Carolina. Also, Party Manager C. E. (Chester) 
Roundtree visited us temporarily. - Mary R. Freeman. 

PARTY V-35 IS ALWAYS on the move, yet in the worst month 
of the year, February, we made record mileage. Presently working 
out of the Fresno, California, area, Party Manager Buddy Van 
Wagenen and hjs crew are working harder than ever. Helping 
Buddy with the paperwork is Field Clerk Bill Fahmy. Unless 

e-Porty V-35 Helper Bill Smith 11 pulling cable. Be
Chec:klng an the condition of the road following an 
lght rainfall In central California are Party Manager 
Von Wagenen (left) and Permit Agent Joe Broussard. 

doing a road line, not even fog or rain will slow Party V-35 down. 
Vibrator Mechanics Ron Divelbiss and Jim O'Neil keep the vibra
tors in working order with the help of Vibrator Operators Bob 
Dietz, Don Wenz, Doug Dietz, Bob Brown, and Buddy Futrell . 
Observer Leo Mangum is busier than ever and is helped by his 
junior observer, Bruce Laub. The cable crew has been through 
many changes since the temporary college helpers were hired in 
the summer of 1979 at the start-up of the crew. - Sue Laub. 
(Photos by Bill Fahmy.) 

Vice Presldent·Research and Development Ken 
Larner and his wife, Nancy, are the very proud 
parents of Jesse Aaron, who was born on Novem· 
ber 21 with a fully-styled head of hair. Jesse loins 
home-grown baby-sitters Becky, 14, and Ben, 11. 

LAURA LAKER NAMED Homecoming Queen. Laura, daughter 
of Vice President John Laker and wife Patsy, of Houston, was 
elected homecoming queen at Southern Methodist University 

Southern Methodist University President Dr. James Zumberge 
(left), Western Vice President John Laker , and daughter Laura 
are talking following the SMU·Te xas Tech football game half
time ceremonies , at which Laura was crowned homecoming queen . 
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many changes since the temporary college helpers were hired in 
the summer of 1979 at the start-up of the crew. - Sue Laub. 
(Photos by Bill Fahmy.) 

Vice Presldent·Research and Development Ken 
Larner and his wife, Nancy, are the very proud 
parents of Jesse Aaron, who was born on Novem· 
ber 21 with a fully-styled head of hair. Jesse loins 
home-grown baby-sitters Becky, 14, and Ben, 11. 

LAURA LAKER NAMED Homecoming Queen. Laura, daughter 
of Vice President John Laker and wife Patsy, of Houston, was 
elected homecoming queen at Southern Methodist University 

Southern Methodist University President Dr. James Zumberge 
(left), Western Vice President John Laker , and daughter Laura 
are talking following the SMU·Te xas Tech football game half
time ceremonies , at which Laura was crowned homecoming queen . 



(SMU). She was crowned on November 17 by SMU President Dr. 
James Zumberge during the half-time ceremonies at the SMU
Texas Tech football game at Texas Stadium. 

Laura, a senior honor student majoring in journalism, is secre
tary of the Student Foundation, vice president of Pi Beta Phi 
Sorority, and recently was named to Who's Who in American 
Universities and Colleges. She also is a former Westerner by 
virtue of summer employment in the Houston data processing 
center. 

A WESTERN WEDDING. Jeanette K. Burke and Perry L. Finger, 
both employed in our Galveston, Texas, facility, were married in 
a double-ring ceremony on April 19 at Peace Lutheran Church in 
Texas City, Texas. Jeanette is the daughter of Margaret S. Crook, 
who worked in our Galveston facility before her transfer to our 
Alvin facility, and her husband, Bob; and Perry is the son of Fred 
Finger, UI, and wife Betty. 

For her wedding Jeanette wore a white gown and carried a 
spring bouquet. Among her attendants, who wore baby-blue 
gowns and also carried spring bouquets, were Janice Finger, sister 
of the bridegroom, and Sandra Crook, the bride's stepsister. 
Among the groomsmen was Rory Rheen, Perry's brother-in-law. 
A reception at the Fireman's Hall in La Marque, Texas, followed 
the ceremony. 

Jeanette is a graduate of Texas City High School, where she 
was active in the choir, FFA, and the Sting Guard. Her husband is 
an alumnus of La Marque High School and Texas A&M Uni
versity. During his secondary career he was a member of the band 
and of the motorcycle club, of which he was secretary-treasurer 
and, later , president, and also was named to Who's Who Among 
High School Students. 

Following a honeymoon trip to Austin, Texas, the couple is at 
home in La Marque. 

Westerners Jeanette Burke and Perry Finger were wed in a dou· 
hie-ring ceremony at Peace Lutheran Church April 19 in Texas 
City , Texas. Jeanette and Perry work at our Galveston facility. 

WESTERN OF CANADA ls Expanding. Construction has begun 
on an 87 ,000-square-foot facility that will house Western Geo
physical Company of Canada's data processing center and its 
operations, accounting, storage, and shop areas. The new facility 
being built on 11 Yi acres in Horizon Industrial Estates in north: 
east Calgary, is scheduled for completion next year. Total cost of 
the land and building is estimated to be $5 million, according to 
Western of Canada Vice President and Operations Manager J. 
W. (Warner) Loven. About 80 employees will move from our 
present location at 530 7lst Avenue, S.E., to the new facility at 
37th Avenue and Barlow Trail, N.E., and approximately 25 more 
persons will be employed when the building is completed. New 
data processing computers will be added in the facility, expanding 
the computer operations, Warner added. 

THERE HAS BEEN a new arrival to the family of Field Service 
Engineer M. M. (Mike) Jones, and, thus, to Western's "family," 
tool He is a wonderful bundle of boy named Travis Ray, who was 
born on November 15 at the wee hour of 12:03 A.M. and weighing 
7 pounds, 6 ounces. Congratulations to Mike, Donna, and Justin 
Lee (Travis' brother)! Mike works in our Latin America and 
Asian marine operations department. 

Engineer Malcolm Yeatts, hired on November 8, 1974, has 
received his 5-Year Service Pin. Malcolm currently is working in 
South America. - Gretchen Fazakerly. 

TAMMY POWERS WINS AWARD. Tammy, the daughter of 
Mechanical Assembler Coy F. Powers and his wife, of La 
Marque, Texas, took first place in "job manual" at a recent Vo
cational Office Education competition. Vocational Office Educa
tion is a course taught at La Marque High School, which Tammy 
attends, to prepare students for employment in office-related 
jobs. Tammy's father works in Galveston, Texas. -Lindlt 
Wright. 

A BRIEF REPORT from the Karachi, Pakistan, office reveals that 
Resident Manager Mel Weidner departed from Karachi in Febru 
ary to assume the duties of commencing a new operation in Sy · 
He is missed by his many friends in Karachi. Field Supervisor 
K. (Ken) Tutt is assuming the duties previously held by M 
Dilnavez Meer is the new secretary here, Ralph Brookes is 
administrator, and Arnold Nazareth is our warehouse man, w 
also has other duties. -Ken Tutt. 

WITH THE RETIREMENT of Aart deJong in July 1979, Group 
was placed under the management of Dr. Chang Sheng 
Recently joining the interpretation department were Geoph 
Technician Richard Andrews, from the marine processing de 
ment; Interpretation Supervisor James Dees; and Assistant 
mologist James St. Lifer; so we are looking to a bright 
expanding future. The department is also staffed by Chief D 
man John Hendricks and Secretary Joy Kingsbury. 

The feeling in Group R-1 is that by being in close contact 
Dr. Wu and his staff in Group R-10, which is in charge of 8 

projects, a communication gap will be bridged between the 
physical interpretation capabilities of Group R-1 and the 8 

processing techniques (SHADCON® and the like) of Group 

As a social note, Group R-1 will have its first annual summer 
picnic at ~he. Astrodome as the Houston Astros begin their 
pennant-wmnmg season of 1980. - James St. Lifer. 

THE ~TORK :vas very busy around the London office in January, 
especially dunng the second week: Three baby girls in seve:l days! 
first born was Alexandra Clair Wiltshire, daughter of Junior 

nclra Clair Wiltshire was born January 7, weighing 7 
nces. She Is the daughter of Junior Analyst Andy 

wife Veronica. Alexandra was the first of the 
Iris born In seven days to staffers at the London 

Eleanor Mason. daughter of London digital cen· 
Manager Nigel Mason and wife Glenys, a former 
•• born January 9. weighing exactly 7 pounds. 

ah Kimberley Hardy, the third of the thr- baby 
week to London office employ-•, arrived on Jan· 
ghecl 7 pounds. Susannah Is the daughter of Novi· 
r·Operatlons Brian Hardy and his wife, Carolyn. 

Analyst Andy Wiltshire and wife Veronica. Alexandra arrived on 
January 7, weighing 7 pounds, 3 ounces. Next was Eleanor 
Mason, da~ghter of London digital center (LDC) Drafting 
Manager . Nigel Mason and wife Glenys, a former shipping 
secretary 1~ the LDC. ~leanor was born on January 9 at Frimley 
Park Hosp~tal and weighed exactly 7 pounds at birth. The third 
baby to arr.1ve ~as Susannah Kimberley Hardy, born on January 
14 to Nav1gat10n Manager-Operations Brian Hardy and wife 
C~rolyn. Susannah ~lso weighed 7 pounds and is the couple's first 
c~1ld. We would hke to extend our congratulations and best 
wishes to the happy families! - Miriam Clancy. 

Inventory Clerk Benita Jackson (right) Is receiving her 5-Year 
Service Pin and congratulatory letter from Chairman of the Board 
Booth B. Strange via Inventory Control Supervisor Linda Petitt 
Benita joined the Company February 17, 1975. Cake and punch 
for all of the instrument lab employees followed the presentation. 

~AVE. SOME NEWS that you would like to have pub
lished m your PROFILE? Windstrip is open to everyone. 
;\ll you have to do is report the interesting events involv
mg you and/or your family members to the PROFILE 
Office, W~stern Geophysical Company, 5979 West 3rd 
Street, Smte 100, Los Angeles, California 90036. (If 
your. news co~cerns a wedding or a graduate, you may 
obtam a special form by writing to us at the above 
address, stating which form you need.) - The Editor. 
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Michelle Marie LaGrone, granddaughter of Vice Preside nt Ben B. 
Thigpen and wife Barbara, was born on December 28 to Travis and 
Karen LaGrone, of Plano, Texas. Travis Is a regional sa les 
manager for Foam Supplies, Inc. "Barbara and I a re the usual 
doting grandparents," Ben comments, and it is easy to see why. 

A WINTER WEDDING. Linda Thies, a programming supervisor 
in the Houston digital program development department, sur
prised everyone with a December 22 wedding when she and Ken 
C. Elliott, a partner in the Harris Gallery of Houston, were 
married in a private ceremony in the stained-glass chapel of St. 
Paul's Methodist Church in Houston. Linda, the daughter of Mr. 
and Mrs. Leland M. Moss, of Dallas, Texas, wore a Victorian
style, ankle-length gown of lavender georgette and carried stems 
of lavender and white wild orchids. A reception for the couple's 
immediate family and the gallery partners followed at the Elliotts' 
new garden townhouse. 

Ken, the son of Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth J . Elliott, of Houston, is 
a dealer in master prints and contemporary art, one of Linda's 
favorite avocations. Linda now spends much of her spare time at 
the gallery, and the couple enjoys entertaining artists, visiting 
dealers, and collectors. 

WESTERN CONDUCTS Employment Open House. "Western 
Geophysical challenges you to join in the ultimate adventure of 
the twentieth century- the search for energy resources." 

This message, broadcast over five Houston radio stations and 
run in two local newspapers, encouraged more than 230 men and 
women to attend Western's employment open house for elec
tronics engineers and technicians held on March 22 in our 
Houston headquarters building. During the eight hours of inter
viewing, more than 80 persons were either offered positions or 
were asked to return the following week for further interviews. 

Vice President-lnstrumentation and Field Services Ben B. 
Thigpen and Instrument Technical Support Co-ordinator Gary 
Scott, who together conceived of the idea of the open house, felt 
that it was a tremendous success. 

"A large number of people qualified for almost every area of 
our operation turned out," Ben commented, "and we expect to 
hire a great many of them." 
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According to Gary, 75fJ/o of the persons who attended the open 
house were qualified for the positions Western needed to fill. 

"Through our advertising, we got the right message across and 
people responded," he said. 

Participating in the planning for the open house, in addition to 
Ben and Gary, were Manager of Manpower Planning and Train
ing R. T. (Dick) Bernard, Director of Advertising and Public 
Relations Rhonda Boone, and Audio-visual Director R. D. (Bob) 
Watson. During the planning stages the scope of the open house 
was broadened to include Western's sister companies, Litton 
Resources Systems (LRS) and Aero Service. Both companies 
profited greatly from the day's interviews by contacting many 
qualified applicants and making a number of firm offers . 

Although the number of persons who attended was larger than 
anyone anticipated, the open house was conducted efficiently due 
to careful planning and hard work by many Western, LRS, and 
Aero employees. Each of the applicants was greeted at the front 
door by Vice Presidents Ben Thigpen, Ben Langston, and John 
Laker. The guests were then screened to determine whether they 
qualified for positions available in electronics or mechanics or 
land, marine, and airborne operations. If an applicant was 
qualified in these areas, he was further interviewed in the second
floor cafeteria. While waiting, applicants could watch videotapes 
and read brochures about Western. Refreshments were also 
served throughout the day. 

Applicants who applied for non-technical positions were 
directed to the first-floor auditorium where they completed an 
employee application. Western Personnel Specialists Fred Carney 
and Chris Olson talked with each of these 60 persons, more than 
half of whom were asked to return the following week for further 
interviews. 

For the three companies that participated, as well as for many 
of the applicants who attended, Western's open house for elec
tronics engineers and technicians was both a successful and 
profitable event.-Pam Carlin. (Photos by Robert D. Watson.) 

1. The second-floor cafeteria at Western's headquarter1 
In Houston was the site of a very successful employment 
house for electronics engineers and technicians on March 
2. Geosclence Systems Supervisor Mike Evans (standing) 
to an applicant for a position in his section. 3 . Litton RelOU 
Systems Supervisor-System Test Huey Fonteno (center) 
Western Instrument Supervisor Jim Hoppe (right) are I 
Ing intently to an applicant. 4. Vice President John Laker ( 
Is welcoming a participant to the open house. 5. Chrl1 
Olson is greeting a visitor. 6. Manager-Gulf Coa1t 
R. M. (Mike) McCormic (left) is discussing employm• 
portunitles with two applicants. 7. Supervisor-Eastern 
phere Land Operations E. W. (Woody) Clark (left) a nd h 
sor·Gulf Coast Marine Operations John Edel (top right) 
Interviews. 8. Manager-Manpower Planning and Tralnln 
(Dick) Bernard (from the left), Vice President-ln1trum• 
and Field Services Ben B. Thigpen , and Director of Adv 
and Public Relations Rhonda Boone are dlscu11ln9 the IU 

the open house. 9. Electronics Lab Manager Rich Sc 
(seated), of the ln1trumentatlon and field services depa 
listen• to a prospective employee. 10. Galveston faclll 
chasing and Requisitions Manager Mack E. Towns (sea 
talks to an applicant as Field Supervisor Dave Durham ( 
Is listening . 11. Supervlsor·Speclallzed World-wide 
Operations Bob M. Curlee (lower left) and Digita l D••lt 
visor Dave Bovee, of the instrumentation and field 
department (top right) , talk to prospective Weste rn ern 
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continued from page 33 

who can steer a ship, check radar distances, answer simple 
questions over a telephone, and adjust engine speeds 
without really knowing why he is doing it is of far less 
potential than a man who does know. 

Conclusion 

The foregoing brief outline of the work involved in a 
marine seismic operation, from a seaman's point of view, 
is an attempt to correlate the actual standard of knowledge 
and practicality of seamen, particularly masters and mates, 
with the actual advanced developments at sea. On no other 
ships is the difference between ancient skills and modern 
technology so apparent as on seismic survey vessels. Sea 
lore, sailing ship traditions, basic navigational principles, 
and all of the areas of nautical skills of the old school have 
now passed into obsolescence. The realization of this fact 

PRE / SEIS Supervisor V. W. (Vic) Smith (standing , left) is 
lecturing to Geophysical Technicians Jenn ife r Littler 
(from the left), Kevin Cruz , Louis Schoen , Scott Marler , 
Carl Wilson, Joannie Kra jca·Radcllfe , and Mary Zapfel : 
and Junior Analyst Jeff Sabo during a two·week course in 
data -processing fundamentals at our headquarters office 
in Houston . The students In Vic 's classes are usually newly· 
employed Westerners working in our processing centers. 

can be achieved only by comparing the old ideas with the 
new developments of modern technology. In a fast
changing world, it should be the aim of shipmasters to 
upgrade themselves either professionally or technically to 
adjust to new ideas. 

Just as the sailing ship gave way to the steamship and the 
octant to the sextant, so must most of the present knowl
edge of shipmasters give place to the new. The new sea lore 
will have its tradition based on early electronic navigation, 
on computer readouts, automatic transducers, radar, and 
gyrocompasses. A marine seismic survey vessel, with its 
equipment among the most advanced in the world, is a 
fund of knowledge. A full understanding of seismic work 
and the advanced equipment it utilizes gives a modern-day 
master mariner the opportunity to take note of and benefit 
from the rapid changes taking place around him. 

DAT A-PROCESSING CLASS. Early this year PRE/ SEIS® Su
pervisor V. W. (Vic) Smith presented a two-week course in data· 
processing fundamenta ls. The course was instantly popular and 
has been repeated. almost continuously since then. The students 
attending these classes are usually newly-employed Westerners 
working in our processing centers. Vic also asks various members 
of the research and development and program development staffs 
to speak on certain topics, and he has planned several workshops 

•to permit the students to put the principles to test. This 
combination of theory and practice speeds up the on-the-job 
training process and helps our employees become good 
geophysical analysts. -Rhonda S. Boone. (Photo by Will Kacy.) 
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who can steer a ship, check radar distances, answer simple 
questions over a telephone, and adjust engine speeds 
without really knowing why he is doing it is of far less 
potential than a man who does know. 

Conclusion 

The foregoing brief outline of the work involved in a 
marine seismic operation, from a seaman's point of view, 
is an attempt to correlate the actual standard of knowledge 
and practicality of seamen, particularly masters and mates, 
with the actual advanced developments at sea. On no other 
ships is the difference between ancient skills and modern 
technology so apparent as on seismic survey vessels. Sea 
lore, sailing ship traditions, basic navigational principles, 
and all of the areas of nautical skills of the old school have 
now passed into obsolescence. The realization of this fact 

PRE / SEIS Supervisor V. W. (Vic) Smith (standing , left) is 
lecturing to Geophysical Technicians Jenn ife r Littler 
(from the left), Kevin Cruz , Louis Schoen , Scott Marler , 
Carl Wilson, Joannie Kra jca·Radcllfe , and Mary Zapfel : 
and Junior Analyst Jeff Sabo during a two·week course in 
data -processing fundamentals at our headquarters office 
in Houston . The students In Vic 's classes are usually newly· 
employed Westerners working in our processing centers. 

can be achieved only by comparing the old ideas with the 
new developments of modern technology. In a fast
changing world, it should be the aim of shipmasters to 
upgrade themselves either professionally or technically to 
adjust to new ideas. 

Just as the sailing ship gave way to the steamship and the 
octant to the sextant, so must most of the present knowl
edge of shipmasters give place to the new. The new sea lore 
will have its tradition based on early electronic navigation, 
on computer readouts, automatic transducers, radar, and 
gyrocompasses. A marine seismic survey vessel, with its 
equipment among the most advanced in the world, is a 
fund of knowledge. A full understanding of seismic work 
and the advanced equipment it utilizes gives a modern-day 
master mariner the opportunity to take note of and benefit 
from the rapid changes taking place around him. 
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